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Preface

Professor James A. Maraj
President, The Commonwealth of Learning

The year 1994 has been designated by the United Nations Assembly to be the
"Year of Small Island States", and as part of the initiatives related to the theme a
United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development in Small Island States is to
be held in Barbados in April/May 1994. The conference is expected to adopt plans
and proposals geared to addressing the environment and development needs of
small island developing states.

Despite a general acknowledgement of the need for improved awareness of the
ecological vulnerability of small island developing states, and the necessity of
mobilising all concerned - policy-makers, educators, members of the public and
others - towards playing a more active and positive role in the conservation of
natural resources, action has tended to lag far behind rhetoric in this regard.

From the very outset The Commonwealth ofLearning has accorded high priority to
environmental education in its strategic plan and, in the context of its mandate has
been involved "inter alia", along with other agencies, in the development and
dissemination of learning and resource materials on environmental education. We
have also been active in promoting publications through which Commonwealth
experiences in environmental education may be shared, and in 1993 supported the
publication "Environmental Education in the Commonwealth", one of the few
books to comprehensively provide a detailed account of research and practices of
environmental education across Commonwealth nations.

We are pleased once again to support this publication on Environmental Education
in Small Island Developing States, which, as in the previous case, is being edited by
Dr Walter Leal Filho of the University of Bradford. The publication has been
prepared to coincide with the workshop on "Environmental Education in Small
Island States" which is being held in Barbados just prior to the UN Conference, and
into which it is expected to provide specific inputs. We believe that, like its
predecessor, this publication will provide an avenue for the exchange and sharing of
information that will contribute significantly to the development and improvement
of environmental education in the Commonwealth and elsewhere.

Professor James A. Mara}
President, The Commonwealth ofLearning
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Introduction

Dr Walter Leal Filho
University of Bradford, United Kingdom

The United Nations Assembly's decision to dedicate the year of 1994 as the UN
Year of Small Island States and the subsequent decision to organise a conference at
the highest level to discuss aspects of environment and development in small island
nations have both been greeted with sympathy by the international community.
There is a consensus that this is a unique opportunity to holistically discuss the
various environmental, social and economical issues that are matters of concern to
small island nations, and to make these concerns widely known. In this context, a
unique opportunity is being provided with regard to the wide debate as to the role of
environmental education in the environmental conservation process, and to an
analysis of the current strategies to promote the environmentally-sound economic
development of small island developing nations.

The present book has been prepared in order to assist with this debate,. It contains
some information on the role of environmental education as a tool for
environmental conservation in small island states and a selection of case studies of
successful environmental education programmes in island nations, which will
provide a better idea of both the effectiveness and the potential of the environmental
education initiatives in the context of the environmental problem-solving process.
The definition of small island developing states in this book has been made flexible
enough to include island nations such as Madagascar, which despite their
(comparatively) larger size, are very poor (i.e. per capita GDP ofless than US$ 300)
and face severe environmental problems. As many other island developing nations,
Madagascar currently struggles to balance its development needs with the protection
of its environmental resources. This viewpoint is balanced with inputs from island
nations such as Singapore, which despite a relative economical strength are still
developing countries which can provide readers with useful insights into
environmental education practices appropriate for small territories.

In preparing this book sincere thanks must go to the Commonwealth of Learning,
which has once again taken the lead in supporting a publication which will not only
have an informative dimension, but which will also be a valuable reference tool in
enabling a wider understanding on the complexity and usefulness of environmental
education programmes in small island developing states.
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Chapter 1 . An Overview of Environmental Education in Small Island
Developing States

Dr Walter Leal Filho
University of Bradford, United Kingdom

INTRODUCTION

There are few places in the world where the need for the sustainable use of
environmental resources is as acute as in islands. And there are also few places in
the world where the need for a widespread consciousness on the fragility of the
environment is so relevant and can have such a strong impact on people's quality of
life.

The need for wide environmental awareness is particularly strong in small island
developing states (SIDS), which are countries that are trying to develop themselves
economically, but at the same time bearing in mind the need to protect their natural
resources.

For the purposes of this chapter, the definition of small island developing states
(SIDS) will consider all sovereign islands whose territory does not exceed six
hundred thousand square kilometres and whose per capita GNP does not exceed
US$ 11000, although this figure is above the threshold set up by the World Bank for
developing nations. The socio-economic profile of these islands however, is
illustrative of their status as developing countries. This definition includes for
example Dominica, which has an area of 751 square kilometres and a per capita
GOP of US$ 1408 (Houghton 1992) and excludes mainland Britain, which has for
example an area of 244, 100 square kilometres and a per capita GOP ofUS$ 14,300
(Houghton 1992).

The definition is also flexible enough to include (for didactic purposes only), islands
such as Madagascar (with 587,050 square kilometres and a per capita GOP of US$
155) which, being the world's fourth largest island, is not small in the sense of the
word, but is a poor island developing nation facing serious environmental problems
which cannot be simply ignored from a wider analysis. Finally, this definition
excludes colonies or territories (e.g. Hong Kong).
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IWalter Leal Filho

Within the above definition, a special emphasis should be made to the fact that there
is a great diversity among SIDS and that not all of them may be described as poor
developing nations. Singapore is an example of this. The concept of SIDS used in
this chapter only applies to those nations which are not fully industrialised.

A list containing various island states is given in Table 1, which also provides some
information on their position in the world. Due to the relatively small size of most
SIDS and the amount of environmental resources they have, environmental
conservation is often seen as a prerequisite for their survival. In fact, without proper
management of their environmental resources and without effective ways to
promote a sounder use of their natural assets, the majority of SIDS are likely to face
severe shortages of raw materials in a question of a few decades, and even sooner in
some cases.

Despite the diversity in size, geographical location, and economic indicators seen in
the various SIDS, there are some characteristics which illustrate the relevance of
environmental conservation as a whole and the usefulness of environmental
education in particular to these countries. Some of these are:

• States which possess considerable amounts of economically relevant renewable
environmental resources in addition to a great richness in biodiversity. If wisely
used, such resources can be explored on a longer-term basis, but the manner in
which some countries are using their natural resources today is a cause for
concern.

• States which are predominantly located in the southern hemisphere, which
provides them with unique climatic conditions suitable for wide-ranging
agriculture and tourism. The latter also creates a set of significant economic
benefits, despite the fact that it is often associated with environmental
problems.

• States characterised, to a greater extent, by fairly large (the case of Malta) to
large populations (the case of Jamaica or Sri Lanka) which causes significant
pressure on their environmental resources and their capability to sustain such
populations.

• States whose efforts to earn hard currencies (e.g. US dollars, German marks,
Pounds sterling, Japanese yen and others) often result in relaxed environmental
standards or regulations. These lax regulatory environments are
counter-productive in the sense that the resulting environmental degradation
leads to investors being less willing to invest money there.
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I An Overview of Environmental Education in Small Island Developing Statesl

• States which do not have a diverse economic base economic base. A number of
SIDS rely a great deal on tourism as a source of foreign money and investment,
whilst others dedicate a considerable proportion of their economies to the trade
of one single product or crop (e.g. bananas). Ideally, both from an ecological as
well as economical viewpoint, the diversification of economical activities is a
more sensible route to take, although this is not always possible despite its
usefulness in reducing a country's vulnerability to market fluctuations.

It should be noted that the above list is by no means comprehensive. The items here
listed are aimed at providing a basis for reflection and do not aim to be exhaustive
in neither contents or diversity of topics. They are nonetheless useful in including
most SIDS in a general context in order to enable an understanding of some of the
pressing environmental needs these countries face.

Table 1 - Some of the World's Island Developing States

Region Country

Africa Cape Verde
Comoros
Mauritius
Madagascar
Sao Thome and Principe
Seychelles

Asia Maldives
Sri Lanka
Philippines
Singapore
Taiwan

Caribbean Antigua & Barbuda
Bahamas
Barbados
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Grenadines
Haiti
Jamaica
St Kitts and Nevis
St Lucia
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St Vincent & The Grenadines
Trinidad and Tobago

Europe Malta
Cyprus

Pacific Cook Islands
Fiji
Kiribati
Marshall Islands
Nauru
Papua New Guinea
Solomon Islands
Tonga
Tuvalu
Western Samoa
Vanuatu

Some examples of environmental problems affecting a sample of SIDS may be
useful in putting this line of reasoning into context:

• Dominica; tree felling is progressively increasing even on the slopes, areas
which until very recently were informally protected from deforestation. The
consequences of tree cutting on slopes (as well as on river's edges) are widely
known. They include loss of soil stability, vulnerability to soil erosion, as well
as destruction of the fauna and flora associated with the trees.

• Malta; tourism has been on the increase for the past five to seven years. Over
one million visitors enter Malta in a single year, especially during the summer
months, with a great increase on the demand for water and energy. The practice
of bird hunting is also popular in the Maltese islands, resulting in damage to the
various species which use Malta for nesting sites.

• Madagascar; tree felling is also a serious problem, combined with the hunting
of various important animal species. Not far away from Madagascar, in the
Mauritius islands, tourism has also been associated with a number of
environmental problems which vary from intensive human pressure on habitats,
to solid waste pollution. The Mauritius islands also offers an example of how
far the depletion of animal species can go. The well known "Dodo" bird was a
native of Mauritius and is now extinct due to intensive hunting.
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• Sri Lanka; a country which still witnesses civil conflicts, has varIOUS
environmental problems whose seriousness concerns the international
community. The depletion of the country's forests, uncontrolled hunting,
widespread pollution of the air, water and soil, and other problems, illustrate
the need for concerted measures to address them.

• Barbados; water pollution is currently threatening to extend to the country's
main source of fresh water: the ground water supplies. Increasing
industrialisation as well as tourism growth, are seen as directly or indirectly
associated with water pollution in Barbados.

The above problems represent matters for concern to both individual governments
and international agencies. In fact, the complexity of the links between
environmental issues and economic growth in small island states motivated the
United Nations to organise a meeting to discuss the issue or sustainable
development in SIDS. The rationale of the event, formally called the "UN
Conference on Sustainable Development in Small Islands States" was
fundamentally the need to provide a forum for the in-depth discussion on the
various factors which are associated with sustainable economic development of
SIDS. The conference is part of the United Nations Year of Small Island States
(1994), during which different awareness-raising activities on the links between
environment and sustainable development in SIDS are being held in various parts of
the world.

CURRENT PRACTICES IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN SInS

Environmental education is seen as a useful methodology in SIDS and there is
evidence that it is widely used. SIDS have also been taking part in the development
of environmental education, by attending or being represented in some of the most
important meetings being held over the last twenty years or so, such as the Belgrade
Conference (UNESCO 1975), Tbilisi (UNESCO 1977), Moscow (UNESCO 1987)
and, more recently, the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED), whose document, Agenda 21 (UNCED 1992) makes
various references to the special needs of SIDS. The needs of SIDS to combine
economic growth with environmental conservation were pointed out in the report
issued by the Brundtland Commission (WCED 1987) and have been consistently
receiving mention in some recent environmental conservation documents such as
"Caring for the Earth" (WWF, UNEP, IUCN 1991), as well as in events such as the
international conference "Environmental Education in the Commonwealth" (Leal
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Filho 1993), empirical investigations on environmental education In developing
countries (Leal Filho 1992) and books (Leal Filho and Hale 1994).

However, despite the particular relevance of environmental education to SIDS, not
all island nations have environmental education formally established in their
teaching systems. Despite this reality, there are various items that illustrate the
increasing role being played by environmental education in fostering a sense of
environmental awareness among those living in SlDS. In order to provide a better
understanding about the extent to which environmental education is practised in
SIDS and the main topics being tackled in the context of environmental education
initiatives, it is worthy to mention some of the factors that indicate moves towards a
wider use of environmental education in SIDS:

• Diversity of topics: there are a number of environmental education themes
being covered in the framework of current initiatives. For example,
"environmental education and fauna conservation" is the subject of various
projects during which conservation education programmes focusing on the
preservation of animals such as endangered birds (in St Lucia and Dominica,
for example) are being undertaken. Items such as "environmental education and
tourism" are also very popular and are the focal point of a wide range of
projects in countries such as Barbados and Fiji. The relevance of such an item
can be clearly seen if one considers the fact that - as earlier mentioned 
tourism is an important source of income to many SIDS. Other topics currently
tackled in the context of projects are "environmental education and health"
(Western Samoa), "environmental education and transport" (Jamaica) and
"environmental education and sports" (Seychelles), among others.

• Adults and children's involvement: a growing number of environmental
education programmes in SIDS are attempting to gather the active participation
of adults, as well as of schoolchildren. It is the case, for example, of Vanuatu,
where an environmental education programme involving the preparation of a
didactic book on the environment counted on the participation of
schoolchildren, who prepared the illustrations used in the book. The
publication, entitled "Island Environment", contains a set of detailed drawings
of animals and plants made by the schoolchildren themselves, describing in
details the fauna, flora, ecological phenomena and environmental problems
Vanuatu faces.

Although children have ever been involved - in one way or another- in
environmental education initiatives especially in formal teaching, the same
does not often apply to adults. In most SIDS, environmental education
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programmes have traditionally focused on schoolchildren, whilst adults have
constantly been ignored. An environmental education programme being
undertaken by the "Friends of the Nature" in Mauritius however, tries to
reverse this trend by catalysing the participation of adults in environmental
conservation initiatives. Such an approach even includes "hands-on"
participation in cleaning-ups and preparation of information campaigns. It is
foreseen that in a not too distant a future, there will be more examples of
initiatives catalysing the engagement of both, adults and children.

• Problem-oriented approach: due to the widespread acknowledgement to the
fact that environmental education can be an effective tool in raising awareness
about and ultimately dealing with environmental problems, it is seen that
various conservation education programmes are being adapted to have a
problem oriented dimension. A good example of this reality can be taken from
Dominica, where the problem of deforestation is becoming a matter of great
concern. In order to deal with the problem, a National Environmental
Education Seminar was organised in late 1993 by the Ministry of Education of
Dominica and the University of Bradford. The event, which gathered teachers
from various parts of the country and elsewhere in the Caribbean -supported by
the Caribbean Conservation Association (CCA)- provided information on
principles and practices of environmental education and the techniques that
may be used in raising awareness on environmental problems, especially
regarding deforestation. Similar schemes are planned in other islands. The
underlying feature of problem-oriented strategies is that they are able to
concentrate the attention on particular topics, which are matters of direct
concern to individuals, thus catalysing action in the short-term.

• Integration between environmental issues and socio-economic factors: this is a
trend already seen in various SIDS, where environmental education initiatives
are being undertaken parallel to socio-economic measures aimed at dealing
with environmental problems. It is the case, for example, of Jamaica, where
attempts to develop the island's economic potential, through tourism, are being
complemented by ecological education activities which try to raise awareness
of the possible negative environmental effects it may have. Bearing in mind
that various economic activities have a direct or indirect impact on the
environment, the adoption of ecological education strategies may help in
addressing such problems in a more reliable way.

The above trends can be described as encouraging. Experiences successfully
implemented in some SIDS and described elsewhere in this book, can serve as
starting points for further initiatives in other countries. There are however some
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problems which are slowing down the process of dissemination of environmental
education in SIDS. These are described in the next section.

PROBLEMS WITH THE DISSEMINAnON OF ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCAnON IN SIDS

There seems to be no consensus as to which particular problems are the main
responsible for the current difficulties various SIDS have, with regard to the
implementation of environmental education programmes. The extent of particular
problems tend to vary from country to country and often from region to region
within the same country. It therefore appears more useful to list a set of three items
which are, overall, regarded as "limiting factors" in official and non-officials
attempts (undertaken by non-governmental organisations) to promote environmental
education in SIDS. Some of these problems are also seen in non-SIDS countries,
although, on the same measure, a few of them are most frequently seen in SIDS
than elsewhere. They often are associated with other problems not here listed,
whose genesis can nonetheless be traced to them. The knowledge about their
existence, associated with an understanding about their complexity and
implications, can be of great assistance in the search for ways to promote
environmental education in SIDS.

1. Lack of official environmental education policies: the majority of SIDS do not
have legislation or official mechanisms to support the formal implementation of
environmental education. This in practice means that environmental education
initiatives are not part of structurally-set governmental strategies, do not benefit
from supporting measures (e.g. funding, personnel, logistical assistance) and, as
a result, are unlikely to be systematically undertaken in the context of formal
teaching. Also, such a state of affairs makes it unlikely that environmental
education is effectively implemented into a country's teaching system. In
addition, even in cases where international donors are willing to provide
financial support to the execution of environmental education programmes, the
lack of specific policies in this field does not enable informed decisions
regarding priority areas to be made. It is therefore a basic problem, which is
seen as counter- productive in both financial as well as in logistical terms.

2. Limitations in the availability of structural support: this particular problem,
which is often associated with item I, is also a major barrier to developments in
the field of environmental education in SIDS, as well as in other countries,
especially in the developing world. Limitations in terms of structural support
include:
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• Reduced availability of training programmes (pre or in-service);

• Reduced availability of teaching materials and resources for
environmental learning;

• Limited access, by teachers, to up-to-date information on
environmental matters as a whole and on environmental education in
particular;

• Difficulties in following-up international developments.

• Lack of structural support may also lead to a stage of stagnation,
characterised by a reduction in the willingness of people and
institutions to take any actions in setting up environmental education
projects or to engage in conservation education works. Due to its
many ramifications, this is also a basic problem that (like item 1)
needs to be addressed if any activity is to be fully effective.

3. Definition ofremits and cooperation: This issue is considered in some countries
to the a relevant and sometimes a crucial one, considering the fact that in most
SIDS, institutions fully devoted to environmental education are not commonly
found. In such cases, environmental education schemes are conducted
-systematically or otherwise- as part of an organisation's list of topics and are
not the subject of a specific emphasis. Ministries of Education and
Environment often have branches, units or divisions which are responsible for
environmental education activities, but these do not usually have the political
back-up they need to afford respect from other departments.

The same applies to NGGs, a few of which are in fact one hundred percent devoted
to environmental education. But even in the cases where more than one organisation
is active in this field, there is the problem of conflicts of remits. That in real terms
means the often unavoidable question as to which institution is "in charge" or is
"responsible" for environmental education. The reality in various SIDS is that the
Ministry of Education and/or the Ministry of Environment/Natural Resources often
compete for the coordination of activities. This problem may be addressed by
encouraging cooperation, which is not always an easy exercise. However, whenever
practised, inter-sectorial cooperation among government agencies and between
government and non-government institutions, can lead to successful initiatives
which on their turn may lead to long-term improvements.
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The development of environmental education in sms is directly dependent on a
country's capability of addressing these problems. Provided that they are holistically
dealt with, the likelihood of successfully implementing environmental education
programmes may increase dramatically.

MEASURES TO PROMOTE ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN sms

There are a number of strategies that can be adopted with a view to systematically
developing environmental education in sms. These vary from essentially political
measures, to technical ones. On the basis of the experience gathered through field
visits undertaken to various SIDS, discussions with govemmental officials and
members of well-established non-govemmental organisations, a review of the
literature and bearing in mind current trends in intemational environmental
education, a set of measures that may be helpful in assisting sms to develop their
capabilities in the field of environmental education are:

• Environmental education should be formally implemented in individual
countries. Depending on the case, this can be achieved through the preparation
of "national environmental education programmes", which list the priority
areas and goals that need to be achieved. The Scottish Office (1993) published
a good example of such a document, containing a detailed description of the
measures to implement environmental education in Scotland. In preparing a
strategy or programme of this nature, references to the various actors (i.e.
people and institutions) who can plan a role on their implementation should be
made. Following the preparation of a countrywide programme which should be
widely discussed by govemment and non-govemmental organisations, the
responsible agency or agencies (e.g. Ministry of Education or Ministry of
Environment) should arrange for the official incorporation of environmental
education as part of the teaching system, providing the relevant funds for its
implementation.

• Environmental education should be suppOlied by systematic pre--service and
in-service training programmes. The formal decision to implement
environmental education policies should cater for the training of those who will
ultimately undeliake them. To date, a great number of sms lack people
especially trained in the field of environmental education. Because sms are
usually unable to fund studies of officials abroad, it may be possible to
encourage donor agencies and UN organisations to allocate a number of
training scholarships to enable selected officials from Government, as well as
from NGOs, to acquire training in environmental education overseas. In
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addition, country-based training should be also encouraged, whereby qualified
nationals of the country concerned, as well as foreign specialists, provide the
training needed in the country.

• Environmental education needs to be supported by locally-prepared teaching
materials. Both in formal and non-formal teaching, environmental education
programmes need to be suppOlted by sets of teaching/learning materials. A
great deal of teaching materials cUiTently available in SIDS today are imported
or translated from other languages. As the likelihood of success in
communicating environmental issues is acknowledged as being higher if local
examples are provided (as a result of being closer to the target group's own
surroundings) it is recommended that the preparation of local teaching/learning
materials be encouraged.

• Environmental education experiences should be shared among those living and
working in SIDS. Due to the fact that SIDS are often "isolated" in terms of
materials and experiences from other countries which may nonetheless have an
important informative role, some type of information dissemination/exchange
system should be established so that these countries receive information on
international experiences and are able to share their own practices. In doing so,
a concrete step will be given towards promoting the circulation of information.

• Environmental education programmes in SIDS should be integrated. There are
various examples of "good practices" in environmental education in individual
SIDS, which, if undertaken in a coordinated manner, could be of great benefit
to other countries. For example, an environmental education project focusing
on the problem of deforestation, could be of interest to all thirty or so islands
where this particular problem is regarded as a serious issue. It would appear
that much could be gained if a system of integration of environmental
education initiatives in SIDS could be established, whereby successful
experiences could be extended to other nations. This would be particularly
useful in regions such as the Caribbean, where individual islands are not too
distant from one another.

The above considerations may be complemented by other measures, whose ultimate
aim would be to provide a framework within which the development of
environmental education in SIDS could take place in a systematic manner. It would
also facilitate the search for funds for the execution of individual projects,
especially in those SIDS where financial resources for environmental education
programmes are so limited. Regional focal points (e.g. "Caribbean", "African",
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"Asian" and "Pacific") could be established to monitor progresses in individual
regions.

CONCLUSIONS

Environmental education programmes can be very useful in attempts to promote
environmental conservation in SIDS. It is a methodology widely employed today
throughout the world, despite the existence of some problems which are preventing
its wider dissemination. Provided that sets of measures aimed at dealing with the
current problems are adopted, there is a higher likelihood that environmental
education may be further used in SIDS. It would also appear that a coordinated
approach could be of great use in having environmental education systematically
implemented in SIDS.
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Chapter 2 - Environmental Education - The Malta Experience

Frank Ventura
University of Malta

INTRODUCTION

Everywhere, people strive for a better quality of life. Often, they focus on the
attainment of better social and economic conditions at the expense of the environment,
which rapidly deteriorates. As a consequence, the more enterprising individuals
migrate to areas with a pristine environment only to spoil it to satisfy their selfish
needs and effectively spread environmental degradation. Nowhere is this process more
evident than on small islands, where the escalating demands of a better quality of
human life render their ecosystems more vulnerable. Nowhere also is the need for
regulation of development more pressing.

This opinion should not be confused with any stratagem for suppressing the legitimate
aspirations of the inhabitants of small islands, most of which are in the process of
development (Kamnaratne 1978). Rather, it is the expression of a firm belief that for
all countries, and especially for small islands, sustainable development is a genuine
response to the challenge of 'meeting the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their needs' (World Commission on
Environment and Development 1987).

This does not mean that sustainable development is an easy option because there is no
doubt that it leads to differences of opinion about which priorities and strategies should
be adopted to cater for the pressing social and economic needs and aspirations, and
how to harmonise development with conservation of the environment. In an ideal
situation, decisions about which developments to pursue and which to reject should be
made following a debate by informed citizens who are sensitive to all issues involved,
and within a framework of appropriate legislation backed by an efficient system of law
enforcement. Education, particularly environmental education has a very significant
part to play in helping citizens children, young people and adults from all walks of life
to understand the principles of sustainable development and accept that development
should lead to social equity, ecological sustainability and economic efficiency
(Conference on Environmentally Sound Socio- Economic Development in the Humid
Tropics 1992).
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Due to their small size and the intensity of competition between groups holding
diverse opinions, it is likely that the limits of sustainability become apparent over a
shorter span of time in small islands than in larger countries. For these reasons, small
islands can be considered as laboratory test cases of how to come to terms with the
conflicting demands of sustainable development (Raldacchino 1992). In particular, the
experiences of small islands can be valuable in assessing the contribution of
environmental education to the intelligent resolution of dilemmas concerning the
environment.

The aim of this chapter is to describe the state of environmental education in Malta
and to comment on its role in helping people to come to grips with the challenges of
sustainable development. This account of the Maltese experience should enable
readers, pmticularly those from small island states, to make a comparison with their
own provision for environmental education and its contribution to national
development.

SECURING A PLACE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

These last twenty years, there has been a growing concern about the rapidly changing
envirol11nent of the Maltese Islands as the pace of social and economic development
increased. This has led to the enactment of the Environment Protection Act in 1990,
and to the formulation of a detailed Structure Plan, primarily meant to provide
strategic direction and context in matters concerning Malta's development over the
next twenty years. The Plan addressed issues relating to the settlement pattern, the
built environment, housing, social and community facilities, commerce and industry,
agriculture, horticulture and fisheries, minerals, tourism and recreation, transpOlt,
conservation, and public utilities. After a fairly wide discussion, the Structure Plan and
a Development Planning Act directly related to it were approved by Parliament in
1992. Stemming from these developments, an autonomous Planning Authority was set
up in October 1992 to provide a planning service to improve the quality of life,
through achieving the best balance between enhancing social conditions, improving
economic well being and protecting the environment. In practice, the Authority's main
task is to pursue the large number of policies of the Structure Plan, four of which
concern environmental education and research.

These policy statements bind the Planning Authority to:

1. Actively promote educational programmes aimed at creating positive patterns of
behaviour of individuals, groups and of society as a whole towards the
environment;
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2. Establish a resource centre for environmental education, in conjunction with the
Department of Education and the Government's environment agency, whose
functions will be:

• To keep the Maltese public adequately informed about environmental
matters;

• To increase awareness of the necessity for environmental protection and
the wise management of natural resources;

• To provide the mass media with good quality information and
educational material on the environment;

3. Encourage and promote the establishment of Field Centres by recognised
educational institutions, and of interpretative Visitor Centres associated with
Conservation Areas, provided that these are set up in harmony with existing
policies and regulations;

4. To encourage and promote public and private research institutions to carry out
research on the environment and on environmental problems, in conjunction with
the appropriate government agencies, and to disseminate it widely. (Planning
Services Division, 1990).

Besides these statements of intent, which mostly concern non-fonnal education and
research, developments in the field of education emphasised the need of environmental
education in school cUlTicula. Empowered by the Education Act of 1988, the Minister
of Education issued National Minimum Cun'icula for all levels of schooling from pre
primary to post-secondary, that ensure a place for environmental education in formal
education. Thus at the primary level (ages 5 to II), pupils are expected to achieve
good behaviour and character formation 'in the environmental field, so that they
realise that they should appreciate and safeguard our habitat'. FUlihermore, they
should be introduced to scientific knowledge which includes environmental science
(Ministry of Education, N.73, 1989). At the secondary level (ages 11-16), Civics and
Environmental Studies are included in the 'Normative Core' of the cuniculum which
is common to all schools and through all stages at this level (Ministry of Education,
N.I03,1990).

The post-secondary level curriculum stresses that among other moral aspects,
educational programmes at this level should instil a sense of responsibility towards
society and the environment. Post-secondary level students should also acquire
environmental awareness, which is described as respect for one's common habitat on
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whose well being our very existence depends' (Ministry of Education, N.109, 1991).
These statutory provisions have provided a solid basis on which to build environmental
education at all levels of schooling.

FORMAL ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Of course, topics about the environment have long fonned part of the Maltese primary
school curriculum either as nature study, social studies, geography or science. In fact,
this tradition can be traced back to the earliest school circulars issued between 1853
and 1858 in which the director of primary education strongly recommended the use of
school gardens to teach about plants, and later the introduction of the study of insects
and of minerals as part of Natural History. From the teaching methods and the
reference books that he suggested, it appears that the main concern was with
knowledge about the environment that was related to agriculture and trades that pupils
might wish to follow on leaving school.

This situation prevailed for many years and it was only as recently as 1969 and 1982
that attempts were made to generally modernise the primary school curriculum to
reflect modem educational trends and to introduce a different approach to teaching
about the environment. In 1969, a suggestion was made for the teaching of
environmental topics integrated with other subjects of the curriculum using a very
pupil centred approach in line with the latest educational thinking in those days. In the
second instance in 1982, nature study, geography, history and civics were incorporated
under the umbrella of social studies and parcelled over the last four years of primary
schooling to provide some fonn of environmental education (Ventura 1993).

Unfortunately, these innovations did not result in any significant improvement in
environmental education. There are multiple reasons for this failure but foremost
amongst them must be the lack of teacher preparation, insufficient supporting
materials for teachers, the intensification of streaming of pupils by ability coupled with
the re-introduction of a selective examination at the end of primary schooling, which
virtually excluded the non-examinable components of the cUlTiculum. This state of
affairs was examined by a national training workshop on Environmental Education
held in 1987 during which participants from all levels of schooling and from the
university suggested new initiatives and strategies for implementing environmental
education as widely as possible (I.D.EA, 1987).

The opportunity to implement some of these suggestions came as soon as it was clear
that environmental education had a secure place in the National Minimum Curricula.
Since then, four significant developments have occurred, two of which concern
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primary education and primary teacher education, another focuses on secondary
education, and the fourth deals with environmental education at the post-secondary
level.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AT THE PRIMARY SCHOOL LEVEL

Science and Environmental Activities

During 1989, as soon as it was clear that science was recognised as an important
component of the primary school curriculum and following previous attempts to
introduce science at primary level, a team consisting of the education officer for
science and of five teachers released from the schools started to work on a science
curriculum project specifically meant for local schools.

They produced sets of worksheets which were tried out in schools and which were
eventually published as workbooks for pupils (Department of Education, 1990 and
1991). The team also embarked on a programme of in-service teacher training which
progressively involved all primary school teachers in state schools and a number of
teachers from private schools who requested the course (White, 1991). The main
intention of the project and the in- service courses was to establish science as a subject
with a separate identity from social studies and to provide teachers with the scientific
knowledge, support and encouragement to overcome the numerous problems that arise
when introducing a new subject, especially because it is based on practical work.
However, the science team took the opportunity to introduce a measure of
environmental education.

This was done in two ways: by including fieldwork activities concerning the natural
environment and by making available for primmy schools a field study centre which
had previously been used almost exclusively by secondary school Biology students.
The worksheets concerning fieldwork were published as two separate booklets for
Years 3 and 4, and for Years 5 and 6 of the primary level (Department of Education
1990 and 1991). They aimed at presenting "a practical approach towards an
'environmental friendly' behaviour by children which fmills in them a lifelong respect
towards the environmenf', (Department of Education, 1991).

One of the original aims of the primmy science project was to take environmental
activities under the wing of science and to present fieldwork as the activity that crowns
science practical work (Department of Education, 1990). However, following
developments which will be discussed below, there was a change in the approach to
environmental education and a wider selection of fieldwork activities covering also the
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built environment were presented in the second booklet (Department of Education,
1991). The area of responsibility of the education officer concerned was also widened
to include science and environmental education rather than just science (Pace, 1992).

Incorporating environmental education into the Primary School Curriculum

The second project was initiated by a team based in the Faculty of Education,
University of Malta with the intention of analysing the primary teacher education
curriculum and the primary school curriculum to identify the existing and the
additional needed environmental education components, considering the
environmental situation of the country and the needs of the students. The final target
was to produce and evaluate a Primary Teacher Manual which would be useful for
both prospective and practising teachers. The project team consisted of two science
teacher educators, three primary school teachers, none of whom was a science
specialist, and a biology teacher. The teachers were selected on the basis of their
experience in organising and promoting activities with an environmental flavour, both
in and out of school, and because of their proven ability in the production of
curriculum materials suitable for young pupils.

On commencing the work, it was realised that the aims of environmental education
published in several sources (Wals et aI. 1976, UNESCO/UNEP 1978,
UNESCO/UNEP 1988, UNESCO 1990) were too wide and there was a need to focus
on what the environment meant for a 5 to 11 year old primary school child and what
understanding and awareness a child of this age range is expected to achieve. This led
to a simple model which considered the child as the centre of a series of concentric
spheres representing the child's awareness of him/herself, his/her house, school, town
or village, the Mediterranean Region, the world, and space. The model was not meant
just as a spatial analysis of the natural environment but also as an aid to analyse the
interaction of natural, built and social components. It was also kept in mind that the
interactions involved a set of cultural, moral and personal values.

These ideas were presented as lists of attainment targets for each sphere of awareness
to indicate the knowledge, skills and attitudes which should appear in the primmy
school curriculum. Each target was graded according to its conceptual demand and its
suitability for pupils at different stages of primmy schooling. The attainment targets
concerning 'Our Islands' provide an illustration of the outcome of this exercise and
how the targets were graded. The model and the whole ensemble of attainment targets
thus constituted a map of environmental education. Experienced teachers could then
use this map to chart a course which guides their pupils towards a wider and deeper
understanding and appreciation of the environment. Student teachers would need
guidance in using the map to prepare suitable activities for their pupils.
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Considering the evident overlap between the proposed attainment targets and various
subjects of the primary school curriculum, it was clear that environmental education
could neither stand as a subject area on its own, nor could it be incorporated into one
subject only, such as science or geography. Infusion of the environmental dimension
into all subjects of the curriculum seemed the most appropriate approach. However, it
was important that the infusion should constitute a symbiosis not an intrusion. In other
words, in order to avoid rejection by education officers and others responsible for the
host subjects the environmental dimension should be implanted in such a way that it
would be beneficial both for environmental education and the subjects into which it is
infused. Adopting this approach meant that curriculum development in environmental
education was different from that in separate subjects because activities had to be
found to reach the aims and satisfY the needs of both environmental education and the
host subject at the same time. The curriculum also had to ensure that pupils obtained
an all round environmental education and not just a sporadic acquaintance with some
aspects of the environment.

This point was addressed by a detailed analysis of the current school textbooks,
workbooks and syllabuses which showed that there was a good coverage of certain
spheres of awareness but not others. Most of the references to the environment were
found in the Maltese readers, the social studies syllabus and the science workbooks.
There was, however, a general lack of emphasis on all aspects of conservation and few
references to local environmental problems. These deficiencies were partly redressed
by suggesting a number of supplementary activities for all years of the primary school.
The activities were devised with the dual purpose of reaching some of the relevant
attainment targets and at the same time enhancing the host subject in the process.

A draft manual was produced and circulated among education officers and schools for
evaluation. The manual contained sections about the concepts, goals and objectives of
environmental education, an explanation of the model for environmental education at
primary level including the attainment targets, the results of the analysis of the current
curriculum materials, brief notes about suitable teaching methods and the assessment
of pupils' progress, the sample activities and a glossary of terms used (Faculty of
Education, 1991).

An evaluation workshop was organised over two days during which thirty three
participants, including teacher educators, education officers, heads and teachers from
eight primary schools exchanged opinions about the work. Very briefly the evaluation
showed that the manual was well received and the majority of the comments
concerned three aspects: the concept of environment, infusion, and the supplementary
activities.
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The participants welcomed the model of the environment but some thought that a
number of attainment targets especially those concerning 'Our Planet' and 'Space'
were beyond the grasp of primary school children. Others wanted a classification of
attainment targets by school year so that they would know which to tackle with a
particular class and which to leave for other years. Infusion was thought feasible but
not easy especially in the basic subjects which were examinable from Year 4 onwards
and in which teachers were expected to follow the syllabus fairly rigidly. The thematic
approach was also suggested and it was pointed out that infusion did not preclude the
occasional teaching by theme. The supplementary activities came in for the strongest
criticism because they were found to use mostly traditional methods of teaching and
because they aimed at the development of an awareness of bad practices and
behaviour which should be avoided rather than the promotion of good practice and
behaviour towards the environment. Some also commented that the language used in
some activities could be too difficult for many pupils (Ventura 1993).

Following this workshop, a number of modifications were made and the manual was
published in a limited quantity. This is now available for prospective primary school
teachers who will commence their B.Ed (Hons.) course in October 1993 when it is
intended to redirect one of the current course units on environmental studies towards
the pursuit of the goals of the project. Students will also have the opportunity to
develop and try out a range of environmental education activities to supplement those
already available for all the subjects of the primary school curriculum. Implementation
in the schools is more problematic, especially because of the overlap with the primary
science project. However, it has been recently announced that a teachers' guide on
environmental education is being prepared by the Department of Education which will
incorporate the ideas of the Teacher's Manual and particularly the idea of infusing
environmental education into all subjects of the curriculum.

The science project which included a number of fieldwork activities and the
environmental education project raised a number of issues which, I suspect, are
important in a small island state with a centralised system of education. Although the
focus of the two projects was different: one concerning primary teacher education and
the other concerning primary science, the overlap was interpreted as an intrusion in the
field of curriculum development which is traditionally perceived as the territory ofthe
Department of Education. Since there is no tradition of tolerance of alternative
curriculum approaches in state schools, the concurrent curriculum development
projects created rivalry between the two project teams which could have been avoided
and replaced by collaboration that would have benefited both projects (Pace 1992).
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCAnON AT THE SECONDARY SCHOOL
LEVEL

Turning to the secondary school level, when the provisions of the National Minimum
Curriculum were operationalised, it was envisaged that Maltese History, Geography
and Social Studies should form part of the core curriculum with one lesson a week
allocated for each of these subjects. However, it was realised that in this way, not
enough content would be covered to warrant setting an examination in each of these
subjects at the end of secondary education and the issue of a GCE/GCSE type
certificate. Given the excessive concern with examinations and certification in the
Maltese educational system, this position was untenable. It was therefore suggested,
and fortunately accepted, that the allocation for these subjects should be coordinated
under the umbrella of Environmental Studies.

A panel was set up with representatives from Social Studies, Geography, History and
Science to draw up a syllabus which could be examinable at the local Secondary
Education Certificate level, equivalent to the English GCSE level. Interestingly,
although the members of the panel came from different backgrounds, they agreed with
the idea that the environment can be presented as the set of relationships between the
Individual, other living things and the physical environment. Throughout the
deliberations on the content, four principles were kept in mind:

• Interdisciplinarity;

• A focus on an awareness of the Maltese and the Mediterranean environment;

• Promotion of teaching methodologies which offer students direct experiences of
the environment and sharing of opinions about environmental issues;

• The need to motivate students to participate actively in safeguarding and caring
for the environment.

The content was divided into three parts covering the natural, the human and the built
environment with a clear segregation of ecological principles, social interactions, and
historical perspectives. This approach rather than a more integrated one was adopted
because of a number of existing constraints which will take some years to overcome.
The most important of these is that no teachers have been prepared to teach
Environmental Studies at secondary level, and current supply of teachers demands that
the subject be taught by three separate teachers who normally teach either Social
Studies, History, Geography, Science or Biology. A second constraint is that no single
book is available to cover all aspects, although a number of good books exist which
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address the separate sections. Few of these, however, are written from the viewpoint of
environmental awareness and conservation. On the other hand, years would have
passed had we waited for the publication of a set of books specifically written for the
subject to promote a coordinated approach.

Therefore, as from October 1993, secondary schools will be introducing a course of
Environmental Studies which is compulsory for all students in the last three years of
secondary education and which will be examined in the same way as all other subjects
of the curriculum. Besides written papers, students will be expected to present a
project about an aspect of the environment whose assessment is school based.

Although the syllabus does not present the environment in an integrated way, teachers
may take advantage of the project work to encourage students to look at the
environment holistically. Hopefully, this new subject will evolve into a really
integrated course which provides environmental education to all secondary school
students. However, much depends on the efforts that will be made to prepare teachers,
to produce curriculum materials, and to motivate students to take a genuine interest in
the environment and not simply to study the subject to obtain another 0 level
certificate. Hopefully also, a coordinated effort by all concerned in developing the
curriculum in this area will avoid unnecessary rivalry which can only lead to
dissipation of energy and possibly the alienation of talented teachers and others who
have a lot to contribute to curriculum development in this area. A small island state
such as Malta must find a way to utilise the limited human resources available as
efficiently as possible.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AT THE POST-SECONDARY LEVEL

As from October 1989, the University of Malta entry regulations required students to
pass an examination in Systems of Knowledge at intermediate matriculation level.
This course of study was introduced to give students the opportunity of going beyond
the traditional limits of particular disciplines they studied for their advanced levels,
thus gaining insight into different systems of knowledge (Heywood and Serracino
Inglott 1988). Originally, the examination syllabus comprised six different areas of
study: Man and Symbols, Man and Environment, Man and History, Set Texts,
Scientific methods and the History of Science, and Artistic Aims and Achievements.
Some modifications were introduced later, notably the requirement to produce a
technological project and the modularisation of part of the course to ensure better
integration and to introduce school based assessment. But the study area concerning
the environment was kept, with some modifications in the light of the experience
gained from the first sessions of the examination.
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Although Systems of Knowledge has raised a lot of controversy (D'Amato 1992)
especially because it is obligatory for entry to university, it has acted as a vehicle for a
systematic discussion of environmental issues in which young people are quite
interested. Undoubtedly, the course has increased the students awareness of important
aspects of the natural and the human environment, which otherwise they could have
ignored. Thus, students have come across issues concerning global ecosystems, world
human population, environment and society, natural resources, and threats to the
environment. On the human environment side, they considered the meaning of
government (rule of law and division of powers), and the principal institutions of
social life (SoK Syllabus for 1993).

Of course, the effectiveness of Systems of Knowledge depends very much on how
students approach this area of study. If they approach it as another hurdle on their path
to university then there is the danger that they become concerned with notes which
they memorise and reproduce in the examination. The examiners' reports quote
evidence that this is actually happening. However, this trend may change as a result of
recent modifications in the structure of the examination, which now gives significant
weight to teachers' assessment of the students' course work. Another criticism of the
course has been that there is no real integration between the various components as
separate teachers are responsible for the different areas. However, the recent
modularisation of part of the course has provided the opportunity for introducing
themes which treat the environmental issues in a truly integrated way (SoK syllabus
for 1994). For example the module on Energy is expected to lead to discussions that
bring to bear scientific, social and economic viewpoints, possibly through team
teaching.

Environmental Education at Tertiary Level

There is also a commitment to environmental education at tertiary level both in
teaching and research at undergraduate and postgraduate level. At this level there has
been significant progress in environmental education since 1987, when the existing
position was reviewed by Ventura (1987). However, due to the limitations of space, it
is not appropriate to discuss these developments in any detail. Suffice to point out that
since 1987, various faculties and institutes of the University of Malta, the Foundation
for International Studies, and the Malta Council for Science and Technology have
organised courses, workshops and conferences, and set up research projects regarding
the terrestrial and marine environment, environmental economics, and environmental
law.

From the foregoing, it should be clear that in Malta systematic formal environmental
education is still in its infancy and that there is still room for experimentation.
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Certainly a lot of interest has been generated and the support provided by the statutory
provision of environmental education at all levels of schooling has given rise to the
curriculum innovations that have been described. It is now important to monitor the
implementation of these initiatives, keeping in mind the constraining influences of a
crowded curriculum, the pervasive concern with examinations and certification, the
need to prepare teachers and the necessity of producing supporting curriculum
materials.

This effort in formal education at school level should have an effect in some years
time. Hopefully it will reverse the findings of Fiott and Grech (1988) that persons aged
over 20 had a better awareness of the Maltese natural environment than those under 20
from which they concluded that schools were not very effective in imparting
environmental education. Hopefully also there will be more willingness to safeguard
the environment and to actively support conservation measures.

Non-Formal Environmental Education

While formal environmental education seeks to achieve its aims by a gradual
developmental approach, non formal education usually focuses on narrower objectives
and adopts a sharper approach to reach short-term objectives. In Malta, non
government organisations, the government agency for the environment, press, radio
and television all make a significant contribution to the education of a wide range of
audiences. More than thirty years ago, the Natural History Society of Malta, later
renamed the Society for the Study and Conservation of Nature (SSCN), and the Malta
Ornithological Society (MOS), both of which were established in 1962, began to
spread ideas about the conservation of the natural environment among their members
and the public at large.

The cultural and historical environment became the special interest of Dine Art Helwa,
a high profile NGO founded in 1965, which became known as The National Trust of
Malta These organisations successfully acted as pressure groups to minimise
environmental damage caused by the construction of facilities for tourism and
manufacturing industry during the rapid pace of development soon after Malta gained
independence in 1964. Other societies were formed in later years, among which Men
of the Trees (1969) and Arbor (1985) focused on the conservation of trees and shrubs,
Wirt Ghawdex (1981) dealt with environmental issues concerning' Gozo, the second
largest island of the Maltese archipelago, Moviment ghall Ambjent, Storiku (1985)
spoke on the conservation of historical monuments, and Moviment ghall Ambjent
(1985) took a special interest in the conservation of the natural environment. Another
important addition to the environmentalist lobby was the setting up of Alternative
Demokratika, a new political party which included environmental issues as one of its
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major concerns. Through its actions, it has brought to light cases of environmental
exploitation of dubious legality relating to the use of land for quarrying, batching
plants, building, leisure facilities and other uses. It also raised the concern for
environmental quality by focusing on the health and safety of bathing areas, the quality
of drinking water, sources of excess lead in the environment and similar issues.

Several other environmental groups of variable duration have been formed over the
last ten years and a few Residents' Associations have made strong appeals for
environmental conservation as they saw their towns, villages and the surrounding areas
change markedly in a short span of time. Later this year, Local Councils will be set up
in 67 localities and it is expected that they will constitute a strong force in raising
awareness about the environment as the inevitably begin to debate about sustainable
development in the separate districts.

Interestingly, not all recently formed groups agree on what is normally meant by
conservation. The Ghaqda Kaccaturi, Nassaba u Konservazzjonisti, which is a very
vocal and active association of bird hunters and trappers, was formed in 1973 to
counteract the initiatives of the Ornithological society (MaS) and other societies. The
association felt that its members were being deprived of their right to hunt and trap
birds and that eventually the gains of the environmentalists would lead to the
elimination of the favourite past time of thousands of people who want to enjoy the
environment in their own traditional way. Certainly, the often acrimonious debate that
has been going on these last twenty years has not escaped the notice of anybody and it
has done a lot to raise awareness about environmental conservation but it has also led
to conflicting groups who have adopted entrenched positions from which they will be
difficult to move. This issue has shown that non-formal environmental education is not
complete unless it also involves education about approaches to the resolution of
conflicts. Moreover, participants in the conflict should have an understanding of the
underlying ecological principles involved.

The case of bird hunting and trapping should not detract from the numerous gains
obtained by non-formal environmental education agencies. One of the early successes
of the MaS and the SSCN was that they persuaded government about the scientific
importance of a saline marsh just off one of the most popular sandy beaches and which
was threatened by road works that were necessaty for the development of tourism. The
lobbying of these societies between 1966 and 1978 lad to the development of the site
into a nature conservation area and its legal recognition as a bird sanctuary (Sultana
1990; Borg, Schembri and Axiak 1990). An interpretation centre has also been set up
in this locality and it successfully contributes to the non-formal education of the
general public and the many schoolchildren who visit it.
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Following this success story, other similar areas have since been designated as nature
conservation areas and there are plans to fm1her increase their number and also to
introduce archaeological parks which are conducive to the conservation of the
environment. Thus the future of non-formal environmental education through
interpretation centres is quite promising.

A notable achievement of the Moviment ghall Ambjent was the introduction of the
concept of environmental impact assessment (EIA) whenever large development
projects were planned. This idea has been accepted by government and by developers
and a number of EIAs have been carried out in connection with proposed projects
many of which were either dropped or modified in the light of the findings of the EIAs
and the public discussions following them. This important development has succeeded
in getting developers to think in terms of sustainable development at the initial stages
of their plans, and the general public to expect a serious study of the environmental
impact of large developments.

The Secretariat for the Environment, which is a government agency, has also
contributed to non-formal environmental education through the use of posters, the
press and television. It has been particularly successful in raising the awareness of
young and old alike with the insertion of video clips at prime TV time. Each video clip
consists of a simple cartoon which features Xummiemu, a hedgehog who
communicates a message relating to a local environmental problem such as the illegal
dumping of waste and rubbish, noise pollution, litter, and the reduction of the levels of
lead in the environment. Following the policies of the Structure Plan, the Secretariat
has recently set up an Environmental Awareness Unit to coordinate better the
dissemination of knowledge about the environment and the education of the general
public about environmentally-friendly behaviour.

Another important agent of non-formal education is the press whose power to spread
ideas and form opinions is widely accepted. In Malta, both daily and weekly
newspapers in Maltese and English regularly carry at1icles, editorials and letters on
environmental issues of national, regional and global interest. In this way they have
provided a forum for comments and exchange of opinions about all sorts of
environmental problems and ways to tackle them. The results of a recent study of
press items on national environmental issues gives an indication of the frequency and
coverage of the items during the period 1985-1991 (Kerr 1992).

The study excluded items which just expressed the political opinions of the author.
These appeared more frequently in the years leading to and including 1987 and 1992,
which were election years. Figure 3 shows the trends in the frequency of press items in
The Times, a local daily newspaper in English, and The Sunday Times, which is also
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in English. Generally the trend increases, but the frequency varies with the rise and fall
of interest in particular issues such as the siting of the new power station, recycling of
waste, a new city gate for the capital city, Valletta, and quarrying. The a sample of
articles published in the Maltese newspaper The Times, it is quite clear that most
importance is given to hunting, trapping and land use, followed by environmental
ethics and environmental quality. Items on the appreciation of the flora and fauna, and
conservation account between them for an average of less than twenty percent of all
items. Naturally, if other newspapers and magazines are taken into consideration such
a trend could be different, but by and large the observed pattern would be fairly
similar.

In small islands, there is the tendency to emphasise the immediate concerns of national
environmental issues at the expense of regional and global issues. However, radio and
television, magazines and newspapers regularly feature items on deforestation, marine
pollution, acid rain, depletion of the ozone layer, and the effects of global warming of
the atmosphere. Some issues are carried more frequently especially when they are
addressed by Maltese representatives in the United Nations and other international
fora. In fact Malta has taken a number of initiatives in the sphere of the environment
starting as far back as 1967 when it proposed that the international seabed and ocean
floor and its subsoil should be considered as the common heritage of mankind. This
new concept led to a number of international Pacem in Maribus conferences, some of
which were held in Malta, and eventually to the International Law of the Sea.

Malta also made important contributions to the international community which led to
the establishment of the protection of global climate as the common concern of
mankind in 1988 and the environmental protection of extra-territorial spaces in 1989.
In 1992 at the UNCED conference in Rio, Malta proposed the appointment of a
'guardian' with the right to make representations on behalf of future generations.
These initiatives and similar contributions to regional and global issues are given great
prominence in the local media, with the result that this coverage imparts a measure of
non-formal environmental education concerning the global environment.

CONCLUSION

This overview describes a stage in the development of the educational system of a
small island state where environmental education is emerging as an important area of
the school curriculum. This has happened partly due to the efforts of educators and
partly in response to the pressures exerted by non-governmental associations and a
general world-wide concern about the environment. But perhaps the most influential
factor has been the acceptance of a policy of sustainable development by all leaders of
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the whole political spectrum. This has resulted in a commitment to environmental
education at all levels of schooling supported by statutory provisions which ensure a
definite place for environmental education in the curriculum.

The curricula that have been developed as a response to this commitment have been
influenced by the prevailing constraints in the system. Perhaps the most influential
factor has been the widespread concern with examinations at both primary and
secondary levels. At the primary level, since environmental education is not expected
to be examined, there is the possibility that teachers neglect it in order to spend more
time on examinable subjects on which the future of their pupils depend so much. At
secondary and post-secondary level, on the other hand, since environmental education
will be primarily imparted through an examinable subject, there is the fear that
students will just memorise a number of facts and principles and make an effort to
understand simple concepts without really developing a feel for the environment.
These are problems that need to be tackled as the curricula are implemented and
enough experience is gained by teachers and students in different types of schools.

It has also been shown that non-formal environmental education in Malta, as
elsewhere, has been successful because it has tackled topical issues in a way which
captured the attention of a wide audience. The result has been an increase of the
general awareness of environmental problems and occasionally the mobilisation of
groups of people to take action to protect the environment. Thus the success of the
agents of non-formal education is quite evident and they deserve the support they get
from government, private firms and individuals.

Given the present stage of development in Malta, it may be wise in the near future to
concentrate on environmental education for ages 5 to 16, that is during the period of
compulsory education, and on teacher education. At the primary level (ages 5 to 11),
there is the need to follow-up the programmes that have been developed, to evaluate
their implementation. It is also important to form a cadre of educators who can
consolidate the work that has been done and adapt it to the changing needs of the
schools. At the secondary level, it is necessary to coordinate the Environmental
Studies curriculum, provide supporting curriculum materials, propose activities and
teaching methods that increase active participation by the students and involve them in
firsthand experiences.

These targets can best be achieved if the teachers themselves are involved in
curriculum development, but the work needs to be coordinated and the teachers guided
to pursue the aims of environmental education. At the secondary level also, a project
could be devised to infuse environmental education into the various subjects of the
curriculum on the same lines as the project at primary school level described above.
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Primary teacher education is another area that needs particular attention, especially as
on graduation, these young teachers can act as resource persons in the schools and help
other teachers to incorporate environmental education in their teaching.

All the curriculum initiatives mentioned in this chapter have been developed by
Maltese educators who have had to learn the skills of curriculum development by
experience. Certainly the task would have been easier and the product perhaps better
had there been collaboration with experienced educators from abroad. This is the
proper forum to propose collaboration, preferably on a regional basis, for the
development of environmental education at the secondary school level, since it is at
this level that regional and global environmental issues are expected to feature more
prominently in the curriculum. Hopefully, by the end of this conference strong links
will be established to facilitate collaborative ventures, which can only be of benefit for
the dissemination of environmental education and the professional development of the
participants.
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Chapter 3 - Environmental Education in the South Pacific

Ron Crocombe
Institute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, Cook Islands

INTRODUCTION

A surge of environmentalism swept into the Pacific from the centres of promotion
of new ideas in the industrialised world from the 1970s. Being relatively isolated,
the impact was later than in most other places. But being small, the impact was
greater once it arrived. Figure 1 provides an idea of the size of the South Pacific
region and of the diversity of small island nations which populates it.

Driven largely by external media power, foreign financing and expertise, as well as
foreign political pressure, the environmental movement in the Pacific has been
enthusiastically adopted in a region where acute issues (such as nuclear testing) had
already raised political and public consciousness. The threat of rising sea levels and
more destructive cyclones has intensified the process.

Rather than begin with the institutions of formal education, I look at the nature of
the environmental problems, about how the Pacific people learn about them, how
they learn what to do about them, and what seem to be the most effective solutions.
Then we find that much of the most important environmental education by-passes
the formal institutions, and that other processes are more effective.

The process of dealing with environmental problems is the main factor in
environmental education in the region. Formal education plays an important role,
but it is secondary. The major forces of environmental education in the region
remain the media, governments, international agencies, NGOs, foreign investors
(particularly airlines, resorts and tour operators) and other external influences.
These are probably the most cost-effective channels for education about the
environment.
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Figure 1 - South Pacific Islands

Country/State/Territory Population Area
(Sq Miles/Sq
Km)

American Samoa 47,000 76/197

Cook Islands 17,000 92/238

Federated States of Micronesia 111,500 2701700

Fiji 772,000 7,079/18,333

French Polynesia 188,000 1,236/3,200

Guam 133,000 209/541

Hawaii 1,100,000 6,451/16,707

Kiribati 65,000 264/684

Marshall Islands 43,000 68/172

Nauru 8,100 8/21

New Caledonia 156,000 6,990/18,103

Niue 2,500 100/259

Northern Mariana Islands 43,000 184/476

Palau 15,000 191/494

Papua New Guinea 361,3000 17,8716/46,2840

Soloman Island Islands 314,000 11,701130,303

Tokelau 1,600 4/10

Tonga 108,000 267/691

Tuvalu 9,000 10/26

Vanuatu 150,000 4,624/12,000

Wallis & Futuna 15,400 1061274

Western Samoa 169,000 1,133/2,935
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50,000 YEARS OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXPLOITATION AND
CONSERVATION

Pacific Islanders, like other humans, altered their environment in the course of
living in it. Particular activities enhanced some elements and degraded others. All
societies indulge, when it appears to be to their advantage, in attempts to convince
themselves or others that their ancestors lived in a state of eternal harmony with
nature. For none was it true. It is generally true, however, that the more elementary
the technology the less destructive they could be.

The First Wave: 50,000 Years of Hunting and Gathering

Hunters and gatherers live closest to the natural environment. Nevertheless,
archaeological and palaeontological research show that birds, plants and other
biological species were more numerous and widespread in the Pacific in pre-human
times and were progressively reduced by human settlement.

Ancestors of the diverse peoples now known as Melanesians were the first humans
in the Pacific. Over the centuries they seriously degraded parts of the island of New
Guinea, turning forests into unusable grasslands by burning for hunting. In New
Zealand the early Polynesian hunters made the huge moa extinct, fairy penguins
were decimated, and coastal middens show the decreasing size of shell fish as time
went on. Of course people practised conservation, as illustrated in the traditions and
aphorisms, but because the destruction of resources occurred slowly over hundreds
of years, no individual would be aware of the size or extent of resources in earlier
centuries.

A few months ago I was among the Fasu people of Lake Kutubu in Papua New
Guinea. They are among the very few remaining hunters and gatherers in the
Pacific. Indeed they live in a rich forest environment, and their understanding of
that complex ecosystem must be awesome, but their livelihood is simple indeed, and
it is no wonder that many seek alternatives beyond.

The Second Wave: 10,000 Years of Agriculture

Melanesia was one of the first centres of agricultural development in the world, and
agriculture was in most cases done by clearing forest. Polynesians were the first
humans in most of the eastern Pacific, and long before Europeans arrived they had
seriously degraded aspects of their environment. I doubt the possibility of human
settlement anywhere by anyone without this happening. Rapanui (Easter Island) is
one of the most extreme cases of the destruction of an environment by its human
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inhabitants - presumably because they originated from the tropics and many of the
techniques they were accustomed to would not work in the much colder climate and
different soils.

The Third Wave: 200 Years of European Technology and Culture

The arrival of Europeans greatly accelerated the destructive cycle. This period was
characterised by the crude exploitation of apparent surplus, largely by traders from
Europe with little long term interest or awareness. It was speculative and involved
physical as well as financial risk.

The whale population was decimated, sandalwood was almost exterminated, guano
deposits were exhausted. None of these, however, were major resources for Pacific
Islanders. Pacific peoples and cultures too, were in some cases traumatised by the
brief but brutal slave trade (accurately documented in Maude's Slavers in
Paradise), by migration to conditions more difficult than those at home (see eg Peter
Corris, 1973), by lack of immunity (though as Norma McArthur's book shows, the
extent of this has in some cases been exaggerated), and by warfare which was in
many cases endemic, but made much more lethal by the introduction of metal tools
and firearms.

The whole process was graphically summed up as The Fatal Impact by Alan
Moorehead. But he grossly overstated the case. For example he presents the
Tahitian population as decimated, the culture wrecked, the environment ruined. Yet
today, two hundred years after the period Moorehead was writing about, there are
more Tahitians than ever before, the culture is vibrant and the environment
presented as a paradise. Indeed the Tahitian population is now genetically very
mixed, but then and now many Tahitians prefer exotic spouses (and Polynesians
before that were, like most of the rest of us, of genetically diverse origin). New
elements of culture were demanded by Tahitians as much as promoted by
immigrants.

From the perspective of Pacific Islanders, however, the issue was not only one of
impact on the natural environment, but also on the social and political - particularly
in where they came to be outnumbered by and/or subordinated to, immigrants from
Europe and/or Asia.

Although the environment was never pristine, the European impact was massive,
and in many respects destructive on a scale far beyond that which preceded it, as
well as involving extensive biotic replacement. "Development" and "progress" were
terms commonly used to describe the massive destruction of forest and other
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vegetation to be replaced by plantations of commercial crops - coconuts, cotton,
sugar cane, rubber and so on. These were labour intensive and fed on the massive
relocation of workers from villages far and near in the Pacific, as well as on
displaced peasants from Asia.

This was not the only effect of contact with industrialised societies. The improved
health care that came about in the second century of European impact, led to
indigenous populations far in excess of those in the islands before contact with
Europe.

Lessons from the Past: There was no Environmental Golden Age

All societies are aware that some of their actions degrade the environment.
Degradation is usually defined as making it less beneficial for their own use.
Actions that degrade the environment but enhance human welfare are often
classified as enhancement. For example, replacing native flora which is not useful
to humans by flora or structures which are, is almost always given a positive
valence. Thus Polynesian traditions of the destruction of native forest to replace it
with villages, or gardens of vegetables or fruits which they brought from Asia, all
present it as enhancement.

The process was greatly accelerated by the arrival of Europeans with technology
which was more efficient (or "better" or "more destructive" according to one's
perception), and with their plants and structures and aspirations to create their
settlements and destroy in the name of 'development'. Thus early American
missionaries to the Pacific were instructed to "cover those islands with fruitful
fields and pleasant dwellings and schools and churches" (Garrett 1982). The
environmental destruction needed to do so was seen among the highest forms of
virtue.

One of the important tasks of environmental education is to get people to realise that
this is not a new problem, and that notions of returning to an idealised pest are both
invalid and counter-productive. There is good reason to understand, appreciate and
disseminate the knowledge of the traditional techniques of environmental
protection, to apply them where feasible, to adapt them as relevant, to build onto
them as appropriate. But we also need to be aware that problems of a radically
different kind or scale may need radically different solutions.
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THE NEW WAVE

The Advantage of Being at the End of the Line

There are advantages in being furthest from the centres of world innovation and
change. One is that you can learn at no cost from mistakes that cost them a fortune
to learn. In this context it may be useful to provide some information on some of
the region's environmental problems:

Over-population: Exploiting the Environment and Ourselves.

There are about five Pacific Islanders now for every one a hundred years ago. In
Melanesia, which is much the largest part of the region, it will be ten within twenty
years. Family planning education is now widespread, but slow to be adopted in the
Western Pacific particularly, for reasons that go with low income, limited education
and high risk anywhere - as well as to constraints imposed by local cultures and
some Christian churches.

The job of population education is mainly caITied by ministries of health, reinforced
by international organisations such as the United Nations Fund for Population
Activities, International Planned Parenthood Federation, Worlds Health
Organisation and so on. Some broader aspects are appropriately caITied by the
formal educational system, and by the media. All are probably useful, but I have no
idea of their relative cost-effectiveness.

The consequences of over-population impact on all aspects of the society- and have
some significance for planners, administrators, politicians, educators and everyone
else. The new book Pacific 2010 edited by Rodney Cole presents some very
sobering facts about the potential for present rates of population increase to greatly
reduce welfare and standards of living in the Pacific in the coming decades. I am
not sure how far more education is going to help on this wider national front, apart
from trying to better accommodate the extras.

Over-fishing: Killing the Goose and the Golden Egg.

High technology makes it possible for fishing vessels from the Pacific Rim
countries, with drift nets and other technology, to destroy the fishing grounds of the
South Pacific in a short time. The task here is to educate the fishermen from afar.
This education is coordinated by the Forum Fisheries Agency, an inter
governmental body in cooperation with member governments This necessitates
legislation, sea and air patrols, black-listing procedures, court actions, and
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intimidation of their governments by pressures in international fora, because it has
been found that without strong punitive sanctions, the high-tech fishermen from afar
refuse to be educated about their own long-term interests. (The positive role of
Greenpeace is discussed later).

The need to feed the growing local population, and the tourists, and in some cases
foreign countries through fish exports, is also leading to over-exploitation of lagoon,
reef and inshore fisheries in many countries. This is a matter for local education,
including sanctions. The fact that traditional conservation does not always work in
non-traditional situations is illustrated by the example of Tridacna clams in
Rarotonga. After the reefs had been denuded of clams, the Cook Islands
Government instituted a replanting programme, backed up by a 'ra'ui' (a traditional
sanction against exploiting a particular resource for a time - usually while it
rejuvenated), and paid wardens to police it. But the wardens (who were people of
the villages concerned) as well as the other villagers, soon stole the replanted clams
as well. As always, everyone agrees in principle - it is the practice ... ! The best
educators here are likely to be local governments, community organisations and
NGOs. And sanctions are needed to reinforce the rules.

Over-farming: Pushing Productivity Too Far.

One might say that the responsibility for education here lies with agricultural
extension workers, but it is they, in association with suppliers of fertilisers, poison
sprays and other chemicals, who misled the farmers into the current problems in the
more advanced Pacific countries. It is only after one or more generations of use of
the miracle cures and stimulants for plants that we are becoming aware that they
have poisoned or polluted the soil, the water supply and the lagoons in areas where
they have been intensively used.

Copra is on good example. The natural forests of many atolls were devastated to be
replaced by coconuts for copra-making. Now, with the decline in copra prices, the
ageing and weed-infested coconut palms are now abandoned on many atolls.

The new directions have come from the environment campaigners such as
Greenpeace and World Watch, and from consequent media emphasis on the dangers
of excessive use of chemicals. Their impact on public opinion, and its impact on
politicians and government agencies, has been beneficial.

The impact of bio-genetic engineering has not yet hit us, but is likely to at any
moment. The only instrument that can educate us widely and quickly enough of the
options here is the mass media. The sooner it starts the better.
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Over-Extracting: Stripping Minerals and Timber.

Over the last century most of the islands with phosphate were denuded of both the
mineral and the light covering vegetation. Nauru is the only remaining producer,
and its supply is nearly exhausted. Some old deposits may be reworked with suction
equipment, and a few new deposits are being found - mostly on lagoon beds,
whence their extraction would have major environmental consequences for the
marine life, for example in Manihiki which would have to choose between the
present lucrative pearl culture, and mining the phosphate from the lagoon floor.

Gold (mainly in Papua New Guinea) and nickel (in New Caledonia) have also been
exploited since last century, the latter particularly at great environmental cost.
Massive new discoveries of minerals throughout Melanesia make mineral extraction
the likely largest source of income for Melanesian countries, though who will get
what shares of the income is yet to be resolved. Before the exploitation begins, all
the right mantras about environmental conservation are uttered. But when it comes
to the hard negotiating on costs of more environmentally friendly options, and when
politicians are offered shares in the operating companies, or sub-contracts, both on
extremely attractive terms, most are soon re-educated to accept lower
environmental standards.

Then the only form of education left is public activism - media campaigns, attempts
to withdraw support from dishonest politicians, even demonstrations. 'kit so far
none of these has had much impact. The slow growth of public awareness through
the formal system of education is beneficial, but it is unlikely to be major, as the
persons making the environmentally unsound decisions are well aware of what they
are doing.

The next massive exploitation of minerals is likely to take place on the Pacific sea
bed, where enormous deposits of a wide range of minerals has been found. They are
concentrated in particular areas. The technology to extract them already exists, and
refining it to enable extraction to begin is expected to be achieved within a decade
or so. Environmental consequences could be massive, and the time for public
education is now. The task is to get the information from the scientists to the media,
so that the public can have access to it, without it being filtered through
governments, companies or educational or other institutions with vested interests in
managing it.

The greatest educator about the evils of the timber extraction industry in Melanesia
has been the Barnett Commission in Papua New Guinea, the reports of Ombudsman
Isaac Qoloni in Solomon Islands, plus other judicial type enquiries. These have
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exposed the political and other corruption which has facilitated the destructive
exploitation of the forests. The details were attractive to the media and got very
extensive coverage domestically and internationally. These feed back onto the
political system and onto the international agencies. This is what leads to action 
not seminars or courses or classes. Nevertheless, massive and destructive timber
extraction continues in those countries, at great long-term cost to the peoples of
those countries, for the shOit-term benefit of very few.

Over "developing" or pouring concrete in the spaces. In the Cook Islands we have
excellent physical planning and zoning legislation (Land Use Act 1969). It is simple
and straightforward, and was prepared by a highly qualified Cook Islander, and
passed by Parliament. The only problem is that although this was done nearly 25
years ago, and is still in force, it has never been implemented. One of the main
goals was to preclude people from building homes and other structures on the very
limited amount of first class agricultural land. Everyone agrees in principle but...!

Tourist development throughout the Pacific shows that very often, whatever the
planning priorities, major investors will have their own way. What is the
educational process which will overcome problems of this kind? Again the reality is
of governments having nice policies of environmental and cultural protection, but
also having demands for employment by their young people. So investors have
strong negotiating leverage, sometimes lubricated by being kind to the gate-keepers
- which makes them learn fast! The Chief Justice of Papua New Guinea, Sir Buri
Kidu, is on record as saying that "If we charged everyone who's corrupt, we'd
probably have no one left to run the placed" (Standish 1993:217).

Minerbi (l993a & b) sets out some approaches to the integrated socio-economic and
environmental planning and management in the Pacific Islands, which are an
important contribution to the growing literature on this topic.

Over-Consuming: Learning to Use More Selectively

This is perhaps the most basic issue of all, and one of the most difficult to deal with.
The most effective media - television, radio, newspapers, journals, earn their
income by promoting consumerism. They are not generally keen to kill their golden
goose. Alternative media' can be useful, but they generally reach only a small,
largely converted, audience.

Media can still be used, and are, but voluntary community organisations may be an
even more effective medium. In either case, they need data supplied to them if we
are to minimise waste at the source rather than "at the end of the pipe". This
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problem is even more acute in the industrialised countries, and they need to be
reminded of that, but steps also need to be taken in the Pacific.

Pollution the Pacific: Fouling our Own Back Yard.

Two million gallons of raw sewage were flowing every day from tourist hotels into
the lagoons of the island of Saipan (Northern Mariana Islands) last time I was there
in 1991. It had been for years. The cause was not lack of understanding or
education. It relates to the fact that the investors, mainly from Tokyo and Taipei, do
not suffer the consequences. And the local decision-makers can be deflected from
their obligation to their electors, at relatively low cost, Theoretically the elector has
the final say in electing the politician of their choice, but what when the foreign
investor becomes the major source of funding for the politicians campaign?
Obviously the educational task is to educate both the politician and the investor, but
like belling the cat, how does one go about that?

Local businesses are sometimes more susceptible to public pressure, and therefore
to respond to environmental guidelines. But when I look at the actual instances, in
some cases they are the worst offenders, and in others the local business community
leads the public in environmental education.

The institutions of formal education are making a useful contribution, but in relation
to the total exercise, it is far from the largest contributor. In some countries, school
children have been given such assignments as 'adopt-a-beach' or 'adopt-a-road' or
adopt-a-park', whereby they clean up trash and take a conservation interest in that
area. I like the concept, though it has evoked some resistance from parents who
complain that it is getting their children to subsidise foreign tourism (which should
pay to clean the beached they use), when the children ought to be learning.

The pollution of the cultural and political systems also needs consideration, for the
Pacific is used not only for dumping physical waste, but for money laundering, drug
transhipment, tax havens, flags of convenience, and other activities which are not
allowed in the countries from which they originate.

Protecting against others' pollution: global warm and all that. The evidence seems
to be getting stronger that activities in the industrialised countries are causing
climate change which may be causing sea level rise and more intense hurricanes.
This is particularly distressing for atoll nations such as Kiribati, Tuvalu, Marshall
Islands, Tokelau and others which could be made uninhabitable in two or three
generations. This is one of the worst environmental hazards, but the main
educational need is at the source. The only people who seem to have appropriate
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power here are governments working through international fora, and the
environmental NGOs such as Greenpeace, World Watch and so on - particularly
within the industrialised nations. Only getting into their media and political
processes can be of much help.

On the dumping of toxic waste from the industrialised countries, Pacific Islands
nations have so far declined many advances. The decisions are those of Pacific
governments, but they have been influenced by the media coverage given by
Greenpeace in particular, and by professional advice from metropolitan countries as
well as from regional institutions such as the South Pacific Regional Environment
Programme (SPREP), the University of the South Pacific and the University of
Papua New Guinea.

Another item wOlih mention are the nuclear and other weapons tests in the region.
The United States and the United Kingdom have used the Pacific Islands for nuclear
testing and France still does (though there is a suspension of tests at the moment).
There is widespread understanding of the dangers and general opposition to the tests
- though it must also be acknowledged that many Tahitians support the tests because
of the income they generate. Pacific governments have protested about this more
than almost any other topic, and organisations such as the Pacific Conference of
Churches and the Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific movement have leapt and
screamed about it for decades. Neither has had any significant effect.

On the dumping of nuclear waste, however, the South Pacific Forum (of heads of
governments) was very successful in persuading Japan to abandon, or at least
postpone, plans for dumping in the Mariana Trench. And on the storage and
destruction of weapons of chemical and biological warfare at Kale (Johnston
Island), the South Pacific Forum was likewise successful in persuading USA to
limit its fonner plans. The teaching device here is political leverage, for Japan and
USA want the support of Pacific Islands nations in international fora on other
issues.

COMMUNICATING THE MESSAGES

"DO NOT POLLUTE THIS PLANET", the electronic message board prints out at
you - in green letters - as you ride up the elevator in the Reserve Bank building in
Fiji. Environmental education can be effectively undertaken in the most unlikely
places. The Reserve Bank building is the location of some prestige addresses, and
the message is conveyed to influential people at a time when they have nothing else
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to do. That is useful environmental education - reaching an influential audience at
low cost.

It also illustrates the fact that much of the most influential environmental education
is undertaken outside formal institutions of education. It is an area of learning which
is ideally suited to the informal approach, and that is where I believe more of our
efforts should be directed. Formal institutions of education have an important role,
and every educational institution in the Pacific has taken it up to some extent. Rule
when one analyses the environmental problems, and seeks appropriate solutions, the
main channels lie outside the fOlmal system. Formal systems are slow to adapt, and
tend to package their knowledge in course-size parcels for sale to limited numbers
of students. Institutions of higher learning also package knowledge in the form of
consultancy to even smaller numbers of people at high cost. Some individuals in the
formal systems are excellent communicators and do a magnificent job, but they tend
to do so outside the formal system, as an optional extra.

SPREP produces much the broadest range of educational materials including
videos, slide sets, posters, books, articles and manuals; and it runs courses and
workshops, mainly for civil servants with environmental responsibilities.

Television

Television is probably the largest and most effective single medium of
environmental education in the region for people within 200 kilometres of a capital
or other city. And where it is not yet, in many cases it soon will be. It is ideally
suited to conveying general environmental education. In fact, there are few topics
television is better equipped to teach.

The nature programmes have a world-wide appeal so that costs can be spread. and
many of the principles they teach are universal. Generally too, the interuational
nature programmes depend more on vision and sound than dialogue, so persons for
whom English is a second (or third or fourth) language are not seriously
disadvantaged. With 1,200 Pacific Islands languages, few feature programmes are
made in anyone of them.

My impression is that viewers learn much more about the environment south of the
equator than north of it. In the US-associated countries and territories north of the
equator (Guam, Northern Marianas, Palau, Federated States of Micronesia, and the
Marshall Islands), the cheapest, lowest quality US material dominates the market.
This is at least partly because stations are private businesses trying to survive on
small, low income populations. Ogden's research on television viewing in Palau and
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the Marshall Islands showed that less than 3% watch educational material of any
kind. However, Palau is about to offer the Discovery channel so the situation is
likely to improve. South of the equator more of the television is government
controlled, so it contains less advertising, and there is more screening of educational
material, including much of environmental relevance.

Video

Very few people rent videos on the environment - either to learn or to be
entertained. I asked the largest video renter in the Cook Islands about the
proportions of educational material demanded by his clients. He said it was
negligible, and that the overwhelming demand was for action. When I asked what
that was he said simply "Sex and violence".

SPREP has financed the making of environmental video, and in Hawaii, Na Maka 0

ka Aina has produced video which is used extensively in public education. There
are other examples, and the range is growing, but as yet they reach only a small
percentage of the population.

An important new form of "captive" education came to the South Pacific in the
1990s when Air New Zealand began showing environmental education videos on all
its international flights. The largest audience is foreign tourists being carried from
North America, Europe and Asia, but there are also an estimated 12,000 Pacific
Islanders per year, and even more non-indigenous Pacific Islands residents. These
are all influential categories which contains a lot of role models for the next layer
down in island societies. They include local and foreign business and professional
people, staff of regional and international organisations, and Pacific Islander tourists
- particularly in Micronesia and Polynesia.

No doubt the airline decided that environmental video is to its advantage, for Air
New Zealand's fastest growing business is in selling the clean and green image of
the South Pacific to people from the industrialised countries of the northern
hemisphere who wish to escape their own environmental problems for a while. But
perhaps we should accept that this is the most effective circumstance for education 
i.e. when it is in the interest of the educator to teach and the educated to learn. As
with us academics or any other category, there is a rhetorical element, but
presumably some substance is transmitted also.

Incidentally, John Harrison, Director of the Environmental Centre at the University
of Hawaii, told me that they tried to get all airlines serving Hawaii to screen
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environmental video and found that the small ones would but the largest ones would
not.

Radio

Radio is not as conducive to environmental education as television, because the
visual image is so powerful, but radio is nevertheless increasingly providing
environmental programmes and messages. Nevertheless, talk-back programmes
increasingly feature environmental concerns.

However, much that is achieved in radio and television programmes is defeated by
the advertising, which promotes consumerism in principle and in practice. Some
advertisers emphasise environmental advertising, but in the same way as products
that are harmful to health use health as their advertising strategy (i.e. tobacco and
alcohol usually identify with sport and health), so those that harm the environment
convey an environmentally friendly message. Whenever I hear my radio saying "a
local soft drink cares for your environment" it reminds me of its negative impact on
pockets, stomachs and environments.

Newspapers

Many newspapers in the region now have columns or sections on the environment,
both in the regular sections and in children's sections. Some of the larger papers
have environmental columnists. The Asia Foundation recently sent one FUian and
one Tongan journalist to take a one semester course at the University of California,
and to visit relevant media, to study environmental reporting.

Journals.

The most outstanding contribution in the whole region is Link, a journal produced
by the Solomon Islands Development Trust. It is attractive, cheap, interesting, and
heightens awareness of environment issues and of what practical steps might be
taken to improve the situation.

The environment journal PLES, emanating from the University of Papua New
Guinea, ceased publication in 1991, but may be started again. SPACHEE produces
an environment newsletter, as do American Samoa (Rainforest Echoes) and the
Northern Marianas (Koko's Call). All the journals 1 am aware of are externally
financed.
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Paradise, the in-flight journal of Air Niugini, has for two decades won acclaim
around the world for its superb quality, and its concentration on natural and cultural
environment. Air Pacific, Polynesian Airlines and Solomon Airlines all give
considerable emphasis to environmental education in their in-flight magazines. It is
designed to educate - and to entice - tourists, but many copies find their way into
Pacific Islands homes and schools.

There are many articles in academic journals, but these are not widely read in the
region.

Books

With the increasing awareness, some books are beginning to emerge from the
universities and regional agencies - especially the South Pacific Regional
Environment Programme. The range of topics associated with the environment
keeps broadening, as illustrated by Jenny Bryant's new book on Urban Poverty and
the Environment in the South Pacific.

Posters and Other Promotions

The Fiji Department of Conservation has produced an excellent series of posters
showing flora and fauna and landscapes, but it is significant that government did not
regard the programme as of sufficient importance to provide funds for it. The
funding has come from the travel industry, as the images conveyed by the posters 
of attractive natural environments and unique fauna and flora - are the very images
the travel industry benefits from.

Another category of poster is that put up by schools, community groups, NGOs and
others, in support of environmental protection, or in opposition to its destruction.

Airlines Resorts and Tour Operators

Outside the Pacific, and to some extent within it, the largest single source of data on
the region is travel promotion material. Not only is it the largest source of
information, it gives strong (if not always accurate) emphasis to the conservation of
the physical and cultural environment. Schools within the islands as well as outside
it make extensive use of this material in countries where tourism is a major
industry, as it is one of the few sources of colourful and attractive illustrative
material at no cost for projects.
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Eco-tourism is the fastest growing sector of the industry, though it is difficult to
divide the rhetorical from the real. The total impact on the world environment of
bringing a tourist by jet from Europe for an 'eco-tour' of the Pacific is not much
different from the conventional tourist.

Demonstrations, Protests, Direct Action

These are most commonly organised by community groups or NGOs, in opposition
to developments which are considered to be environmentally harmful. They are
increasingly common in places where tourist density is high (e.g. Hawaii and
Tahiti), and to a lesser extent in relation to minerals and forest exploitation (e.g.
New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands).

FORMAL EDUCATORS

Formal education has an important role, but as Jenny Bryant has pointed out to me,
one of its disadvantages is that students generally learn the facts to pass their tests,
not to practice or act upon what they have learned.

Schools

In all Pacific Islands countries environment programmes are now an accepted part
of the curriculum. Universities within the islands and beyond have assisted with the
provision of curriculum materials, and in the past twenty years this topic seems to
have earned a much more significant place in the teaching programme than ever
before. Larry Hamilton, a leading environment educator in the Pacific, tells me that
experience changed his mind and he now considers that of the money invested in
formal education, the most cost-effective is in primary and secondary schools.

Universities and Colleges

Teachers colleges are perhaps the most crucial link in the formal chain. So if one
has limited funds for environmental education in the formal system, this is perhaps
the most cost-effective place to put it - particularly in the smaller colleges which get
the least benefit from external assistance. Another category of enormous importance
in the Pacific Islands is theological colleges. Churches are vastly more influential in
the Pacific than in most parts of the world. There are over fifty theological colleges
in the Pacific Islands, and a small input of environmental education there would be
very cost-effective.
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The universities have evolved extensive programmes in environmental studies over
the past decade or so. In the early stages these depended on the commitment and
dedication of a few individuals who were aware before the environment movement
became generally accepted. Now the movement is de rigeur and has permeated into
a variety of courses. The University of the South Pacific, for example, has just
begun a marine education programme for schools and the public with Canadian
funding.

The popularity of the topic was illustrated when I walked into the Library of the
University of Papua New Guinea earlier this year to be met by a full display of
books on environmental topics, ranging from the politics of rainforest ecology to
environmental theology!

The Environmental Centre at the University of Hawaii comments on environmental
impact reports and on bills and regulations on environmental matters in the state.

Adult Education

The environment is permeating all forms of adult education. As noted above, it
seems that the media and certain NGOs are the most effective, but there is also
scope for the increasing range of public lectures, short courses, workshops and other
learning mechanisms being provided by universities, colleges and international
agencies.

PEACESAT, the educational satellite system based at University of Hawaii and
linked to all countries of the region, provides a mechanism for the linkage of
educational institutions, governments and voluntary organisations, though it is not
yet extensively used for that purpose.

There are now over one hundred nature reserves, wild-life parks and other protected
environments in the Pacific Islands, but few are well managed (Baines 1990).
Perhaps if these were more open to controlled public viewing and public
participation in management, the message may permeate more quickly.

Voluntary Organisations (NGOs)

Greenpeace has the highest profile in the Pacific. Its films are used on Pacific
Islands television as well as by community groups, some of its publications and
posters are extensively used, and it is highly skilled at using all forms of media for
environmental education and lobbying. Its non-violent direct action has had some
outstanding successes. Since becoming established in the region in 1971 it has
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undertaken extensive and very successful campaigns on topics ranging from
opposition to drift-netting and nuclear testing, to waste management, marine
conservation and global climate change.

Among other international NGOs, the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) has an
extensive programme, and in 1992 the Foundation for the Peoples of the South
Pacific International (which derives most of its funding from United States
government aid) began a major programme.

The only regional environment NGO is SPACHEE (South Pacific Action
Committee for Human Ecology and the Environment) which undertakes research
and public awareness campaigns and publishes some resource materials. It collects
international resources, ostensibly for the region as a whole, but most of it is used to
benefit Fiji interests, where the headquarters is located.

Among national environmental NGOs, probably the most outstandingly effective is
the Solomon Islands Development Trust, which uses extensive part-time action
teams. These are recruited from villages and are paid a minimal allowance during
the one or two weeks each month that they are travelling to other villages to run
work-shops and other programmes. They also have a travelling drama show which
takes the environmental message to villages throughout the nation, and an excellent
journal LINK.

Other national environmental NGOs include:

• The Melanesian Environment Trust (Papua New Guinea);

• The Natural History Society (Vanuatu);

• The National Heritage Trust (Fiji);

• Siosiomaga (Western Samoa);

• Vaomatua (American Samoa);

• Atuatu te Natura (French Polynesia);

• Micronesian Islands Conservation Society (Pohnpei);

• Natural Science Institute (Yap), and various others.
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Two New Zealand NGOs (the Maruia Society and the New Zealand Forest and Bird
Society) also undertake some projects in Melanesia.

Voluntary organisations are being increasingly involved in taking care of natural,
historic and cultural resources. Hawaii uses two models. Guardianship is where
native Hawaiian groups take responsibility, and Curatorship where the government
involves NGOs.

Some very effective NGO initiatives are simple, effective but inexpensive. For
example the Micronesian Islands Conservation Society set up an attractive
permanent display at the Pohnpei International Airport, which almost everyone
living in or visiting the state of Pohnpei is familiar with. The Science Centre in
Palau is painted on the four sides with attractive representations of the four main
ecosystems of Palau. These heighten awareness of the public and are used by
schools as a basis for projects. Both were funded by the East West Centre's
environment project.

Religious Institutions

Churches are much more influential institutions in the Pacific islands than in the
industrialised world. Attendance is much higher and more frequent, and their
teachings much more persuasive, especially in rural communities. In much of the
region, all meetings begin and end with prayer, and a religious service is often an
essential prerequisite to quite minor activities.

Most religious institutions would claim that husbandry of the environment has
always been part of their teaching. Nevertheless, the world-wide environmental
movement has penetrated the churches and much more reference is made to the
need to care for the environment than ever before. Given good quality material on
environmental education, they are likely to make cost- effective use of it.

Despite their importance in this connection, however, the international agencies
rarely involve theological colleges, church ministers, lay leaders I youth leaders or
other religious groups in their promotion of environmental education. In some
respects is has the most cost-effective potential of all. It may be that SPREP has
already done so, but if not it would seem that a useful and cost-effective programme
they could initiate would be one in environmental education for theological
colleges, church ministers, ministers' wives, youth leaders and congregations
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International Agencies

An important part of the environmental awareness in the region came through the
United Nations agencies. The UN Environment Programme (UNEP), the UN Food
and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), UNESCO, the UN Fund for Population
Activities (UNFPA), the World Health Organisation (WHO), even UNICEF, have
made inputs into this process, as did the World Conservation Union (IUCN). The
four founding bodies of SPREP were UNEP, the South Pacific Commission, the
South Pacific Forum, and the UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and
the Pacific (ESCAP).

At least four Commonwealth institutions have been involved - the Commonwealth
Environment Programme, the Commonwealth Secretariat, the Commonwealth
Foundation and the Commonwealth Youth Programme.

Regional Organisations

SPREP (the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme) is the key actor, but
on a subject so pervasive, many others are also involved. SPREP has produced an
extensive array of educational books, posters, reports, videos and other teaching
aids. It has training programmes and is expanding its role in public education. Even
the Tourism Council of the South Pacific now produces colourful brochures on the
protection of the Pacific environment.

National Governments

Every national government has an environmental programme and with it a
programme for environmental education Most have established departments with
responsibility for conservation and related matters, but few have been allocated
much finance to carry out their mandate.

All education depmiments have increased the extent of environmental education.
UNESCO, the University of the South Pacific and other universities, the Australian,
New Zealand and Canadian governments, and various other sources have assisted in
the development of curriculum materials.

Another aspect of public education is public policy and law. But policies are
unlikely to be taken very seriously unless they are implemented, and without (1)
rules, (2) monitoring, (3) enforcement and (4) sanctions, it is unlikely that everyone
will do what is in the national interest. But this process takes considerable time The
Cook Islands passed environmental laws years ago, but on the first occasion that
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they were implemented (in 1991) they were found to be defective. The government
has not considered the matter as a sufficiently high priority to pass the revised drafts
into law - some allege because the govemment wants first to complete some of its
own projects which would otherwise be in conflict with the law! And since no one
has been taken to court for infringements, the public has learned that the publicly
proclaimed policies have no substance. It is not surprising, therefore, that they are
not closely followed.

The effectiveness of a government's setting of the parameters is one of the most
important educators in terms of action. The seriousness with which environmental
requirements are built into business licences, the nature of environmental mitigation
measures required in government or private project proposals, the extent and quality
of environmental impact assessments, all soon develop an understanding of what
will and will not be tolerated.

Local Governments and Local Communities

The provincial government of the Western Solomons in the 1980s hired Dr Graham
Baines as an environmental consultant, one of the first local governments to aim to
establish a significant environmental programme. This was given priority also in
some provincial governments in Papua New Guinea, but it was seldom sustained to
anything like the originally planned level in the face of competing demands on
funds and manpower.

One of the responsibilities of local governments is to ensure full participation of
local communities in developments which may affect them. This involves two-way
education - educating the miner, logger, tourism or other developer about the long
term needs and values of the community (and hopefully persuading them to take
them very seriously), and educating the local community on the positive and
negative potentials of facilitating any proposed development.

Commerce and Industry

Some very effective teaching on the environment is undeliaken by business. This is
particularly true of those firms whose activities impinge on the environment, for
example fuel and power companies, mining companies and so on. Chevron, so far
the only successful oil company in Papua New Guinea, is financing a programme of
research and community education on environment issues to be implemented by the
World Wide Fund for Nature.
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Tourism

The tourist industry is producing an increasing volume of material about the Pacific
environment, as that becomes an increasing focus of the industry. However, there is
also a growing literature to teach us about the impact of tourism on the physical,
cultural, social and political environment An important paper by Minerbi (1992)
summarises some of the risks and drawbacks.

THE NEXT WAVE

The Assault from East Asia

The assault from Europe in the last two hundred years is about to be repeated, and
for the same basic reasons. Growth of technology, income and population in Asia is
beginning to spill over into the Pacific Islands. Given the rates of economic growth
in East Asia, this is likely to be very substantial, very soon. Investors and others
from those societies are used to a much heavier environmental impact, and are thus
often not aware of the vulnerability of Pacific Islands environments. This is
exacerbated by the prevalence of corruption, particularly among resource extraction
firms from Asia working in the Pacific Islands in recent years. This leads to the
worsening of environmental degradation by the ministers and others who should be
protecting it - as amply documented in the extensive judicial enquiries,
ombudsmens reports and other investigations in Melanesia in recent years.

The Future must be Built In Part On The Past

Education, unfortunately, is usually built too much on precedent and is less effective
in preparing us for new circumstances in the future. But in the context of the rapid
change the region is involved in, environmental needs to be future oriented more
than past oriented. Nevertheless, an important factor in building for the future is
having a comprehensive and accurate knowledge of the past. This necessitates the
maximum involvement of peoples of the countries and cultures concerned,
documenting the environmentally relevant knowledge, practices, values,
cosmologies and lifestyles of the past, as well as those of today, and their
aspirations for the future.

The Cultural Environment

There is an uneasy interaction between national policies and the tourist industry on
the preservation and evolution of culture - particularly the expressive arts. Culture
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as creative expression is emphasised in the travel industry, and in national
expression of identity, much more than culture as values. Values are at times
backward looking to a vastly different context, rather than forward looking,
involving the values that will help people achieve their goals today and tomorrow.
There is a need to isolate which values are most congruent with the achievement of
which goals, and to determine how desired modifications might most effectively be
approached.

However, the conservation of the culture is increasingly associated with the
conservation of the physical environment. It too is being built into curricula, adult
education and even the education of tourists

CONCLUSION

How far Can the Rhetoric be Converted Into Action?

The vast bulk of environmental education in the region is foreign funded - the
research, the books, the posters, the videos, the films, etc. This includes both donor
governments (mainly Australia, New Zealand, USA and Canada), as well as
international agencies such as the Asian Development Bank, World Bank, several
United Nations agencies and some of the large NGGs. Even natural disaster
preparedness programmes have been largely externally funded. Thus continued
environmental education depends to a considerable degree on continued interest
from external sources. This necessitates educating those interests abroad which
impinge on the Pacific Islands, as well as educating Pacific Islands communities.

As with any important topic, it has to involve everyone. Information alone is not
very useful. What leads us to convert this to appropriate action? My impression is
that much of the most cost-effective education in this field has come, and has the
potential to come, from the media and voluntary agencies, including churches and
youth organisations.

An enormous range of environmental education actIvItIes is already being
undertaken on a wide range of fronts in the Pacific Islands region. Some low- cost
activities which might help optimise the extent of it might include:

1. In the allocation of existing resources for environmental education, go directly
as far out as possible. and to the smallest units possible. The larger international
and regional organisations tend to have access to relatively large funds, and use
more of them in overheads and high-cost delivery systems.
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2. Facilitate an annual media training programme for journalists and producers on
television radio and print material, sometimes within the Pacific Islands,
sometimes outside it, focusing each time on a different aspect of the
environment.

3. Provide subscriptions to selected journals such as LINK (published by Solomon
Islands Development Trust) to all primary and secondary schools in the Pacific
Islands region; and World Watch to all secondary schools and tertiary
institutions in the region. In both cases cheap bulk rates are available.

4. Provide a short and straightforward environmental training package for the 55
or so theological colleges in the region. It would need to be designed in
association with theologians and environmentalists.

5. Provide a training package for the many teachers colleges. throughout the
region, to augment the teacher training activities of SPREP.

6. Provide a set of environmental education awards for media, community
organisations and schools. These could be linked to radio and/or television
debate or discussion programmes. Private donors, such as airlines serving the
region, might be prepared to award travel prizes.

7. Arrange an essay or project competition.on likely environmental problems of
the future, and how they might be minimised by appropriate action now. This
would necessitate small funds or awards in kind (perhaps donated by the
private sector), and the mobilisation of a system of implementation through
schools or other institutions.

8. Facilitate some social assistance to environmentaLNGOs in the Pacific. The
Commonwealth Foundation and other Organisations have done much to
encourage both NGOs and environmental awareness, and may be prepared to
assist.
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Chapter 4 - Environmental Education in the English Speaking
Caribbean

Calvin A Howell
Caribbean Conservation Association

INTRODUCTION

Education, Training and Public Awareness as they relate to Sustainable
Development are extensively treated in Agenda 21 (Chapter 36) the blueprint for
action which emerged from the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED). Gelmane to the discussion is the need to increase people's
involvement in, and sensitivity to the search for solutions to environment and
development problems. Agenda 21 argues that this objective might best be achieved
by making education about environment and development more available and
accessible to people of all ages in societies undergoing the process of development,
and by infusing development concepts in all educational programmes.

This approach applies as much to the Caribbean region, as to those other small
island developing states pursuing the goal of "sustainable development". As a
region the Caribbean shares with other similar telTitories fragile ecosystems,
vulnerability to climate change and potential rise in sea levels, a limited resource
base, and an urgent need to develop its human and natural resources to sustain its
economic viability. It is imperative, therefore, that the transition to a sustainable
society be predicated upon education and training programmes which are geared to
help people improve the quality of their existence and achieve sustainable
livelihoods.

Traditional approaches to formal education in the Caribbean have not (to date)
achieved a sufficiently high level of sensitivity towards the environment, neither
have such approaches contributed to the emergence of an environmental ethos
among Caribbean people. Coupled with this is the absence of demonstrated
(political) will to actively promote education about the environment. This has
resulted in environmental education being somewhat marginalised across the
English-speaking Caribbean.

Vigorous and sustained programmes of education and public awareness about the
environment offer, perhaps, the greatest hope of inculcating a desirable level of
related knowledge, thereby achieving the required changes in attitude and behaviour
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towards the environment by Caribbean people. While some programmes are
currently being delivered through the formal education system in the Caribbean, a
number of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are at the same time spear
heading a new emphasis on education for positive change. The strategies which are
being adopted by the NGOs embrace a variety of non-traditional approaches, many
of which appear to be yielding the desired positive results.

This chapter reviews some of the programmes which are currently being undertaken
in the English-speaking countries of the Caribbean. The approaches that are adopted
are designed to heighten awareness and to foster positive change in attitude and
behaviour towards the environment. It is now generally accepted in some circles
that education about the environment is critical to promoting the goal of sustainable
development. Appropriate strategies must therefore be aggressively pursued to
improve the capacity of the region's people to address environment and
development issues through increased emphasis on environmental education.

BACKGROUND

The First Intergovernmental Conference which dealt specifically with
environmental education was sponsored by UNESCO-UNEP in Tbilisi, Soviet
Union in 1977. This was followed ten years later by a second International Congress
on Environmental Education which reviewed the progress of a decade of
environmental education, and planned activities for the 1990s. The initial
conference had as one of its recommendations the development and promotion of
curricula and the training of teachers by member states and inter-Governmental
organisations.

Since then, a number of Caribbean countries have participated in regional training
activities initiated by UNESCO-UNEP International Environmental Education
Programme (lEEP) as well as other initiatives sponsored by regional tertiary
institutions and non-governmental organisations. The more noteworthy initiatives
include:

• 1980: A regional meeting in Antigua, targeted at policy makers in education.
This meeting facilitated the discussion of national strategies to promote
environmental education and facilitated information exchange between regional
participants.
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• 1981: National workshops in Guyana and Jamaica, which focused on
environmental education principles, curriculum needs and the development of
selected teaching materials.

• 1983: A curriculum development workshop in Jamaica, which introduced
teacher educators to material developed by UNEP/UNESCO's International
Environmental Education Programme (IEEP).

• 1987: A regional environmental educators' meeting in Guyana, which focused
on non-formal Environmental Education techniques and applications, as well as
on mechanisms for coordinating formal and non-formal systems.

• 1988: A regional forum in Jamaica, which reviewed Environmental Education
and its application to the industrial work place.

• 1991: A regional meeting of Environmental Educators convened by the
Caribbean Conservation Association and CARlCOM in Trinidad. This meeting
adopted a draft strategy for promoting environmental education in the
Caribbean region at all levels, examined the potential of distance education
methodologies to train teachers in environmental education, and facilitated the
formation of a Caribbean Environmental Educators Network. These fora have
been reinforced by national meetings convened by non-governmental bodies in
the region.

In spite of these activities, the real impact at the community level is still, at best, a
matter for conjecture. National education programmes are being implemented to a
large extent through the formal system at the secondary and tertiary levels, while non
formal programmes are being implemented by voluntary associations, by non
governmental organisations, and through the region's print and electronic media.
These embrace creative and non-traditional approaches, designed to infuse into public
thinking a new ethic which emphasises the care and proper management of the earth
and its resources.

POLITICAL SUPPORT

Political support for education about the environment has been weak. This
contributes to the marginalisation of environmental education rather than it
becoming an integral part of the formal education system of education.
Notwithstanding, some impOliant advances are being made. For example: the first
CARlCOM Ministerial Conference on the Environment, (Trinidad, 31 May - 2
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June, 1989), culminated with the declaration known as "The Port-of-Spain Accord
on the Management and Conservation of the Caribbean Environment". The Accord
identified a number of priority issues and problems facing the Caribbean region, and
called for strategic approaches to address these issues. Among the many strategic
approaches recommended, the need for environmental education and training
received high priority. Consequently, a number of initiatives undertaken since then
augur well for the future of environmental education in the region.

At the meeting of Caribbean Environmental Educators (Trinidad 1991) convened by
the Caribbean Conservation Association and CARICOM, regional governments
were urged to:

• Endorse a programme in teacher training in environmental education;

• Make environmental education mandatory throughout the education systems in
the Caribbean;

• Put in place mechanisms to increase public awareness and commitment to
sound environmental practices through the establishment of an environmental
education Desk in each Caribbean country and increase the use of informal
media e.g. radio and television;

• Allocate resources for training of educators and for the development of
materials to facilitate the teaching of environmental education;

• Adopt the Strategy Document produced by the Caribbean Conservation
Association with regard to environmental education and communications;

• Recognise the Caribbean Conservation Association as an official regional
agency to raise funds and co-ordinate the production, collection and
dissemination of educational materials throughout the region.

These recommendations subsequently received official ratification by the
CARICOM Standing Committee of Ministers Responsible for Education at a
meeting in St. Kitts, May 1992.

The decision of the CARlCOM Standing Committee to officially recognise
environmental education inputs into the formal curricula is a significant break
through for environmental education in the region.
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Specifically the Standing Committee agreed to:

.. Support the implementation of regional programmes for environmental
education by the CARlCOM Secretariat in collaboration with the Caribbean
Conservation Association;

.. Facilitate the establishment of a mechanism to coordinate a programme of
information and education about the environment;

.. Support the development and implementation of innovative teacher training
programmes as well as regional efforts to access resources for financing
environmental education programmes.

NON GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISAnONS

Because of its regional focus and its unique membership structure - compnsmg
Governments, Non-Governmental Organisations, Educational Institutions and
Individuals - the Caribbean Conservation Association (CCA) has played a
significant role in the development of both forn1al and non-formal environmental
education programmes in the region. A number of other regional bodies such as the
Caribbean Institute of Mass Communications (CARIMAC), the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP), and international NGOs like Rare Animal Relief
Effort (RARE), World Wildlife Fund (WWF), and the Panos Institute, have also
made significant contribution. Some examples oftheir activities are given elsewhere
in the chapter.

FORMAL EDUCAnON

The formal education system is one of the most formidable Caribbean institutions. It is
guarded by strongly held values and complex bureaucratic arrangements which
characterise the region. Traditionally, teachers have been regarded as pillars of society
and as such, they exert considerable influence. Because of increasingly demanding
curriculum and examination schedules, the majority of teachers tend to resist any
innovations which might even suggest an addition to an already demanding work-load.

However, because curriculum is at the hemi of formal education, it is important that a
curriculum be developed for environmental education, which could embrace a multi
disciplinary approach required to teach environmental concepts. The curriculum
should be structured into a format which must be incorporated in teacher training
programmes. It must be bome in mind that curricula refom1s are never easy to initiate
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and implement, especially since universally there is almost always widespread
resistance to any educational change. This phenomena in education, therefore, obtains
in the Caribbean as well as around the globe.

During the last decade, overwhelming emphasis has been placed on the sustainability
of development. In the Caribbean, the very industries upon which the majority of
countries rely for their economic viability, namely agriculture and tourism, are
themselves dependent upon a healthy resource base. It is therefore crucial that the type
of education which would assist people in understanding and managing this resource
base be placed centre-stage in the development planning matrix, to move the region
forward in the most desirable manner and with the best possible direction and
guidance through formal programs.

Tertiary Level

A number of tertiary institutions in the Caribbean have been offering structured
programmes and carrying out extensive research in environment-related areas.

The University of the West Indies (UWI) offers courses in environmental studies at its
three campuses. At the Cave Hill Campus, Barbados, the Centre for Resource
Management and Environmental Studies (CERMES) offered a post-graduate diploma
programme in Environmental Studies and Natural Resources Management for several
years. The Centre is designed as a repository for research in environmental
management and natural resource issues in the Caribbean. There is as well a Masters
Degree Programme in Marine and Coastal Resources Management (MAREMP). At
the campuses in Jamaica and Trinidad, degree level courses in environmental health,
environmental sciences and various aspects of environmental management are also
offered.

At the University of the Virgin Islands, with campuses on St. Thomas and St. Croix,
US Virgin Islands, a variety of courses related to environmental management are
offered.

The University of Puerto Rico, through its State University of Rio Piedras and its
Regional Colleges, offers a Bachelor of Science Degree in Environmental
Management, with a speciality in Marine Biology and Masters and Doctoral Degrees
in similar disciplines. At its Centre for Energy and Environmental Studies (established
in 1969) the University of Puerto Rico carries out research in Urban Ecology, Marine
Biology, Environmental Science and Energy.
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A strong emphasis on marine and coastal resources education and training is
maintained by the Consortium of Caribbean Universities for Natural Resources
Management, which brings together some fifteen Caribbean institutions. The
secretariat of the consortium (established in 1989) is at the St. Thomas campus of the
University of the Virgin Islands.

Some other institutions offering different aspects of formal environmental education in
the Caribbean include:

• The West Indies School ofpublic Health (WISPH);

• The College of Arts, Science and Technology (CAST) and College of Agriculture
in Jamaica;

• The College of Science and Technology at the University of Guyana;

• Erdiston Teacher Training College, Barbados;

• The Institute of Marine Affairs, Trinidad and Tobago.

The combined efforts of these institutions represent significant progress in the thrust
towards environmental literacy and competence. It is regrettable that the efforts of
these institutions are largely uncoordinated.

Secondary Level

Education programmes relating to the environment (in most of the region's secondary
schools) reflect, to some extent, the level of influence which environmental issues
exert on the society. At the same time, the curriculum content is shaped largely by the
requirements of the Caribbean Examinations Council (CXC).

In 1983, syllabuses prepared by the Caribbean Examinations Council made it
necessary for school administrators to revise the secondary curriculum to meet the
CXC requirements in subjects such as General Science, Social Studies, Biology,
Geography and Agricultural Science. The curriculum for the lower secondary level
was again revised in 1992, when a further effort was made to infuse an environmental
element in subjects like Language Arts, the Visual Arts, Design, and Industrial Arts.
Environmental concepts are infused into the curriculum, in these subjects. However,
there is no single programme structured to encompass all aspects of environmental
education.
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Primary level

At the primary level, students are generally exposed to environmental concepts
through the inclusion of environmental awareness infonnation in subjects such as
social studies, general science and geography; through nature walks; art; poetry and
essay competitions and a variety of environment-related projects which are undertaken
both in and outside of the classroom. This approach has proven to be effective at th is
level, since it adequately undergirds more specific focus on environmental issues at the
secondary level.

Alternative Approaches

It is clear that a new approach to education is required - one which prepares Caribbean
people to provide relevant solutions to their environment and development problems,
in order to free them of a persistent dependency on outside sources to provide
solutions for their problems. This endogenous orientation to fonnal education is only
now beginning to take root, as teachers strive to make young people agents of change
in society - a trend which must at all costs be maintained.

Teacher training is a critical element in the process, and teacher training programmes
using distance teaching technology are now being actively developed and promoted by
some tertiary level institutions in the region. The University of the West Indies through
its distance teaching (tele-conferencing) facility (UWIDITE), and the University of the
Virgin Islands are two such institutions offering this service.

One measure of the effectiveness of any education system is its ability to help meet the
development needs of a country. The extent to which the current system of education
in the Caribbean is fulfilling this role is debatable. Education in the region still tends to
be highly academic, even though the priority areas of need are now largely
technological. It is imperative therefore, that suitable options be made available so that
all students are afforded the opportunity to develop their abilities in a wide range of
pursuits, thereby enhancing the productivity of the region.

Deficiencies in the current formal system of education might be attributable to a lack
of clearly defined guidelines indicating how educational policy may be translated into
practice in order to achieve the set objectives. This premise might well undergird the
discrepancy between theory and practice. It is extremely important in any system that
educational objectives embrace and actively apply a basic philosophy of what
schooling should entail.
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Thompson (1981) in Education and Development in Africa identifies some basic
philosophies of schooling which may serve as guiding principles for any system. One
of these, he suggests, is an innovative approach in which the school initiates, controls
and directs change in the society. Products of a school based on this philosophy are
likely to be innovators not imitators. Thompson sees the school (and by extension,
education) as being an instrument of change which provides its students with the
facility to think logically, to identify and solve problems and to initiate change without
imposing constraints on the students' free will by pre-determining what students
should or should not do. It is such a philosophy which underlies the basic tenets of
environmental education - education which seeks to prepare people to be agents and
managers of change in society.

Thompson argues that if students pass through an education system and emerge with
poor attitudes to work and to their surroundings, with feelings of alienation, and with
no real commitment to their country and its development, then that system cannot be
considered relevant or effective. If the values, skills and attitudes inculcated are
unsuited to national development that is sustainable, then the system which produces
those values, skills and attitudes is poor and inappropriate regardless of what high
academic achievement it might produce in selected students.

It is my considered opinion that the current education systems in the region are fraught
with short-comings one of which is their failure to serve the region's most pressing
development needs. Curricula tend to be oriented towards academic standards which
are beyond the capacity of the majority of students. Furthermore, in many instances,
curricula tend to be out of harmony with the life-style, culture, and the development
needs of the local population. Consequently, the content of the education programmes
being offered do not adequately prepare the average citizen to create employment.
Instead, it perpetuates dependency. It is critical, therefore, that programmes be
developed to address these short-comings.

NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

The World Commission on Environment and Development in its historic report"Our
Common Future", noted:

"Most people base their understanding of environmental processes and
development on traditional beliefs or on information provided by a
conventional education. Many thus remain ignorant about ways in which
they could improve traditional production practices and better protect the
natural resource base. Education should therefore provide comprehensive
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knowledge, encompassing and cutting across the social and natural
sciences and the humanities, thus providing insights on the interaction
between natural and human resources, between development and
environment. "

Environmental education should be included in and should run throughout the other
disciplines of the formal education curriculum at all levels to foster a sense of
responsibility for the state of the environment and to teach students how to monitor,
protect and improve it. Adult education, on-the-job training, television and other less
formal methods must be used to reach out to as wide a group of individuals as
possible, as environmental issues and knowledge systems now change radically in the
space of a lifetime.

New Strategies

Non-traditional approaches to education about the environment must therefore be
central to any new strategies. Indeed, some of these approaches are already beginning
to yield significant results for the region. Some successful strategies being applied
across the region include: use of popular theatre; introduction of a"Best Environment
Song" category in local calypso competitions, carnival celebrations and festivals;
waste art competitions; campaigns for clean-up of gullies, beaches, neighbourhoods;
and environment related projects for youth.

The participation of a large contingent of Caribbean youth in the UNEP sponsored
Global Youth Forum in New York (May 1992) was a significant step forward for
Caribbean youth, as it exposed them to a wide variety of youth organisations and
individuals working on environment and conservation projects across the world. This
can go a long way towards facilitating networking.

An increasing number of regional organisations carry out programmes of one kind or
another which attempt to engender environmental awareness and foster improved
resource management. For example, programmes can-ied out by the Caribbean
Conservation Association, over the past ten years or so, have assisted in the
establishment of environmental awareness committees and programmes in Anguilla,
Antigua and Barbuda, Montserrat, Nevis, St. Maarten, and other countries of the
region. These groups continue to be catalysts for positive attitudinal and behavioural
change.

National agencies carrying out non-formal environmental education activities in the
region include, but are not limited to: Caribbean Natural Resources Institute
(CANARI), Folk Research Centre, and the St. Lucia National Trust; Institute of
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Marine Affairs, The Asa Wright Nature Centre, The Pointe-a-Pierre Wildfowl Trust,
and the Trinidad & Tobago Solid Waste Management Co.; The Natural History
Society, The Geographical Society, and The Junior Naturalists of Jamaic~ The
Foundation for PRIDE (Protection of Reefs and Islands from Degradation and
Exploitation) of the Turks and Caicos Islands; The Barbados Environmental
Association, the Barbados Museum, and the Barbados National Trust; The
Environmental Awareness Group of Antiguaand Barbuda; JEMS Progressive Society,
and the Caribbean People's Development Agency (CARIPEDA) St. Vincent and the
Grenadines; The Nevis Historical and Conservation Society. Other National Trusts,
Conservation Societies, Museums, Environment Commissions, Parks and Beaches
Commissions, Naturalists Societies and Environmental Awareness committees also
make significant contribution. Other agencies such as the Panos Institute, and the
Caribbean Institute of Mass Communications work in conjunction with regional
bodies and implement programmes to increase public awareness. Activities include
media seminars, workshops, radio and television programmes, and publications. These
organisations all collaborate to share information and to promote sound management
of the region's natural and cultural resources.

Educating for Eco-Tourism

Tourism, as the region's principal foreign exchange earner, is a vital source of
employment in virtually every territory of the region. However, the industry is
vulnerable to negative changes in environmental conditions. It is therefore critical that
education and training of the public be accelerated to enhance the low levels of
environmental consciousness which prevail in the region.

Eco-tourism education and training programmes carried out by groups like the
Caribbean Tourism Organisation, various Hotel Associations and other groups are
geared to all the relevant players - architects, builders, developers, investors,
marketing specialists, resort managers, hotel workers, tour guides, school children,
tourists and the public.

These programmes, designed as they are to promote eco-tourism, constantly strive to
inculcate ways of interacting with nature in a conscious way to create facilities which
are harmonious with nature. Development of eco-tourism must continue to be
predicated upon the concepts of human responsibility for the care of the environment
and the conservation of natural resources.

Conferences and workshops on Eco-tourism are regularly convened by regional
tourism organisations. These have had a positive impact on the promotion of
sustainable tourism development in the region. A workshop on Education and Training
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for Eco-Tourism convened during the First Caribbean Conference on Eco-tourism
(Belize, July 1991) and chaired by the author, included among its recommendations,
the following:

1. That as a pre-requisite to the development of responsible tourism, governments of
the region undertake national policies which place education and training in eco
tourism in the forefront of their economic and social development strategies

2. That the development of education and training in eco-tourism be regarded as
being the collective responsibility of the private and public sectors and that efforts
be directed to strengthen this partnership

3. That creative and innovative mechanisms be employed to complement existing
formal and non-formal education approaches. Examples include:

a) Teacher training (including distance education and tele-conferencing);
on-site training; co-operative education; development of specific
materials and the establishment of data bases; exchange programmes;

b) Informal use of a multi-sectoral approach to training special activity
groups such as hotel workers, tour guides, vendors, immigration officers,
taxi drivers, hoteliers and all other members of the hospitality industry.

Additional recommendations include:

I. The establishment and enforcement of uniform Environmental Guidelines such as
the accreditation of trained tour guides;

2. Implementation of standards which offer value for money, and monitoring of
morally responsible product promotion and marketing;

3. That emphasis be placed on sensitising society to the need for protecting the
environment and preserving the cultural heritage of the region through the use of
various media such as in-flight videos, radio talk shows, psycho dramas, awards
and competitions, and other awareness generating mechanisms;

4. That education and training philosophy instil a sense of tourism ownership at the
community level, by recognising people as cultural assets and nurturing and
creating an entrepreneurial spirit in all segments of society.
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It follows therefore, that programmes geared to eco-tourism education and training
must continue to incorporate structures which complement, not disrupt, the natural
landscape. They must emphasise waste management approaches which incorporate
waste water treatment and re-use for irrigation purposes; the composting of waste
products for rebuilding the soil; the use and benefits of aesthetically pleasing open
spaces, man-made lakes and strategically placed shade and decorative trees. Coupled
with these must be comprehensive blueprints for reconstruction of ecological
restoration, the prevention of environmental degradation and the protection of fragile
ecosystems.

SOME POSITIVE RESPONSES

Not withstanding that there is much scope for improvement in both formal and non
formal education, there is encouraging evidence that increased emphasis on education
(both formal and informal) about the environment is contributing to positive changes
in attitude about, and behaviour towards the environment. The following will illustrate
some of the positive responses to support this claim.

Campaign to Save the Scarlet Ibis

Trinidad and Tobago's national bird, the Scarlet Ibis (Eudocimus ruber), has been
given a new lease on life, thanks to the efforts of the Pointe-a-Pierre Wildfowl Trust
and its supporters. This spectacular bird roosts and breeds in the mangrove swamps
and wetlands around Caroni River. During the period 1974 to 1984 ornithologists in
Trinidad and Tobago noted with concern that the numbers had been declining. Indeed,
the Trinidad and Tobago Conservation Wildlife Act during that time permitted the
hunting of up to five Scarlet Ibises per person per day, throughout the year.

Shooting is a popular pass-time in Trinidad and Tobago, and the leniency of the law
resulted in the rapid depletion of the Ibis population. In addition, the pollution of the
Caroni Swamp and feeder rivers resulting from unplanned development had affected
the life-supporting systems in and around the swamp, and according to a (1986) report
from the Pointe- a-Pierre Wildfowl Trust, this contributed to a large-scale migration of
the birds to nearby Venezuela. It was clear that speedy action had to be taken if the
Scarlet Ibis was to be saved.

In 1984, the Trust, under the leadership of Ms. Molly Gaskin, embarked on a
campaign to save the bird. The Trust mounted an intense public education and
awareness campaign and lobbied relentlessly to have the relevant laws amended. They
enlisted the support of school groups, environmentalists, and the general public. Their
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uncompromising approach heightened public awareness of the problem and resulted in
an amendment to the law in September 1986, which prohibits the issuing of state game
licenses for hunting the Scarlet Ibis. The Trust embarked simultaneously upon a
captive breeding programme recording its first success in 1990.

Protecting Endangered Wildlife

Campaigns by the Forestry Division of the Governments of St. Luciaand Dominica
have had similar results for the indigenous parrot populations of these countries. In
1975 David Jeggo, Assistant Curator of birds at the Jersey Zoo, was certain that the
indigenous St. Lucia Parrot was headed for extinction. This was based on the fact that
the numbers had been reduced to less than 100. Indiscriminate hunting and habitat
destruction were considered to be the primary causes. An intensive decade-long public
education campaign spearheaded by Gabriel Charles and Paul Butler, with support
from Forestry Division officers resulted in improved legislation, a significant increase
(more than double) in the parrot population, and an increase in public awareness which
has benefited other wildlife species.

The Conservation Education Programme of RARE Centre for Tropical Conservation,
with headquarters in Philadelphia, (USA) has also generated widespread support for
conservation efforts in the Caribbean. The strategy encompasses a multi-media
campaign to change people's attitude towards endangered species and their habitats. In
St. Lucia, "Jacquot Express" a brightly coloured refurbished bus serves as a mobile
interpretive centre. The "Sisseroou Express" in Dominica and "Vincie Express" in St.
Vincent and the Grenadines continue in a similar vein to spread the environmental
conservation message region wide.

In addition to campaigns to protect endemic parrot species, RARE has conducted
successful education and public awareness programmes to save the endangered
Montserrat Oriole, the Bahama Parrot, the Grenada Dove and the Brown Pelican, the
latter being the national bird of St. Kitts and Nevis.

Strategies adopted in RARE's innovative programmes include the use of badges,
posters, songs, bill-boards, bumper stickers, music videos, puppet shows and school
presentations to heighten awareness of the plight of the endangered birds and their
habitats. The campaigns have prompted the establishment of reserves, the revision of
wildlife legislation, and the building of nature trails.

Increased awareness by an informed public played a vital role in a 1992 decision by
the Government of Grenada to discourage construction of a golf course on the last
remaining habitat of the endemic Grenada Dove.
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Spin off effects of these programmes have resulted in other ecosystems being
preserved. For example, in Nevis, the campaign to save the Brown Pelican increased
awareness of the need to protect the island's wetland ecosystems.

The programme has also resulted in a dramatic increase in public support for
conservation measures across the region. In St. Vincen~ five years after RARE's
Conservation Education Programme was completed, the local St. Vincent Brewery
continues to fund the production of posters as well as a monthly environmental
newspaper.

Keeping the Caribbean Nuclear Free

Campaigns by the Caribbean Conservation Association and other regional and
international NGOs have helped to heighten public awareness regarding the potential
for widespread radiation pollution from the transport of radio active nuclear waste
(specifically plutonium) through the waters of the Caribbean.

Recognising the potential for danger which plutonium holds, the CCA mounted an
intensive campaign (in 1992) to provide public education for the people of the region
about the seriousness of the Japanese traffic in plutonium through the waters of the
Caribbean. The campaign involved thousands of concerned Caribbean nationals who
signed petitions, wrote letters to individual govermnents and to CARICOM requesting
that they protest the passage of the planned shipments by registering their concern at
the highest level including the United Nations. The campaign involved the print and
electronic media and in the end, the groundswell of support from NGOs across the
region helped to goad CARICOM Ministers of Foreign Affairs at the United Nations
to protest the passage of nuclear and hazardous material through the Caribbean Sea.
The first shipment of spent nuclear fuel, including plutonium was re-routed from
Caribbean waters - a moral victory had been achieved.

Focus on Youth

A campaign to gauge the level of awareness of Caribbean youth about issues relating
to the environment took the form of projects which were undertaken by young people
between the ages of five and twenty-five across the region. The campaign, launched in
November 1991, was sponsored jointly by Shell Antilles and Guyanas Limited and the
Caribbean Conservation Association.. When the judging of the first phase was
completed in May 1992, it was revealed that this project had mobilised between seven
and ten thousand young people from thirteen islands.
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The theme of the campaign was "Towards a Better Caribbean" and a wide variety of
creative projects were entered under the categories "Reduce, Re-Use, Recycle"; "The
Greening of the Caribbean"; "Historic Preservation" and a" Research Project". The
campaign revealed an extra-ordinary sense of awareness among Caribbean youth who
produced some outstanding projects including the fIrst phase of restoration of an
historic church; Amerindian stones with petroglyphs; research into pesticides use, and
several types of recycling projects.

The environment projects built upon an earlier initiative which had as its theme"Our
World: What Can We Do?" They capitalised upon the awareness which has been built
up as a result of ongoing education programmes, and translated this awareness into
positive action to help protect and preserve the Caribbean environment. Many of the
projects are on-going.

OTHER INITIATIVES

In the face of existing constraints there are, however, a number of other on-going
initiatives which augur well for the expansion of environmental education in the
Caribbean. The Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS), with funding
support from the United States Agency for International Development, is currently
coordinating a regional Environment and Coastal Resources Project (ENCORE), a
signifIcant component of which embraces training and education in natural resource
management. OECS/ENCORE, as well as a umber of other agencies, collaborated in
November, 1992 with the Caribbean Conservation Association to mount a nine day
workshop for 15 marine park managers. The objective was to strengthen the capacity
of selected participants to manage marine protected areas.

The Regional Coordinating Unit ofthe United Nations Environment Programme based
in Kingston, Jamaica includes among its activities the development of environmental
education and public awareness programmes. One such programme implemented in
collaboration with the Caribbean Conservation Association has as its main objective
the development and strengthening of institutional capabilities in the Caribbean to
Call)' out environmental education and public awareness programmes and to establish
an information bank of educational materials relevant to the region which could be
adopted, reproduced and distributed at a relatively low cost. Among the principal
outputs of the programme were:

• A directory of environmental education institutions in the Wider Caribbean;

• An illustrated student manual on "Corals and Coral Reefs in the Caribbean;
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• A workshop for Caribbean media practItIOners and a booklet entitled "The
Environment, the Message and the Media;'

• Development of Environmental Centres of Excellence throughout the Caribbean;

• Environmental education training for regional professionals, including Media
Managers and decision-makers;

• Development of information packages for use by students at all levels;

• A booklet on "Mangroves of the Wider Caribbean;'

A number of other indicators suggest that even though the pace may be somewhat
slow, education about the environment is getting greater recognition. These include:

• An increase in the quantity and quality of publications about environmental
issues, ranging from cartoon booklets and posters, to Fact Sheets on
environmental issues;

• An increase in the number of children's summer camps and library programmes
on environmental themes;

• Greater involvement by the regional media including the formation of a
Caribbean Environmental Reporters Network;

• An increase in regional awards for environmental action, including a Media
Award for Environmental Reporting, and the Governor General's Awards for
Environmental Achievement in Barbados

As public awareness of environmental and development issues continue to increase,
decision makers (in Government, and the public) are better placed to capitalise on new
ideas and technologies so as to facilitate transfer of infOlmation and use this
information to promote positive change and improved environmental management.

With the formation of a Caribbean Association of Environmental Educators (Trinidaq
November 1991) the foundation has been so laid for the development of a new
environmental ethos which could inspire all Caribbean people to join in the emerging
trend to form a global partnership between all peoples. Such a partnership could foster
commitment to make the planet a secure, hospitable and equitable home for present
and future generations.
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CONSTRAINTS

In spite of an increase in the number of programmes in environmental awareness and
management, a number of factors militate against their having a more dynamic impact
in the region. These include:

• A lack of appropriate curricula;

• Inadequate materials and methodologies to facilitate the integration of
environmental education into the formal and non-formal education programme.

Other Constraints Include:

• Inadequate funding for environmental education programmes

• Insufficient emphasis on specialised teacher-training in Environmental issues.

• The negative impacts of Structural Adjustment programmes on educational

As Governments all across the region grapple with external debt and structural
adjustment impositions, less and less money is available for educational programmes.
In that context, specialised education programmes about the environment (and other
subjects deemed peripheral) invariably get sidelined.

In light of these constraints it will be of paramount importance for the political
directorate to acknowledge the need and accord environmental education the priority
status it deserves. This would mean that he human and financial resources necessary
for its successful implementation would need to be provided. Indeed, the slow pace at
which environmental education has progressed in the English-speaking Caribbean is
directly related to the lack of trained resource personnel, inadequate teaching
materials, and the low priority which has been ascribed to it. The time is now ripe for
this trend to be reversed.

Critical to the successful implementation of any new education programme is the
development of national and regional policies to accommodate it. What is indicated
now is a comprehensive framework within which to position environmental education
programmes, innovative funding strategies, and support mechanisms many of which
are community-based. Such mechanisms need to be put in place to facilitate the free
flow of information on the principal theories, concepts and ideas which can facilitate
awareness of the issues impacting on the environment at all levels of society, and
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promote the necessary changes in attitude and behaviour which can translate into
positive action towards the environment.

LOOKING TOWARDS THE FUTURE

The Tbilisi Conference established some guiding principles for environmental
education which include the promotion of local, national and international co
operation; the utilisation of diverse learning environments and educational approaches;
the development of critical thinking and problem solving skills, these in an inter
disciplinary approach.

In the context of these guiding principles, activities related to environmental education
have, since the Tbilisi Conference, gradually served to stimulate greater awareness
among all peoples of the need to protect the environment. However, the Caribbean, as
a region, still has a long way to go to make environmental education an integral part of
the education and development process.

Crucial linkages between environment and development continue to go unrecognised,
so that important target groups such as policy makers, class-room teachers,
development planners, and trade unionists remain, on the periphery of environmental
education planning and implementation. Human and financial resources need to be
significantly increased to support the process, and environmental education must be
embraced in the context of the countries' national environment management policies
and economic development plans.

Education about the environment will provide the knowledge and skills required to
assist people in highlighting the all important relationship between proper
environmental management and sustainable development. Furthermore, it will help to
change their attitudes and values and increase their potential to improve their
economic performance. However, before people can fully understand the rationale for
resource management programmes, they must first have good comprehension of the
basic ecological principles underlying sound environmental management.

Education and training must therefore emphasise a problem-solving approach, so that
people can be empowered to make connections between their behaviour and possible
impacts on the environment. Also necessary is greater collaboration between policy
makers both inside and outside the labour movement, to synchronise approaches to
development issues if growth is to be sustained. It is crucial, therefore, that education
and training of the public be accelerated in order to counteract the deficiency in
environmental consciousness which still permeates Caribbean society.
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This insufficiency has militated against environmental issues being accorded high
priority on the agenda of those who formulate public policy, such as economic and
educational planners and government decision-makers. More often than is desirable,
they tend to relegate environmental issues to a low position in the hierarchy. It is
important, for example, to capitalise on the opportunities presented by agriculture and
tourism to maximise the need for greater awareness. Perhaps this could be
accomplished by including education and training in these disciplines as a pivotal part
of any genuine education strategy for the Caribbean.

Such strategy must of necessity focus on both formal and non-formal education and
training techniques which will improve public awareness of the requirements peculiar
to agriculture and eco-tourism development and promotion.

CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis presented in this chapter it may be concluded that environmental
education programmes need to be so structured as to develop a new ethos among
Caribbean people which might assist them in the solution of environment and
development problems. If this is to be the case, then programme content must be
anchored firmly in scientific research, the results of which must be integrated into
educational development plans of individual countries. Environmental education must
be accepted as being indispensable to facilitating sound environmental management
which is, itself, a prerequisite for sustainable development.

Education is not isolated from society, rather it is an integral part of it. In order to be
successful, environmental education programmes must gain the respect, confidence
and support of forces both inside and outside the formal education system. It is
important that the process brings together persons from all sectors of society, including
education officials, academics, government agencies, industry, news media, scientists,
community theatre activists, youth and community groups to exchange ideas about
how a desirable level of knowledge and understanding of these important concepts
may be successfully inculcated into environmental education approaches, and how the
desired attitudinal and behavioural changes may be achieved.

More importantly, there has to persist a relentless drive to ensure that education about
the environment is accorded the highest priority by each local government so that it
can be firmly entrenched in the overall development plans and strategies of every
country in the Caribbean.
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APPENDIX 1

Some Institutions involved in Environmental Education, Training and Awareness
Programmes in the English-speaking Caribbean:

• Association of Caribbean Universities and Research Institutes (UNICA), through
its Consortium of Caribbean Universities for Natural Resources Management,
Puerto RicolUS Virgin Islands

• Caribbean Community (CARlCOM), Georgetown, Guyana;

• Caribbean Conservation Association (CCA), St. Michael, Barbado~

• Caribbean Development Bank (COB), Bridgetown, Barbado~

• Caribbean Environmental Health Institute (CEHI), Castries, St. Lucia;

• Caribbean Marine Biological Institute (CARMABI), Willemstad, Netherlands
Antilles;

• Caribbean Natural Resources Institute (CANARI), Vieux-Fort, St. LuciaiSt.
Croix, US Virgin Is.;

• Folk Research Centre, Castries, St. Lucia

• Island Resources Foundation (IRF), St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands, USA;

• Institute of Marine Affairs, Trinidad and Tobago;

• National Environmental Societies Trust (NEST), Kingston, Jamaica;

• Natural Resources Conservation Authority (NRCA), Kingston, Jamaic~

• Panos Institute, Washington DC, USA;

• Institute of Marine Affairs, Trinidad and Tobago;

• UNEP Environmental Training Network for Latin America and the Caribbean
(UNEP/UCORED), Mexico City, Mexico;
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• UNESCO/UNEP International Environmental Education Programme (lEEP),
Santiago, Chile;

• University of the Virgin Islands, (UVI), St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands;

• University of the West Indies (UWI), Cave Hill, Barbado~ Mona, Jamaica; St.
Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago.
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Chapter 5 - Environmental Education and the Media in Sri Lanka

Nalaka J. Gunawardene
Science and Environmental Journalist, Sri Lanka

INTRODUCTION

The Context For Environmental Education in Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka, an island nation in the Indian Ocean, is grappling with a number of acute
problems related to environment and development. A mismatch between people's
high aspirations and the country's inability to meet these needs has characterised Sri
Lanka's development pattern since gaining independence from the British in 1948.
Population growth, through moderate in comparison to most developing countries,
has outpaced economic growth, creating and aggravating the situations of
unemployment, poverty and related issues.

Historically, Sri Lankans had developed advanced systems of natural resource
management and conservation, which preserved the island's natural integrity for
over 2,000 years. In the past 300 years, however, a combination of factors including
colonial influence, unsustainable economic growth patterns and a growing
population has rendered these traditional practices inadequate.

At the same time, there are several promising factors which make Sri Lanka's needs
and challenges in respect of environmental education markedly different. Almost
half a century of free education has produced a population which is well educated,
aesthetically sensitive and politically alert. The adult literacy rate, at 87 per cent, is
much higher than the South Asian average; levels of schooling and mass media
penetration are also considerably higher. In terms of overall human development,
the UNDP's Human Development Index ranks Sri Lanka much closer to some of
the newly industrialised countries than to the other countries of South Asia. This, in
spite of having a per capital GNP of only US$ 450.

Gaps Between Perception and Reality

These factors have created a situation where most people are already aware of the
major environmental issues and problems, and their implications. Unfortunately,
however, many people feel powerless and frustrated that the forces of
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environmental degradation and destruction are completely beyond their control.
There is a common misconception that the cumulative environmental impact of the
liberalised economy, government-driven development programmes and population
pressures is both inevitable and irreversible, and that individual action cannot make
a difference.

For instance, every Sri Lankan is well aware of the adverse impacts of
deforestation, a major environmental problem in the country. (Natural forests,
which covered 44 per cent of the land area in 1956, had been reduced to 20.3 per
cent by 1992. The remaining forests are under mounting pressure, and many areas
have been degraded or encroached.) Most Sri Lankans know of and appreciate the
role of forests in regulating rainwater catchment on which much of the island's
agriculture and electricity generation depends.

To a lesser extent, there is also awareness of its biodiversity values, particularly in
relation to tropical rainforests in the wet zone of the country. Individual villagers
and farmers routinely attribute the loss of forest cover to illicit timber felling. While
such illicit felling is one factor leading to deforestation, its real contribution to
deforestation is less significant than what is commonly believed. According to
scientists, the principal reason for deforestation in Sri Lanka is the authorised and
unauthorised clearing of forest land. Sri Lanka's acute land/man ratio continues to
drive people to clear forest lands for human settlements, roads and agriculture.

During the 1980s, much of the deforestation was caused by such clearing - which
includes gradual encroachment of forest lands close to village-forest boundaries.
Most people who complain about deforestation overlook this aspect; the causes are
believed to lie somewhere else, and not in their backyard.

Prisoners of Circumstances?

Even when people do realise the adverse impacts of their individual actions on the
environment, they often lack the knowledge or choice of a viable alteruative.
Examples for this include the following:

• Poor people who eke out a living from the land would always like to annex
more land. If they are shown how to obtain better yields per hectare, they
would be less inclined to do so;

• In the central hill country, those who cultivate or build houses on steep hill
slopes would much rather be somewhere else than risk being buried alive by
killer landslides. Yet, many have nowhere else to go;
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• Those who engage in slash-and-burn type shifting cultivation would prefer to
be engaged in more settled, iITigated agriculture -- if only they had land, access
to iITigated water and other benefits;

• People who break the protective coral reef in coastal areas, and sell it to lime
kilns for their daily subsistence, know the damage they cause - yet they have
not been offered a viable alternative to earn a decent living.

In such instances, blaming the people concerned, or imposing unrealistically harsh
restrictions on their actions alone will not help save the environment. Both
legislators and law enforcement authorities in Sri Lanka know this only too well,
and concede that education and awareness are better antidotes to these problems
than strict laws and penalties. In the long term, it is hoped that economic
development will also enable some of the poor people to free themselves from being
prisoners of circumstances.

Need for Individual Level Action

Environmental education can achieve tangible results in Sri Lanka only if it can
make people start thinking about trends and conditions that halTll the environment,
and also focus on actions that individuals can take at their level in spite of prevailing
conditions. In spite of many investments and efforts to promote environmental
education, it seems that much of the environmental education efforts in the fOlTllal
educational system have missed this point: these have traditionally been aimed to
discuss macro level issues in a detached manner. Such theoretical discussions of
ecosystems, their significance and inter-relationships are undoubtedly important, but
they often fall short of providing motivation or inspiration for action. Inadequate
attention has been paid to the local level impacts of environmental issues - and to
local action that can be taken to address them.

Fortunately, many of Sri Lanka's non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have
risen to this challenge, and are engaged in an impressive range of activities and
campaigns to help people relate the wider issues of environment and development to
their daily lives. NGOs see environmental education more as a means than an end:
environmental education is a powerful tool in the people's struggle to become self
reliant and empowered. In other words, if people are better educated and infolTlled
about environmental issues, problems, alternatives and solutions affecting their
lives, they would make better decisions at individual and community levels. In a
democratic system, it is hoped that the people would also be able to influence the
government's decision making process in relation to environment and development.
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MASS MEDIA AS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATOR

The mass media in Sri Lanka plays a role as a channel and means for environmental
education within the above context. The fact that the media plays a very significant
role in providing information on environment was confirmed by a recent country
wide survey, where most people cited different organs of the media as their primary
source of environmental information. A majority of the sample population in both
urban and rural areas cited the print press as the primary source of information on
the environment. Television was the next major source of information for the urban
population, while radio was for the rural population.

It was interesting to note that, according to this survey, less than 2 per cent of urban
and rural people attributed their information to NGO sources. Local NGOs point out
that most of their information is also channelled through the mass media, and that
the end users of that information are more likely to identify such information with
the immediate source than with its origin. But in the wake of these findings,
questions have been raised as to whether the NGOs have employed the most
effective means of educating the people on environmental issues.

The different organs of the mass media play a valuable role in creating
environmental awareness, both in Sri Lanka and elsewhere. In today's world,
people of all ages and backgrounds are regularly exposed to mass media messages
of different types and orientations. The media culture in which we live enables
those who produce media messages to influence (and even manipulate) the thinking
and actions of large numbers of people. While there are advantages and
disadvantages in this potential, it can be seen as an asset- and a powerful tool- in
influencing people to adopt environmentally acceptable policies and practices.

The media plays different and multiple roles in relation to environment and
development. It:

• Reports/Informs: by bringing latest news and information on developments
related to environment and development issues and subjects;

• Comments: through editorials, feature articles and other means, practitioners of
the media comment on the information they help purvey, thus adding
perspectives, relating issues to people's lives, and sometimes even providing
value-judgements on issues;

• Reflects: when a new development takes place in relation to
environment/development, some organs of the media remind their audiences of
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what had preceded this development through background stories, in-depth
articles or programmes, etc.;

• Probes: through investigative journalism, the media sometimes probes into
suspicious developments, misuse of public funds, scandals involving
environmental issues. In this process, the media unearths and reveals
information which the official guardians of the environment can then follow
up;

• Entertains: through its coverage of the rich diversity of nature, natural wonders
and man's interactions with nature, the media provides recreational benefits to
its audiences, helping them appreciate the benefits of a cleaner and healthier
environment;

• Educates: through a combination of all of the above, the media also educates its
audiences on pressures, risks and trends related to the environment, the most
appropriate responses, the type of individual and community action needed, and
the relative costs of such action or inaction. In this sense, the mass media is one
of the most potent educators on the environment.

The role of the mass media in relation to environmental education may be viewed
from several standpoints. This paper addresses it from the point of view of recent
advances in environmental journalism in South Asia. This discussion is followed by
a qualitative assessment of the performance of the Sri Lankan mass media as a
facilitator for environmental education.

THE RISE OF ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNALISM

Journalism, taken in a philosophical sense, is a quest for amassing and
disseminating information. In the development context, some journalists also
attempt to use that information to bring about positive social change. This includes
many Third World science journalists, who seek to use emerging scientific
knowledge and discoveries for improving the quality of life of their readers and
audiences. In the specific case of environmental journalism, the link between the
types of messages journalists convey and the impact such information has on the
quality oflife of the people is easily identifiable.

Reporting on environment and sustainable development issues has emerged as a
prominent specialisation within the wider field of science reporting. At the same
time, the growing public interest and concern for the environment have prompted
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journalists whose main interest or "beat" lies elsewhere to indulge in occasional
reporting of environmental issues. This approach, where a multitude of journalists
cover emerging or current environmental issues from their own perspectives and
news angles, is sometimes preferred by news editors to having a single specialised
reporter covering all aspects of the environment.

Environmental Journalists as Agents of Social Change

During the 1980s, mounting public concern for the environment catalysed the
emergence of specialised environmental journalists in many countries of the world;
Asian journalists have played a pioneering role in this respect. These journalists, for
most part young, well educated and committed to the democratic ideals, have taken
to environmental journalism with personal interest and zeal which make it more
than a mere professional pursuit; in the words of one, it is "a mission". Some of
them have found that their advocacy of environmentally sound national policies and
practices places them directly against national governments, local politicians or
powerful national and trans-national commercial interests. Undaunted, they have
pursued their campaigns, sometimes forming mutually beneficial alliances with
NGGs.

In spite of frequent confrontations such journalists have with the authorities, many
independent analysts now recognise that the future of the Asian environment rests
as much on journalists' shoulders as it does on those of national leaders. According
to Sharon and Kenneth Friedman, who have studied trends in Asia's environmental
journalism, many consider journalists to be important guardians of the
environmental commons for future generations because they help shape public
opinion, particularly that of decision-makers. The former Indian Minister of State
for Environment and Forests Vir Sen likened journalists to "social engineers" who
could be "effectively utilised for transforming the values and ethics of society
toward environmental protection."

Sri Lanka, which has inherited the traditions of British journalism and broadcasting,
has over the years seen the emergence and evolution of socially, culturally and
environmentally sensitive and responsive reporting in its mass media. Though
sometimes constrained by the lack of resources, training or political freedom (see
next section on constraints), environmental journalism in Sri Lanka has nevertheless
developed and emerged as a respectable specialisation within journalism.

Whereas in the past the focus of reporting on the environment was on non
controversial issues like National Parks, species conservation or individual incidents
of pollution, in recent times it has shifted to include more fundamental or survival
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related issues such as the effects of large irrigation dams; relation between poverty
and environment; landlessness; sustainability of high input agriculture; inequalities
in the distribution of national income, resources and energy; and the
inappropriateness of development models based solely on economic growth.

These and similar issues are being discussed widely and openly not only by
professional journalists, academics and environmentalists, but also by ordinary
citizens who share their observations and views in the columns of newspapers and
magazines. Many of the debates are far from resolved, however, but at least many
of the right questions are being asked.

Environmental journalists fuel many of these national discussions and debates by
providing regular coverage on issues, incidents and processes related to
environment and development. They also perform the task of whistle blowers: in the
recent past, investigative environmental reporting has enabled Sri Lanka to avert
several environmental disasters, for example:

.. Attempts to dump toxic waste from industrialised countries were foiled after
media exposure;

• Proposed mechanised gem mining in some of the country's rivers and river
banks has been suspended when press articles highlighted its adverse
consequences;

• Indiscriminate reclamation of wetlands and marsh lands in and around the
capital of Colombo has been reviewed after the media pointed out the link
between such reclamation and devastating floods the capital experienced in
1992.

Similarly, the country's mass media has provided valuable coverage for various
NGO-driven campaigns which were either directed against development projects
which were widely perceived to be environmentally and socially damaging, or were
agitating for environmentally friendly legislation. Examples of recent achievements
of such campaigns include:

• In the 1970s, officially sanctioned logging in the island's best known rainforest,
the Sinharaja, was stopped largely due to a sustained NGO protest campaign;

• In 1987, a controversial Forestry Master Plan which was biased towards timber
production was stalled and reformed as a result of NGO protest at national and
international level;
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• Also in 1987/88, NGOs successfully campaigned against locating a coal fired
electricity generation plant in the scenic east coast town of Trincomalee;

• In June 1993, after years ofNGO led lobbying, the Government finally adopted
regulations which make it mandatory for all new development projects to carry
out an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA).

In such campaigns, the media has provided a lobbying forum to the NGOs and a
platform to the different interest groups for an exchange views. Although persuasion
is still the preferred mode of operation in Sri Lanka, some NGOs are now becoming
increasingly vocal and action-oriented in their protest campaigns. In such instances,
whether the media should continue to provide them with access and coverage
(clearly demonstrating the media's own support for, and advocacy of, the issues
involved) is now being questioned. This is discussed further in section 4.6, under
advocacy journalism.

Constraints on Environmental Reporting

Despite the impressive performance and high potential of environmental reporters
in Sri Lanka, they share many constraints with their counterparts in other parts of
the world. Recent consultations the author had with newspaper editors, managers
and journalists helped articulate these constraints. Some of these, such as the lack or
inadequacy of training and the failure on the part of individual journalists to
understand complex scientific processes involved in environmental issues, can be
addressed and corrected within the profession. But others originate from external
sources, and the solutions lie outside the strict confines of the media circles. This
latter kind of constraints includes:

• Restrictions on freedom ofexpression: Various forms of official and unofficial
restrictions limit or exclude the possibilities of covering controversial issues.

• External influences: There are several external influences acting on the media
(e.g. threats of law suits, advertiser pressure, etc.) to refrain from investigative
reporting which can be detrimental to powerful commercial or political
interests. Newspaper editors and management have been under pressure from
different sources to abandon investigative environmental reporting.

• Restrictions on accessing information: Lack of information, or restricted access
to sources of information, is mainly due to the unnecessarily restrictive policies
of government institutions and industry. There is no guaranteed freedom of
information as far as the state agencies and institutions are concerned. In the
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absence of legal provisions to compel the disclosure of such information,
journalists are at the mercy of bureaucrats to obtain relevant information.

• Unresponsive Professionals: Journalists often have to contend with the
reluctance of scientists, engineers and other professionals to speak to the press
for the fear of being misquoted or mis-reported. Many government research
institutes also have restrictions on staff scientists speaking to the media.

• Resource limitations: Newspapers lack resources to assign journalists to cover
the environment on a regular or exclusive basis. They also lack resources to
obtain foreign environmental journals and publications for their libraries, and
cannot always invest sufficient resources on sending their staff on investigative
reporting missions on the environment.

It is not possible, in a discussion of this nature, to adequately survey all the wide
ranging issues associated with environmental journalism. However, from the
foregoing it would be clear that there is considerable interest in many sections of the
mass media about the subject of environment. Whether this interest is because
environment is a "hot" or current topic, or whether it reflects a deeper commitment
to the underlying issues involved, is not always clear. In many cases, one would find
a combination of both these reasons contributing to the media's current interest in
the environment.

The challenge before environmental educators and environmental managers is to
collaborate with the mass media in ways and means which will serve both their own
interests and those of the media. To achieve this, environmental educators need to
understand and appreciate the peculiar ways of the mass media and devise suitable
strategies.

MASS MEDIA

Strengths and Weaknesses as a Public Educator

In such an exercise, it helps to identify the inherent and practical limits of the mass
media in terms of environmental communication and education. When viewed
collectively, one could identify several strengths, as well as drawbacks, of the mass
media which would determine the degree and effectiveness of their impact. The
following is an attempt to list some of the more prominent strengths and weaknesses
of the mass media as a whole. It should be noted that all factors may not apply to a
given organ of the media at a given time.
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Media's Strengths as an Educator

The following strengths can be identified:

• Magnitude: Mass media products are produced for mass consumption, which
helps keep unit costs low. Advertising revenue further subsidises the cost to end
users.

• Penetration: Mass media reaches out to many different sections of the society
owing to a combination of factors which includes efficient distribution systems,
affordable cost, etc.

• Mass appeal: The media cater to different, multiple tastes at the same time. The
media messages are produced in an attractive fonn, and are often well
illustrated. (However, when extreme tactics are used to enhance mass appeal,
limits of decency and professional ethics may be exceeded).

• Wide information base: The media receives infonnation from a wide range of
sources both local and foreign, and also has extensive infonnation gathering
systems at its disposal.

• Packaging: In most cases, the media products are professionally processed and
packaged, making them easy to comprehend, and easier to digest.

• Swiftness: The media can reach out to mass audiences quickly. In particular, the
electronic media is now capable of providing live coverage to millions of
people worldwide.

• Cross-cultural effects: The media is often capable of overcoming barriers of
culture, language, etc.

The media's particular strength is in being able to reach out to those who are outside
fonnal educational systems, such as politicians, bureaucrats, industrialists and
workers. Such people are regularly exposed to newspapers, radio and television, and
their opinions and views are set, to varying degrees, by the media. It is interesting to
note that many of the perceptions on environment held by politicians and non
scientist bureaucrats can be traced to what is reported and discussed in the media.
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Media Weaknesses as an Educator

The media demonstrates one or more of the following weaknesses from time to
time:

• One-way communication: In most cases, the media messages are centrally
produced and distributed to unseen and sometimes unknown audiences, with
little or no feedback. OppOliunities for dialogue are limited. This is a major
weakness in being an effective educator.

• Market forces: The media institutions are driven more by commercial interests
and less by social and scientific interests. They may therefore not always be
amenable to performing social roles such as facilitating environmental
education.

• Over-simplification: A major weakness in many sections of the media is that
complex issues are broken down into a few columns or few minutes -- which
can result in oversimplification and distortion of the concepts involved.

• Limitations oftime and space: Often, the media cannot discuss a given issue or
subject in depth due to the limits of time or space. This is a drawback when
using the media for public education purposes.

• Excessive advocacy: Certain issues can be distOlied or marginalised if the
media takes advocacy standpoints, which frequently happens.

• Inaccuracies in reporting: The media tends to make inaccurate assessments or
statements, and do not always correct them. In scientific and policy matters,
such lapses could make a big difference.

• Loss ofcredibility: Due to the various inaccuracies and biases, some sections of
the media may lose credibility, which is an essential virtue necessary for an
effective educator.

The above list of drawbacks might seem overwhelmingly negative, but fortunately,
rarely does a single organ of the media combine all these in one. However, being
conscious of these limitations and drawbacks is always helpful.
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Is the MEDIA always Willing to be an Educator?

So far, our discussion has focused on what the media is doing, and could do, to
support and facilitate environmental education and awareness building. But an
important question is: is the media always willing to perform this role?

There is no one answer to this question, since the answer would necessarily depend
on specific circumstances. But by looking at the nature of the mass media in
general, we may arrive at some generic answers.

A fundamental truth is that the media is not a monolithic entity. The term "mass
media" is applied, in a generic sense, to a very wide range of publications and
broadcasts, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. This diversity is sometimes
so pronounced that it becomes difficult to even consider the different types of mass
media under the same heading (for instance, a home town newspaper and a global
television network have only a very few factors in common!)

In terms of the nature of the medium, the media is divided as the print media and
electronic media. Print media includes all types of newspapers, magazines and, if
one would like to extend that definition, even learned journals published on a
periodical basis. The electronic media, on the other hand, includes radio, television
and video, and all their recent variations and developments.

In terms of ownership, the media may be owned by private sector companies, by
governments (a phenomenon common in many developing countries) by multi
national corporations or by co-operatives of media professionals. The nature of
ownership determines, to a large extent, editorial and business policy of the media,
and whether a given organ of the media would be willing to perform a social role
will depend on these factors.

In terms of the type of subject matter they cover, and the depth at which such
coverage is done, the different organs of the media demonstrate another range of
diversity -- from the absurdly frivolous to deeply intellectual. Falling in between
these extremes are organs of the media which cater to a wide range of tastes,
preferences and audiences.

There are also wide variations in the level of training the media practitioners
receive, which determines the type of commitment and dedication to social issues
that journalists or broadcasters of a given media institution might demonstrate.
Some may want to help in environmental educational activities but may lack the
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skills and capacity; other who have the skill and capacity may not regard
environmental education as an important part of their functions.

In this context, the comments of Arthur Bourne, President of the European Union of
Science Journalists Associations (EUSJA) in relation to science coverage in the
media, are relevant. He notes:

"The media in the West, at least, like other commercial enterprises, with a
jew and notable exceptions, is in the business of making a profit for its
shareholders and/or proprietor, and it achieves this by purveying news,
current affairs, and entertaining its readers, listeners or viewers. It is not
in the business ofsupporting one sector or another, nor is it in the business
of educating the public (except for those specialist publications and
programmes); however, if by informing the public it is performing an
educationalfunction, that is a bonus, but not its principal objective. "

All topics covered by the general purpose media have to compete with each other
for column inches or broadcast time. To quote Bourne again: "Science competes
against a spectrum ofother interest sectors, and in the end it is the public's choice
that counts. It is a bottom-up, not a top-down industry." The same might be said
about the coverage of environmental issues in the media.

Because of all these factors, the environmental community has to device effective
strategies to use the mass media in their environmental education campaigns. They
need to exploit the strengths of the media while being careful and mindful about the
potential or prevailing weaknesses of the various organs of the media. Sri Lanka's
environmental community, whose relationships with the media have been less than
optimal, has been slow to appreciate the need for such strategies.

How to Access and Use the Media for Environmental Education

In accessing and using the mass media, environmental educators can use one or
more of the following options:

1. Constantly "feed" media practitIOners with relevant information, and enlist
their support for environmental education programmes and awareness
campaigns;

2. Produce "ready for use" material (e.g. features, news items, radio/TV
programmes) and provide them free of charge to the media;
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3. Sensitise media managers and editors on the social significance of
environmental coverage;

4. Buy publication space or air time to get messages across to the audiences.

Of these, the fourth option is both expensive and unsustainable in the long term,
whereas the first three. can be actively pursued by environmental education
practitioners. In all three, the best strategy would be to convince the media
managers and journalists about mutual benefits accrued from providing more and
better coverage on environment in their respective media.

In many countries, public concern about the environment has increased in the past
few years, and correspondingly, there is a growing demand for authentic and
authoritative information on environmental issues, problems, solutions and
alteruatives. As the mass media's own mandate involves catering to such public
information needs, a given organ of the media could enhance its image and mass
appeal by catering to this need. Thus, providing enhanced and sustained coverage on
environment can be projected as mutually beneficial to both the mass media and the
environmental community. The environmental community needs to make this point
to the media.

NGOs and the Media

The relationship between NGOs and the media is an uneasy one in many countries,
and the situation in Sri Lanka is no different. NGOs complain that the media is
often inaccessible, and/or indifferent about NGO activities and campaigns. Media
practitioners, on their part, find NGOs too idealistic, ridden with their own disputes
and territoriality, and expecting too much coverage too often. Whatever legitimate
grievances both parties have, recent experience shows that collaboration is mutually
beneficial. For collaboration to work, the prevailing mutual mistrust between the
media and NGOs needs to be dispelled.

As discussed in the section above, NGOs need to realise that it is not possible for
the general purpose media to provide extensive coverage to one sector, in this case
environment, as the media is called upon to cover a wide range of social issues and
developments simultaneously. It is a challenge for NGOs to make their
environmental message/s of sufficient interest to the media.

Sri Lanka's environmental NGO community is now awakening to this reality. They
demonstrate much greater sensitivity to, and recognition of, the particular needs of
the media now than in the past. NGOs now organise events to improve their
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relations with the media, involve committed environmental journalists in the
planning and implementing of some environmental campaigns, produce material for
the benefit of journalists, and run media alert services which keep track of emerging
developments in relation to current environment-development controversies and
debates.

Advocacy Journalism

However, there is no consensus among journalists as to whether the media should
become actively involved in NGO campaigns on environmental issues, particularly
when national opinion on such issues is divided. In recent times, planners in the
country's energy development sector have accused both the NGOs and the media
for acting against national interests. They contend that their recent attempts to
introduce coal fired thermal electricity generation facilities have been blocked and
delayed mainly by NGO opposition suppOlted by media coverage.

Notwithstanding such allegations, many NGOs in Sri Lanka feel that the media
needs to not only take an advocacy position for environmental reforms, but also
playa more active role than is currently happening. Environmental lawyer A L M
de Silva, chairman of Sri Lanka's Environmental Foundation, argues that the media
has to playa more positive role in conservation. He says: "No longer can we S0i
that the media must provide an independent, unbiased report offacts and leave it at
that.... The environmental journalist is someone who can assimilate the facts and
perceive in them the impact on the environment."

Although advocacy journalism in favour of the environment has never been openly
condemned in Sri Lanka, there are those who contend that the media balance such
advocacy with the economic development needs of the country. Sri Lanka has
recently declared its intention of becoming a newly industrialised country (NIC)
through export promotion and industrialisation. While there is no national consensus
on the desirability of such a drive, it is widely acknowledged that the only viable
solution to Sri Lanka's current problems of under-development, unemployment and
poverty is to broad-base the current agricultural production base to include
industrial production and processes. Exactly which type of industries should be
encouraged, and how much trade-offs should be permitted in that process remain
the subject of fierce debate.

In such a context, the mass media faces difficult choices in its coverage of an
increasingly fast growing economy and a natural and social environment which is at
increasing risk of degradation as a result. It is certain that the issues of advocacy
journalism in relation to media ethics will figure prominently in the coming years.
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MEDIA AND ENVIRONMENT IN SRI LANKA

Prospects for the Future

Even though many qualitative improvements can still be made, it is clear that many
organs of the media in Sri Lanka have committed themselves to covering issues
related to environment and development from the ordinary people's point of view.
While some organs of the media have assigned special sections, pages or
programmes for environmental issues, along with staff members responsible for
such coverage, others have opted to cover it as an integral part of their overall
coverage. As environmental interests are built into many other aspects of public life
(e.g. economics, public policy, politics and law) the media is being encouraged to
cover such aspects as and when they occur in whatever sphere of activity.
Whichever the approach, the environmental and media communities need to address
the following needs in relation to environmental education and the media:

• Blending entertainment and education: It has become necessary to make the
messages sufficiently entertaining to capture and retain audience interest -- in
other words, it is essential to "sugar-coat" the environment pill when it is
purveyed to audiences through the media. This is the only way all public
education efforts can expect to be sufficiently effective from now onwards, in a
multi-choice media climate that is now emerging in Asia.

• Providing training and other assistance to journalists: As noted earlier, a major
constraint faced by the media in covering the environment is that many
journalists lack training and exposure in how to handle environmental stories.
Although there is wide-spread recognition that environmental issues should be
covered with a broad, holistic view, individual journalists often lack the
background to achieve this. Not being specialists in technical subjects, many
journalists have to depend on individual or institutional sources for information,
interpretation, clarification and opinions on such issues.

• The environmental community, though vocal about the media's inadequate
coverage of their subject, has not always been appreciative and responsive to
these practical needs of the media. Thus, for enhanced coverage of the
environment in the media, both environmental and media communities have to
collaborate more closely and regularly. In the short term, journalists will
benefit from training programmes in environmental journalism, handbooks and
other publications, as well as frequent interactions with environmentalists. In
the long term, some of these measures need to be institutionalised, e.g. by
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introducing elements of environmental journalism into media training courses
and university mass communications courses.

In the end, the degree of success achieved by an environmental educator in
accessing and working with the mass media depends on: (a) his/her creativity and
resourcefulness, and (b) the relative preparedness and interest on the part of the
media practitioner. In different parts of the developing world, environmental
education practitioners are using various innovative approaches to access and use
the media. These include: sensitising creators of strip cartoons and popular soap
operas; enlisting the support of celebrities and/or performing artists to carry
environmental messages over the electronic media; and the use of community radio
and local level newspapers for action-oriented campaigns for environment. In these
and other efforts, the key guiding principle should be: the messages conveyed over
the media should be clear, unambiguous, relevant and potentially useful to a
majority of the audience. As Sri Lankan journalists often discover, this home truth
is not widely appreciated by those in the environmental community.

CONCLUSION

The mass media at a given time and place reflects the collective concerns of the
audience or community it serves. The crisis of the environment being a major
concern at local and international levels, the mass media is likely to devote
increasing coverage to the subject in the coming years. However, not being
environmental experts, journalists need the support of the environmental community
(environmental scientists, researchers, policy makers, managers and educators) to
make their coverage meaningful, relevant and effective.

The environmental community, on the other hand, should take advantage of the
various strengths of the mass media in accessing large numbers of people with
relatively modest resource investments. It is a challenge to the creativity and
resourcefulness of the environmental community to work together with the mass
media in harnessing the potential of the media for non-formal environmental
educational programmes.
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APPENDIX 1

Non-formal environmental education and the Sri Lankan print media, a case
study:

In early 1992, the author was associated with a status study on formal and
environmental education in Sri Lanka. The survey, carried out by a local NGO (the
Sri Lanka Environment Congress) on behalf of IUCN - The World Conservation
Union, looked at the performance and potential of different sectors in relation to
environmental education. The report was commissioned by the IUCN - the World
Conservation Union and coordinated by the Sri Lanka Environment Congress
(SLEC) in preparation for a mission to Sri Lanka by a WWF-UK consultant on
environmental education. The mission sought to identify on-going activities,
prioritise areas for future donor funding, and formulate new activities for the
various sectors engaged in formal and non-formal environmental activities.

The following are some of the findings in relation to the coverage of environmental
issues and problems in the Sri Lankan print press.

1. A quantitative increase: Quantitatively, coverage on the environment in Sri
Lankan newspapers had increased significantly between 1982 and 1992.
Although no quantitative survey has been completed on this (one survey is
in progress) practising journalists and editors confirmed this trend. This is
evidenced by, for instance:

a) A marked increase in the number of items on the environment, as
well as the overall amount of column centimetres devoted for
environmental items.

b) More editorials are written on environment and sustainable
development issues, and more feature articles on these subjects
appear in the leader (editorial) pages.

c) Some national newspapers have introduced a weekly page
devoted to environmental feature articles.

2. Qualitative assessment: Qualitatively, however, it was revealed that there
are stilI several drawbacks and shortcomings in the manner in which the
Sri Lankan press reports and covers the subject of environment (and
related issues). It might be noted that these drawbacks are not confined to
the Sri Lankan press alone; these trends have been found to be common in
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many other developing countries, and even in some of the developed
countries. These trends include, but are not confined to, the following:

a) News coverage in Sri Lanka, as in many other developing
countries, is highly inclined towards political developments, and
more specifically, towards acts and speeches of politicians. There
is less attention, and less prominence, given to the coverage of
development news and environmental issues. Moreover, if an
environmental issue assumed a visible political dimension, then
the media tend to cover it with greater attention. But their
attention span lasts only as long as the political interest lasts.
There is little continuing coverage of the underlying socio
economic and political processes that shape the nature and scope
of many contemporary environmental issues.

b) Even when an environmental issue or environment-related news
development is covered in a prominent manner in the news
columns of national newspapers, it is often disaster-oriented and
driven by the immediate news value. Examples are floods and
landslides (believed to be triggered by deforestation), drought and
its adverse effects, and the health effects of industrial pollution.

c) Often, the news media lacks continuous coverage of a given issue
as it develops over a period of days, weeks or even months. The
media interest is only for the highlights; the process is often
overlooked or neglected. Thus, the readers are given a fragmented
picture of what is taking place.

d) Newspapers lack the in-house ability to assess the relative
significance and long-term impact of certain environmental issues
and problems. For example, while the visible effects of
deforestation get coverage in the local press almost on a daily
basis, these reports do not go beyond reporting what most people
already know about the legitimised and illicit removal of the
country's forest cover. Often, there is no serious discussion of
biodiversity issues, the loss of medicinal plants and cultural
values associated with the forest, etc.

e) The mass media sometimes help perpetuate popular myths about
the environment. Example: although there is no compelling
scientific evidence, newspapers keep on repeating the popular
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belief that deforestation is responsible for reducing rainfall in the
island.

f) The vernacular press faces several additional constraints. Many
vernacular newspapers lack journalists with a sufficient
knowledge of English and the subject knowledge (science and/or
environment) to cover environmental issues with sufficient depth
and clarity. The Sinhala and Tamil languages, although rich in
terminology and heritage, still do not have universally agreed
technical terms for certain scientific phenomena encountered in
reporting on the environment.

g) There is insufficient investigative journalism on environmental
issues. Although the subject of environment is no longer relegated
to the back pages of newspapers, most upcoming young
journalists do not regard it as a "major beat" which can earn them
a good reputation and improve their professional prospects.
Covering the environment is mostly through personal interest or
conviction; newspaper management or editors still do not
encourage many of their members to take to this field as a
speciality.

h) Newspaper editors, features editors and other senior journalists
sometimes regard the current public interest in the environment as
a "fad" and are often cynical of the efforts by state environmental
agencies and environmental NGOs. With a few notable
exceptions, senior journalists do not seem to regard environmental
journalism as a serious specialisation within the field of
journalism. At other times, junior reporters covering an
environmental issue are asked to go into the sensational aspects of
it and not the substantive implications in the long-term.

i) Newspapers, especially national newspapers with a large
commercial advertising base, are also subjected to direct and
indirect pressure from industries when journalists attempt to cover
instances of industrial pollution.

j) Finally, newspapers seem to rely on government sources for most
of their information, and tend to neglect or avoid university
academics, other researchers, conservation groups and NGOs.
There is also a serious dearth of reliable and updated information
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on environmental issues, factors and indicators, which inhibits
balanced, in-depth coverage.
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Chapter 6 - The Role of the Commonwealth of Learning

Dr Dennis Irvine
Commonwealth of Learning

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is an adapted version of a presentation made at the conference
"Environmental Education in the Commonwealth" held in Bradford in July 1993. It
has been refined to provide a better view of the support the Commonwealth of
Learning (COL) is giving to international environmental education as a whole and
to activities in Commonwealth island states in particular.

In order to appreciate the role of the COL in environmental education and to
understand the rationale behind its initiatives in this sector, there are two prior
requirements. The first of these is knowing what COL is, and the implications of
this for what it does (or tries to do) in environmental education. The second is being
aware of what COL interprets environmental education to be.

On September 1, 1988 Commonwealth Governments formally agreed through a
Memorandum of Understanding to establish COL as an autonomous inter
governmental agency for the purpose of:

"[creating and widening] access to opportunities for learning by
promoting cooperation between universities, colleges and other
educational institutions throughout the Commonwealth making use of
the potential offered by distance education and by the application of
communication technologies to education".

The activities of the Agency were seen as aiming primarily at strengthening the
capacities of member countries "to develop the human resources required for their
economic and social development", and priority was to be given to those
development needs to which Commonwealth cooperation could be applied.

The planks on which COL's programmes and activities were to be constructed in
the discharge of its mandate were a set of some eleven objectives and functions,
mostly interdependent and relating to one or other aspect of distance education. Five
of these were selected for emphasis in COL's Strategic Plan 1990-1993, dealing
respectively, in order of relative importance, with instructional materials,
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telecommunications and technology, training (in distance education), information,
and continuing professional education. In addition, the Board at its first meeting had
directed that particular attention should be paid to the Environment and Women in
Development, as well as to the special needs of small states.

Further, in drawing up the Strategic Plan it was considered crucial that a reasonable
balance should be maintained between different geographic regions, between
different levels of education and training, between formal and non-formal
education, and between skills upgrading and professional development. With these
considerations in mind Teacher Education and Technical and Vocational Education
and Training were also subsequently included as sectors to be accorded special
attention.

With that by way of general introduction, let me now try to present a more specific
overview of COL's work. I hasten to add that since the objective is awareness and
not advertisement, what follows is illustrative rather than exhaustive. For the sake
of simplicity and coherence I shall construct the overview in the main around three
key functional areas: instructional materials, telecommunications and technology,
and training, introducing the parameters of geography, level of education etc. by
means of carefully chosen illustrations. Although all of the functions contribute in
some form or the other to strengthening institutional capacity in distance education
for human resource development, the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
specifically singles this out as a distinct objective. In view of its importance, this
overview of COL will also therefore describe briefly some of the programmes we
are implementing where the primary objective is institutional development.

Two functions are prescribed for COL in the MOU in regard to instructional
materials. One calls for COL to "[assist] the acquisition and delivery of teaching
materials and more generally [facilitate] access to them". The other enjoins COL to
"[commission and promote] the adaptation and development ofteaching materials",
I shall have cause to advert later on to this function in particular when I come to
discuss COL's role and current incursions in the field of environmental education.

A major premise underlying the functions prescribed for COL in the area of
materials acquisition and development is that there exists throughout the
Commonwealth a range of distance teaching materials in different media and
covering a broad spectrum of needs; and that the shared use of these materials can
create greatly increased learning opportunities in a cost effective manner. It was
probably a belief in the validity of this premise, more than anything else, that helped
to persuade the committee of experts under Lord Briggs' chairmanship to
recommend the establishment of a Commonwealth Open University.
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Ignoring for the moment the assumption inherent in the premise that because
materials exist they are susceptible to sharing, an assumption that time has shown to
have been overly optimistic, it was obvious that a basic requirement for any
development of this kind was reliable information about the existence of
instructional materials and their availability. The kind of information needed was
that which would enable potential users of materials to make informed judgements
about their usefulness, suitability and affordability, providing them with details
about such things as availability, cost, copyright considerations, educational level,
whether credit or non-credit, prerequisites if any, to name the most significant. We
are still some way off providing that level of comprehensive service, but the main
instrument developed for addressing the information on courses, namely the
database at the International Centre for Distance Learning at Milton Keynes, now
has in excess of 20,000 course entries from 310 institutions and organisations. The
data, if somewhat rudimentary, serve a useful albeit, at this time, limited service.

To date, there are just 9 different courses and 1 complete programme on
environmental education offered by distance in the Commonwealth, if one simply
asks the database to respond to the key words "environmental education". By
contrast there are some 90 entries that fall under "environment" many of which,
depending on the definition used, could well quality to be described as
environmental education. This discrepancy, incidentally, merely reinforces the
significance of the remark made at the beginning of this chapter about
interpretation.

Using information on course materials as the point of departure, COL has
essentially performed two roles relating to the acquisition and transmission of
distance education materials. In one role, which may be described as its "library
role", COL has acted as broker in securing on behalf of clients sample teaching
learning materials for inspection/review purposes, to serve as library reference
holdings, or for use as exemplars. Several hundred transactions of this kind have
been accomplished and nearly all Commonwealth developing countries have
benefited to a greater or less extent. The other COL role relates to the reproduction
and use of materials, and here the organisation has acted as Licenser, negotiating
and financing collective agreements for copyright clearance on behalf of several
countries/institutions.

Within the last two and a half years, when initiatives of this kind really got started,
the following licence agreements have been successfully concluded:

• With the Open Learning Agency in British Columbia for 1st year science,
mathematics and business courses;
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• With Indira Ghandi National Open University for its diploma programme in
distance education by distance;

• With ACCA for accountancy materials;

• With the University Staff Development Training Unit in the United Kingdom
for the professional development programme for University teachers;

• With B.C. Telecommunications for computer application courses;

• With Scitech Educational Ltd. for programmes on primary science for teachers;

• With Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation, U.S.A. for 70 videos
on science at the primary/junior secondary level which can also be used for
public education.

Whenever a licensing agreement is concluded, we make it known to our relevant
constituents far and wide that the agreement exists, and then we have the job of
satisfying the numerous requests for master copies or, in the exceptional case where
reproduction facilities are limited, for multiple copies of the materials. while not
exorbitantly expensive these agreements are by no means cheap, and we have now,
with the help of a substantial grant from the Canadian Department of
Communications, established a specialleaming materials fund to accommodate this
aspect of our work.

Acquisition of materials developed elsewhere for use by requesting institutions is
from COL's standpoint only one part of the process of increasing the availability of
materials to them. The ultimate aim is to help institutions as far as possible to
develop their own. To date COL has contributed to institutional capability in course
materials production through the provision of training, of consultant advice and
help, and of desktop publishing facilities where necessary.

Recent requests for consultant advice and help in adaptation of externally acquired
course materials to which COL has responded positively include: Sir Arthur Lewis
Community College, Saint Lucia (adaptation of North Island College B.C.
materials); University of Mauritius (Laurentian University courses); Makerere
University, Uganda (BEd. materials from the University of Nairobi); Zambia
Correspondence School (Computer awareness course from the Open University of
Sri Lanka); National Training Agency, Jamaica (automotive mechanics materials
from Australia).
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Additionally, COL has provided significant assistance to a few places where
distance teaching/learning materials are being developed and produced locally.
Examples are the teacher education materials in Jamaica; pre-university courses in
English, science and mathematics in Guyana; science and health care materials at
COSIT, University of Lagos; and B.Com. materials at Makerere University.

From early on, the organisation had taken the decision that its involvement in the
development of original materials would be limited, and largely confined to sectors
such as the Environment, Women in Development, Distance Education, continuing
Professional Education, and certain areas of TechlVoc Education. These were
sectors accorded high priority in COL's mandate, and also those where the
existence of gaps in course materials was shown to be greatest.

Furthermore, it was agreed that in this sphere of activity COL would, for the most
part:

• Perform the role of facilitator and promote the cooperative development of
materials among institutions;

• Give particular emphasis to cooperation with international inter-governmental
and non-governmental agencies in developing materials of mutual interest;

• Support preferentially the development of materials having Commonwealth
wide applicability.

Aside from the involvement in materials development in the Environment sector,
which I shall be describing later, other activities of this kind in which the
organisation has been engaged include:

• Support for the production of a distance learning programme in educational
administration for school principals in the Eastern Caribbean, by the
University of the West Indies and Lakehead University;

• Development of a course of training by distance for legislative drafters, in
cooperation with the Legal Division of the Commonwealth Secretariat;

• The development of a course of training by distance for pharmacists and
others responsible for the management of essential drug supplies, In

collaboration with the Commonwealth Pharmaceutical Association;
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• Commissioning of the development of a learner resource package on the
analysis of gender disaggregated data, by the Open Polytechnic of New
Zealand;

• Coordination of the development of distance learning modules on Gender and
Development. While most materials being developed are print based with, in
some cases, audio supplement, some video productions have also been
supported; the most notable to date being one on technology in open learning
and distance education.

The Briggs report, which ushered in The Commonwealth of Learning, placed great
store on the fact of there being a "convergence between the worldwide need to
extend and develop educational opportunities and the worldwide expansion of
communication channels through which such needs can be met". There is no
question that the judicious deployment of modern communications and information
technologies can be an effective instrument for widening access to learning
opportunities.

Communications technology can be used both to facilitate the delivery of distance
education as well as to improve communication links between and among
educational institutions. It thus plays two parallel and reinforcing roles within the
field of distance education. This dual contribution of communications technology to
distance education delivery and to institutional networking is the fundamental basis
for COL's activities in telecommunications and technology, which are specifically
aimed at:

• Improving access to technologies for distance education;

• Establishing a Commonwealth Communications Network encompassing COL
and its clients;

• Developing and implementing training III the use of distance education
technologies;

• Developing delivery networks for education and training.

In the application of technology to distance education COL has, for the obvious
reason of cost, concentrated on a "model building" approach to project development
and implementation. As a result, our Programme consists of a limited number of
projects, strategically centred on innovations confined to the application of
communications technologies in distance education. Some of these applications
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involve new and novel uses of fairly conventional technologies; others take
advantage of more "state of the art" technologies, depending on the needs and
capabilities defining a given application.

By way of illustration, in the area of delivery of distance education our involvement
has ranged from the provision on the one hand of equipment and training for
desktop publishing (to which I have already alluded under instructional materials) to
the establishment of audio-teleconferencing networks on the other. Institutions that
have already benefited from the latter include the Institute of Adult and Continuing
Education at the University of Guyana, the Solomon Islands College of Higher
Education, and the University of Mauritius. The University of Nairobi, the Namibia
College of Distance Education, and the four Open Universities of India will soon
profit from the existence of similar networks.

The second important contribution of communications technology to distance
education is, as I have already mentioned, institutional networking leading to the
expansion and improvement of communications among institutions, although it is a
contribution that is by no means confined to distance education and will
undoubtedly play an increasingly greater role over time in conventional education
systems. With technological advances, the emergence of international standards,
and rapidly declining costs, video-conferencing will become a major vehicle for
communication in the latter half of the 1990s. The use of video-conferencing for
instructional purposes is on the increase. At present it is employed largely for
industrial training, but is expected to feature increasingly in distance teaching
applications within formal educational programmes. The starting points of COL's
intervention in the application of video conferencing technology have been our own
headquarters, which has had a "state of the art" facility since April 1992, and the
Professional Development Centre in Brunei whose video conferencing facility was
installed last October.

Institutional networking will also be achieved by means of electronic mail or other
computer based messaging systems, and work will focus on the institution of a
COL-based Electronic Information Network, which will utilise existing computer
communications infrastructure (the INTERNET) in conjunction with satellite
technology. In the later stages of its development, the Network will enable
educators to have ready access to electronic databases and other information
resources available by means of computer networking (and this could of course
include information in the environment field). Among the first beneficiaries of this
development will be teacher training institutions in The Gambia, Ghana and Sierra
Leone, who through this means will be able to gain access to the learning materials
and expertise of the National Teachers Institute in Nigeria.
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As more technology is introduced throughout the educational community, so will
the need grow for trained personnel to use and maintain the education systems and
services based on it. Training in the use of telecommunications equipment in media
production and computers has therefore started to feature more prominently in
COL's work, in response to increasing demands from clientele. Specific training
projects include: educational radio production skills for staff of both the Namibian
Broadcasting Corporation and the Namibian Ministry of Education and Culture;
assisting the Caribbean Broadcasting Union to provide training for staff of its
member television systems in the production of educational television programmes;
and providing training in the skills needed for field-based programme production in
Ghana. In telecommunications, a series of handbooks and training manuals have
been designed and produced for instruction in the use and application of audio
conferencing.

Training in the use of technology is, of course, only one dimension of the training
we have been engaged in. In 1990 we convened a Round Table of experts to
consider the training of distance educators and the role that COL might usefully
perfonTI in this regard. Most of the suggestions emanating from that Round Table
were subsequently incorporated into our Strategic Action Plan, and almost all the
targets set in the plan have been met. Since 1990 there have been 14 regional
workshops and 17 national workshops involving a total of just over 550 trainees.
Areas of training covered have included, inter alia, course writing and editing,
instructional design and course development, tutor orientation and training,
management of student support services, and the use of the computer as a
management tool in distance education.

The importance of training is so obvious that there is no need to underscore it, or to
justify why it has assumed a place of prominence among our list of initial priorities.
However, as distance education comes to assume an increasingly greater role in the
policies and strategies for human resource development in the formal and non
formal educational systems, in educational institutions and at the workplace, and in
the public and private sectors, so the demand for experienced and qualified distance
educators will continue to grow. Anticipating this, we have just recently gone
through an exercise, with the help of some consultants, of reappraising our training
programmes and of refining our strategies to meet the challenges for an expanded
service in the face of what we expect to be a diminished resource base.
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SUPPORT TO ISLAND STATES

Support to environmental education initiatives in island states is a matter of concern
to COL. This has been partially achieved through the organisation's contribution
towards institutional development. In one way or another, all of COL's key
functions contribute to institutional development. However the MOU clearly enjoins
COL to go beyond the general and to take specific action, where appropriate, to
assist institutions develop a distance education capability. We have tried therefore
as far as possible to work with and through institutions, recognising that it is the
institutional infrastructures and capacities we put m place and leave behind, at both
the national and regional level, that will guarantee the sustainability of our efforts.

One form that COL's contribution to building up distance education capability has
taken is the establishment of delivery and communication networks. The audio
teleconference networks in The Solomon Islands (as well as in Guyana), and those
in the process of being installed in other island nations typify such an approach. The
Professional Development Centre set up in Brunei with COL's financial and
technical assistance is an extension of this approach. It is aimed at examining the
potential of ISDN-based technologies in the service of small countries, and the
Centre will be capable of linking with major metropolitan institutions for
programme delivery.

At another level COL has assisted institutions in establishing distance education
units or centres. Such units/centres have been established at the Sir Arthur Lewis
Community College (Saint Lucia), which also has an associated study centre at the
southern tip of the island; in Tonga at the Community Development and Training
Centre, which federalises several of the Kingdom's higher education activities.

Our contribution to institutional development has sometimes taken the form of
professional inputs. A notable example of this is the review COL undertook on
behalf of the University of the South Pacific and the University of the West Indies.
It was an appraisal of their respective distance education activities. The main
recommendations of these appraisals were accepted by the Universities concerned,
and in the case of the University of the West Indies (UWI) was the basis on which
an agreement was reached between the Caribbean Development Bank and the
University for the funding of a major expansion of distance education.

Cooperation among institutions at national and regional level as a means of
contributing to distance education capability has also been pursued. Under the
COLIAIDAB (Australian International Development Assistance Bureau)
programmes this is occurring in Southern Africa and the South Pacific, and the
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Distance Education Association of Southern Africa is a well-established mechanism
for cooperation in distance education, in the context of which a particular emphasis
is paid to environmental issues. COL has now also helped to establish the West
African Distance Education Association, as well as some national associations
concerned with distance education.

The development of distance education at the University of Mauritius is a unique
example of a comprehensive programme of institutional development, implemented
under the umbrella of a wide-ranging agreement between COL and the Ministry of
Education. Under the programme the University of Mauritius has been helped to
establish an External/Extension studies unit, provided with equipment, training, and
external course materials to adapt, produce and deliver courses by distance, and
equipped with an audio teleconference network linking a number of learning centres
throughout the island.

There are several variations on the theme of what environmental education is in the
literature. The Belgrade Charter (1975) setting out the goal of environmental
education, and the "precise" definition given by the 5th session of the United
Nations Committee (Geneva, December 1975), are pretty well incorporated in the
UNESCO version which emerged from the Tbilisi Conference (1977). According to
this definition:

"Environmental Education should strive to sharpen the awareness and
sense of responsibility of citizens with regard to the environment and its
emerging problems. Citizens should possess the knowledge, attitudes,
motivation, commitment and tools needed to work individually and
collectively in order to solve current problems and prevent the emergence
ofnew ones. "

Martin (1990) describes environmental education as"education that helps people to
understand the forces that determine human behaviour in relation to the
environment, whether this be the natural environment or the 'made' environments of
agriculture, towns and cities." Staniforth and Cherif (1990) argue strongly that
"awareness and knowledge of the environment and its associated problems is not
enough; learners must be able to apply their new found understandings and act on
their concerns through relevant, accessible and measurable processes".

Staniforth and Fawcett (1993) also observed that "personal connectedness,
individual relevance, and global, social, cultural and behaviour elements ofhuman
environment relationships are not explicitly addressed by the accepted definitions of
environmental education", more or less echoing the views of Stephen Stirling in the
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1991/92 Annual Review of Environmental Education: "Both the 'instrumental'
(behavioural change) and 'intrinsic' (personal growth) approaches to
environmental education are needed', he contends, "In this integrated w0'
environmental education should be unstoppable on both environmental and
educational grounds".

The definition of environmental education which we decided to adopt as the basis of
our work in this field, and which in large part encompasses many of the
perspectives just described, is that contained in Donella Meadow's book"Harvest
One Hundredfold". Given the nature of our mandate and its focus on practical
activities to address the broad area of human resource development, her definition
seemed to us to come closest to giving the kind of direction needed for an action
oriented organisation. "Environmental Education" she states "is the preparation of
people for their lives as members of the biosphere". It is "learning to understand,
appreciate work with and sustain environmental systems in their totality".

By itself this definition is no more of a guide to action than any other. But it is
Meadow's further clarification that makes the difference:

"This kind of learning can take place at any level and any degree of
specificity, from general public awareness to advanced technical training.
It includes learning for learning's sake, but it is also learning how to
manage and improve the relationships between human activity and the
environment in an integrated and sustainable way. It is learning how to
employ new technologies, increase productivity, avoid environmental
disasters, alleviate existing damage, see and utilise new opportunities,
make wise decisions".

With this definition of environmental education we knew the whom and the what of
the educational goals we were to pursue. Our Memorandum of Understanding had
already prescribed the how. All that remained to establish our role in environmental
education, and an action plan consistent with it, was a contextual framework and a
set of key principles derived from it. Thus we could hardly ignore the fact that when
Commonwealth Heads of Government met in Kuala Lumpur in 1987 they issued
what has now come to be known as the Langkawi Declaration, which among other
things called for the strengthening of national, regional and international institutions
responsible for environmental protection as well as, significantly, the promotion of
active programmes on environmental education to heighten public awareness and
support.
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It seemed to us that separating issues of the environment from those of economic
development was no longer realistic. Many forms of development erode the
environmental resources on which they depend, and conversely degradation of the
environment can adversely affect economic development. Poverty is both a major
cause and effect of global environmental problems. Women, particularly those
living in the rural areas of the Third World, playa major role in the management of
natural resources: water, energy, soil, forests and as a consequence are potential
contributors to environmental deterioration. But women and their perceptions about
the environment are also a knowledge resource. As farmers and traders women
experience environmental problems as directly undermining the basis of their daily
lives, and some of the responses they have developed to address these challenges
need to be captured in the kind of educational information we attempt to transmit.
The same is true of the experiences of the various indigenous peoples around the
world.

Like others, COL has no doubt that education about the environment within the
context of the fOlmal curriculum, preparing the generation of the future to have a
more responsive and responsible attitude to the environment, can have a profoundly
positive impact. Yet at the same time, given the nature of the problem and the range
of people concerned we believe that perhaps the most effective and enduring
education has more to do with experience, direct contact with, and understanding of
the environment in which people are situated.

It is against the foregoing background that COL's role in environmental education
has been articulated and its action plan fonnulated. This plan calls for COL to direct
its activities generally towards promoting awareness, influencing attitudes,
increasing skills for solving practical problems, and promoting the use of distance
education in the cause of sustainable development. The specific objectives of the
plan are to:

• Help individuals, especially women and minority groups generally, to acquire
an awareness of and sensitivity to the environment and its problems, and what
they can do to address them;

• Assist in fostering through the formal education system a healthy attitude to the
environment among children and young people;

• Help women in different parts of the Commonwealth to acquire the knowledge
and skills needed to manage natural resources in an environmentally sound
manner;
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.. Aid the professional development of persons with special responsibility for
managing and/or protecting the environment;

.. Provide information on the use of distance education in addressing problems of
the environment;

.. Promote the use of distance education for supporting efforts to manage and
protect the environment with the goal of sustainable development.

In summary COL's role in environmental education as a whole, and on island states
in particular, may be said to occupy a matrix of functions and processes. The
relevant functions, which derive from the Memorandum of Understanding, our
Chmiel' so to speak, are information, materials acquisition and development, and
communications technologies. The processes already alluded are: promoting
awareness; influencing attitudes; and increasing skills. I shall now elaborate on this,
illustrating with examples how we have tried to translate our role on paper into an
agenda of practical action.

Regarding the task of"promoting awareness", COL is still trying to define a precise
and unique role for itself. It takes the view from the start however that in order to
obtain a better understanding of what were the real and specific needs for public
education we would carry out a survey on attitudes to environmental issues in
selected countries of the Commonwealth, as well as an assessment of needs in
different regions, with special attention being given in the case of small island states
to the management of the coastal zone and marine resources.

Two surveys of attitudes to the environment have been commissioned so far, in
Jamaica and Malaysia, and we are now waiting for the Jamaica report to compare it
with the results of the Malaysia survey to see to what extent there are similarities of
attitudes upon which a generic public education, using the potential of distance
education and communications technologies, might be constructed.

Prior to the survey, we had already experimented with the production of a video on
the environment for public broadcasting. The video attempted to explain the concept
of sustainable development to the layman, and highlighted how individuals and
nations could assist in the process of environmental protection, without sacrificing
the developmental imperative, drawing on examples of innovative practices mostly
found in the Commonwealth. The video itself was a professional production put
together by experience film makers. But the lesson we learned was that by itself,
without an accompanying manual or guide which would have enabled it to be
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employed as an educational tool, its usefulness was limited. We also came face to
face with the logistics of dissemination.

Notwithstanding this experience, or perhaps because of it, we still feel that the
visual medium for public education on the environment is one to be explored, and
represents an area where we can play an important role. We are not alone in our
thinking about the medium. Agenda 21, noting that public education and public
awareness were critical elements of any strategy to mobilise support for sustainable
development calls upon national and local education authorities and relevant UN
agencies to expand, as appropriate, the use of audio-visual methods, by providing
television and radio programming for developing countries using local participation.

This challenge has recently been taken up by the International Development
Research Centre (IORC) of Canada who are exploring a Global Access Television
Service with North and South investors and partners. COL is one of the founder
partners/investors in this innovative educational broadcasting enterprise. An IORC
statement explains the philosophy behind the enterprise: "It is through TV that the
mass ofpeople, especially youth, are learning. The alternative is clear. Technology
for profit, or the potential ofa global TV network can be harnessed to create a more
supportive climate."

RECENT ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

To assess the needs for marine resources management training in the Caribbean,
Indian Ocean and South Pacific regions, COL convened jointly with the late
lamented International Centre for Ocean Development (lCOD) a workshop on the
subject in Vancouver in September 1990. One of the recommendations of that
workshop was that for the long term, a comprehensive public awareness campaign
should be undertaken through the school system and the public media relating to
marine resources management; but that, in the more immediate future, a training of
trainers programme in the preparation of appropriate materials, the use of the media
and information dissemination techniques be planned and implemented to develop a
cadre of extension workers. Unfortunately, with the demise of ICOD, no follow-up
action has so far taken place.

Writing in the Annual Review of Environmental Education (1991/1992), Roy
Williams made the following observation which would undoubtedly be echoed by
educators and environmentalists worldwide: "In education for and about the
environment, and in the sphere ofhuman impact on the environment, the training of
teachers is a crucial factor." However he is quick to note that "institutions
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providing teacher education do not adequately address, both in policy and practice,
the issues and problems that fully attend our environmental predicament. This
failure particularly applies to the education and training of what might be termed
the 'generalist teacher' i. e. those students in training who are likely to teach at
primary or elementary levels o[schooling".

Quite independently, and without the benefit of Roy Williams' comments, we had
in COL decided that in the second strand of our work in environmental education
we would focus on what might be done to foster and improve teaching about the
environment in schools, and in particular in the first instance on the development of
distance learning materials for the in-service training of teachers in primary schools.
To this end we first commissioned two researchers from Simon Fraser University of
British Columbia, Susan Staniforth and Abour Cherif, to do a critical analysis of the
modules for in-service and pre-service training of teachers for primary schools
which had been developed within the framework of the UNESCO/UNEP
International Environment Programme.

On the basis of this work we next commissioned Susan StanifOlih and her colleague
Leesa Fawcett to proceed to the next phase of the project, which was designed to
produce the following outcomes:

• A core curriculum syllabus of information intended for the development of a
distance education in-service primary teacher training course in environmental
education;

• Two prototype learning modules on specific topics to do with the environment;

• A detailed listing of current environmental education teacher training
programmes, available curricula, publications, and related resource and support
materials

The two consultants have recently submitted the products of their 9 months work,
and these are currently being reviewed by selected experts in the field from a
developed as well as a developing country of the Commonwealth. We expect to be
able to publish and disseminate the final report of the consultancy before the end of
the year.
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It may be worthy now to turn to the third strand of COL environmental education
strategic plan which, in the 1990-1993 Strategic Planning Document, is described
as:

"COL will seek to contribute to the on-going professional development of
policymakers, planners, managers, and technical persons with
responsibility for managing the environment, especially in the less
developed countries of the Commonwealth. Through needs assessment
surveys and analyses, COL will try to identity areas where it is uniquely
placed to play a role in the professional development ofenvironmentalists
through distance learning techniques. "

In addressing the issue of industrial development, AGENDA 21 enjoined
Governments at the appropriate level, with the cooperation of the relevant United
Nations bodies to, among other things, "develop, improve and apply environmental
impact assessments to foster sustainable industrial development", and also" improve
pollution abatement technologies, develop new, environmental~y safe and sound
technologies and facilitate cooperation related to the transfer of those
technologies" .

A specific practical activity to advance the achievement of these objectives in which
we are cooperating with UNESCO is the development of multimedia postgraduate
learning materials in environmental engineering. Materials are being produced in
six subject areas: management of solid wastes; municipal water and wastewater
treatment; groundwater and soil pollution; air pollution; industrial pollution and
related clean technologies; and environmental management. The materials are being
designed in such a way as to be capable of self-study, but will be of equal value in a
traditional classroom setting.

Given our mandate, we believe that the area of professional development and
training of persons with particular responsibility for managing the environment is
one in which we can undoubtedly, and indeed should, play an impOliant role. But
recognising the limits of our resources we are constantly on the look out for like
minded partners with whom to cooperate. Thus recently we have been discussing
with the Commonwealth Science Council a project to develop materials for the
training of persons in the management of biodiversity. This is clearly a field of
immense and growing importance, where the need for development of human
resources, especially in the third world, is vast and urgent.

Of comparable importance in the case of small island states is the need for the
education and training of persons involved with decision-making in marine affairs,
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and of educators/teachers of marine subjects that touch on aspects of marine affairs
at a management level so as to promote a multiplier effect in educational processes.
To examine how distance education might contribute to addressing this need, COL
convened a symposium in Malta in 1989 where the details of 12 units of a distance
education syllabus on marine resource management were adopted. It was the
expectation of the participants that ICOD would have been one of the main funding
agencies for the development of the distance learning units, but in the event the
anticipated support did not materialise. Now ICOD has ceased to exist, and the
project, which is still very relevant, awaits a generous benefactor.

NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED

There are a number of areas where COL will focus its attention. One dimension has
to do with the dissemination of information and material in support of
environmental education. To date we have distributed to several ministries of
education the complete set of modules produced in the UNESCO-UNEP
International Environmental Education Programmes, as well as the occasional paper
"Environmental Education and Teacher Education Preparing for Change and
Participation" prepared by the Education Network for Environment and
Development at the University of Sussex. We are shortly to provide them with the
Earth Summit Kit, resource materials related to issues of the Rio Summit for use in
schools for which the publishers, Worldaware, tell us they are prepared to waive
copyright to enable poorer countries to reproduce them for use.

The other dimension, which is far more significant, concerns the work we are
engaged in on women and the environment. Readers will recall that there was a
reference to women in two of the objectives of our environment plan which were
mentioned earlier in this chapter. In one of these we speak of helping individuals,
especially women, to acquire an awareness of and sensitivity to the environment
and its problems and what they can do to address them. In the other, we seek to help
women to acquire the knowledge and skills needed to manage natural resources in
an environmentally sound manner.

During last year COL commissioned the preparation of a concept paper entitled
"Linking women with sustainable development", which dealt with the issues facing
women and the environment and sought to define their environmental education
needs. We are just about to embark on a much more substantial initiative deriving
from The Global Assembly of Women and the Environment held in Miami in
November 1991. At that Assembly 218 "success stories" were presented in the areas
of: environmentally friendly systems, products and technologies; water; energy; and
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waste. 72 of these stories came from 27 Commonwealth countries, and it is from
these that we shall be selecting a representative sample as the basis for developing
learning resource materials suitable for use by a wide range of users, from academic
through rural extension workers. We will also be producing a User's Guide to
accompany the materials. The Guide will enable users to use the training materials
effectively to better understand the gender dimensions of environment management
activities, and thus to do a better job of integrating women, environment and
sustainable development activities.

In the nineteen century Oxford examinations there was a compulsory divinity
section, and candidates were required to translate aloud from the Greek version of
the New Testament. The story is told of Oscar Wilde that he had been assigned a
passage dealing with the Passion, which he began to translate fluently and
accurately. The examiners, satisfied, told him he could stop. Ignoring them, he
continued to translate. Eventually they succeeded in halting him. "Oh, do let me go
on" Wilde said, "I want to see how it ends".

In summary, in addressing environmental educational needs through the potential
which distance education, and communications technologies applied to education
offers, we believe we can bring a new and innovative response to the challenges
they pose.
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Chapter 7 - Developing Environmental Consciousness in Singapore

Dr C Lee
National Institute of Education, Singapore

INTRODUCTION

The 1990's marked a new era in Singapore's efforts to develop environmental
consciousness among the general population. The vision of Singapore as a model
'Green City' was well articulated in two documents published by the Ministry of
Environment; the Singapore Green Plan (1992) and the Singapore Green Plan
Action Programmes (1993). These two documents set the policy directions and
implementation guidelines for Singapore to realise its vision of a 'Green City'. The
Green Plan (1992) envisages Singapore to become by the year 2000 'a city with
high standards of public health and a quality environment; one which is conducive
to gracious living with clean air, clean land, clean water and a quiet living
environment; a city with people who are concerned for and take a personal interest
in the care of not just the immediate environment but of the global environment
as well; a city which will also be a regional centre for environmental technology'.

The Singapore Green Plan was presented at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil in June 1992. Environmental Education was recognised in the Green Plan as
a key strategy in instilling in every Singaporean a national commitment to protect
and preserve the environment at home and globally. Environmental education will
involve schools, private corporations, public organisations and the mass media. By
the year 2000, it is planned that Singapore will have developed a culture of
'proactive environmental awareness'.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS

Schoolchildren (elementary to high school) are a captive audience in any
environmental education programme. They form an important target group in
efforts to develop environmental awareness. Environmental education in Singapore
schools is carried out through both formal and informal curriculum. Environmental
studies is not taught as a separate subject but infused through the various subjects
already present in the school curriculum and is aimed at three levels, namely
knowledge, values and action.
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Level I: Knowledge

To develop sufficient knowledge and skills that the pupils need, to understand the
social and scientific significance of the environment. Ultimately, it should lead to an
understanding that all decisions about the use of the environment have social,
environmental and economic costs.

Level II: Values

To shape the values and attitudes of pupils so as to develop concern for the
environment.

Level III: Action

To provide opportunities and encourage all pupils to apply knowledge, skills and
values in assuming responsibility for acceptable quality in their environment.

THE FORMAL CURRICULUM

In the formal curriculum, aspects of environmental topics are integrated into the
relevant subjects of the curriculum. At the primary school level, environment is an
important theme taught in subjects such as English, Science, Health Education,
Social Studies and Civics & Moral Education. At the secondary school level,
environmental topics are dealt with in subjects such as General Science (Secondary
1 & 2), Biology, Chemistry, Human & Social Biology, Home Economics and
Geography. At pre-university level, teachers of Geography, Biology and Physics
include environmental issues in their subjects. This cross-curricular approach is
more advantageous, according to the Ministry of Education (1992), than by teaching
environmental studies as a separate subject. The varied treatment of environmental
issues in the various subject areas provides opportunities for exchange of ideas and
deeper understanding of issues at both local and global levels. Furthermore, the
existing 'crowded' school curriculum makes it difficult to introduce environmental
studies as a separate subject.

The scope of environmental education in the school curriculum involves five main
topic areas: the Appreciation of Natural Environment, Ecological Foundations,
Managing Natural Resources, Study of Pollution, and Environmental Health &
Management (Curriculum Planning Division, Ministry of Education, 1992). These
topics are dealt with at a simple level with primary schoolchildren progressing to
higher levels of complexity and sophistication at the pre-university level.
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THE INFORMAL CURRICULUM

Various activity-oriented programmes are organised as part of the informal school
curriculum to reinforce and support what the children have learnt about the
environment in their subjects. These include:

1. On-going practices in the daily life of school;

• Improving the physical environment of the school (e.g. landscaping, eco
garden)

• Keeping the classroom clean and litter free

• Encouraging the use of recycled paper and setting up recycling bins in the
school premises

• Minimising waste (e.g. reduce usage of paper and energy/water consumption)

2. Co-curricular and extra-curricular activities;

• Assembly talks on environmental topics

• Educational field trips (e.g. Bukit Timah flora and fauna trail, paper recycling
plant

• Environmental fairs, exhibitions, quizzes

• Annual projects (Environmental Day/ Week; Young Environmentalist Badge
Scheme)

• Environmental clubs

3. Participation in nationally organised projects;

• Clean & Green Week

• World Environment Day

• Earth Day

• Adopt a Beach and Park Programme
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• Preserve Planet Earth Award Scheme

• Green Leaf Award Scheme

National environmental programmes and activities for schools are usually organised
by the Ministry of Environment and sponsored by private organisations. The
'Enviro-Fair', organised on World Environment Day 1992, was one event where
schools in Singapore had a chance to show off their commitment to the
environment. The Enviro-Fair had the theme, 'Only One Earth - Care and Share'
and drew a crowd of over 3000 people including twenty schools from primary
through to tertiary institutions. Some schools produced short plays, sang, recited
poems and told stories with an environmental theme. Poster displays highlighted the
various green activities organised by the schools such as the recycling of paper and
aluminium cans. The schools also showed tremendous creativity and
resourcefulness in their exhibit of handicrafts made from recycled materials
(Enviro-Care, September 1992). The Singapore Scouts Association and Nature
Society of Singapore conducted environmental games from which there was an
enthusiastic response.

All schools now have a teacher who acts as an Environmental Education Advisor
(EEA). These advisers serve as contact and resource persons between the schools
and the Ministry of Environment. They can draw on the Ministry of Environment's
resources and support to provide a regular flow of local and global environmental
news to students. An Environment Resource Centre was set up in 1990 at the
Ministry of Environment in order to provide a free information service to students,
teachers, researchers and other members of the public. It also serves as a regional
centre in local and global environmental subjects.

A survey of environmental activities in 257 Singapore schools was conducted in
1993 by the Ministry of Environment. The objective of this survey was to determine
how involved schools were in promoting environmental activities. Questionnaires
were sent to primary and secondary schools, junior colleges and foreign schools.
The results indicated that 60% of schools had participated in organised
environmental activities such as talks, seminars, exhibitions and recycling
programmes. However, only 7% of schools had formed environmental clubs,
although, about 20% were prepared to form such clubs in the future. It would,
therefore, appear that there is still a lot more to be done in schools although children
have begun to develop a greater awareness of their environment. There are some
schools in Singapore which have shown a serious commitment to environmental
education. Mee Toh Primary School is one such example.
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THE 'MEE TOH' STORY

For Mee Toh Primary School in Singapore, PSLE has taken a new and different
meaning from the I I-plus Primary School Leaving Examination. PSLE to Mee Toh
Primary means 'Protect, Save and Love Earth' - the theme of a month-long
programme launched in 1993 to 'develop in the pupils a respect for the natural
environment and to encourage them to demonstrate a sense of civic discipline and
responsibility towards the environment'.

The story of Mee Toh is worth mentioning as it is one of the few schools in
Singapore which has succeeded in developing environmental awareness among the
pupils. A pre- and post- survey among the pupils showed the following results:

Before After

Knowledge of the 3Rs (recycling, reducing and reusing 63% 93%
garbage)
Knowledge of materials that can be reduced 78% 91%
Knowledge of materials that can be reused 73% 93%
Knowledge of materials that can be recycled 73% 84%
Willingness to participate in protecting the environment 80% 98%
Being environmentally conscious 68% 85%

During the month-long environmental awareness programme, the following
activities were conducted school-wide to promote pupils' willingness to Protect,
Save, Love, Earth:

I. The practice of the 3R' s through recycling, reducing and reusing garbage such
as paper in the school.

• Pupils used scrap paper creatively and aluminium cans for classroom displays
and Art and Craft Lessons

• Pupils made 'Green Wishes' and hung them onto a pussy-willow tree that was
used after the Chinese Lunar New Year.

• Pupils were reminded not to waste water and electricity.

• Pupils held a successful garage sale.
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• Pupils gathered discarded drink cans and brought them, to the recycling centre

2. cleaning and appreciating the environment.

• Pupils cleared litter left behind by the public at a park (Marina South Park) over
a weekend.

• Pupils planted/ transplanted plants and landscaped the flower beds.

3. exhibition and talks on waste management and use of environment-friendly
waste materials or products

4. field trips to an incineration plant

PSLE now holds a special meaning for Mee Toh pupils. The meaning has been
encapsulated in this poem composed by the children:

"Protect the earth we must try,

Save it through what we must use and buy,

Love and care, keep things clean,

Earth is our home, let's keep it green. "
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC

Singapore's efforts at public environmental education began in 1959 and was
originally the responsibility of the Ministry of Environment. These earlier
campaigns were aimed at gaining public support for new public health and
environmental protection regulations or to address specific environmental problems
that were particularly pressing at the time. However the use of laws and penalties
served as direct methods of control and were successful in keeping Singapore clean.
Table I provides some examples of legislation passed in Singapore to curb pollution
and protect the environment.

Table 1 - Some examples of legislative measures

Legislation Objectives

Clean Air Act (1971) To control the emission levels of
various pollutants from
industries within a certain range

Prevention of Pollution of the To prevent the discharge of
Sea Act (1971 )/Water pollutants into Singapore's fresh

and sea water courses
Pollution control and Drainage
Act (1975)
Environmental Public Health Act To ensure a high standard of
(1968) public health
Environmental Public Health To ensure that public toilets are
(Public Cleansing) Regulations clean and provide basic
(1992) amenities i.e. toilet paper, soap

etc.
Anti-Littering Laws To prevent littering in public

places.
Corrective Work Order Requires littering offenders to

clean up public places (1992)
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In 1968, the first 'Keep Singapore Clean' campaign was inaugurated. Since then
many campaigns have been organised as shown in Table 2. Such campaigns were
narrow in scope and were often perceived by the public to be regulatory in nature.

Table 2 Some Public Environmental Campaigns (1968-1991)
(after Ong, W.K.; 1985)

Year Campaign

1968 Keep Singapore Clean
Tree Planting

1969 Keep Singapore clean and Mosquito Free
1970 Keep Singapore Clean and Pollution Free
1973 Keep Our Water Clean
1974 Clean Food for Health
1975 Clean Food for better Health
1976 Better Food for Better Health

Combat Infectious Diseases (in conjunction with the Ministry of Health)
1979 Use Plastics Bags for Your Refuse
1980 Food Hygiene
1981 Anti-Mosquito Breeding
1982 Public Toilet Cleanliness
1983 Food Centres Market Cleanliness
1984 Stop Spitting (in conjunction with Ministry of Health)
1987 Clean Rivers .....Better Life
1988 Towards a Clean Environment

Singapore is Our Home - Let's keep it clean and beautiful
1991 Use The Toilet As lfIt's Yours

In the 1990's there was also an evident shift from the use of laws and penalties as
the primary means of educating the general public towards the use of more indirect
means such as campaigns, talks and exhibitions as well as other public participatory
activities. Further with the growth of public awareness, there are now several other
environmentally-committed organisations and businesses besides the Ministry of
Environment. These include the Singapore Nature Society, the National Council on
the Environment and the Hong Kong Bank who are all engaged in environmental
education.
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The new approach to public education was emphasised with the launching of the
'Clean and Green Week' (1990) - a week long exhibition on the environment aimed
to shape and change people's attitudes towards the environment.

1990 Green for Life
1991 Nature and Resource
1992 Commitment and Responsibility
1993 Awareness and Action
1993 Clean and Green Week '93

The Singapore Green Plan exhibition was organised as a showcase event in the 1993
Clean and Green Week to introduce for the environment to the people of Singapore.
It presented the various environmental programmes of the Green Plan in a visual
and interactive way, attracting over 100,000 visitors. Ten different environmental
issues were highlighted during the week-long exhibition, namely:

1. Land: waste minimisation and land conservation

2. Water: waste treatment and water conservation; cleanliness of rivers

3. Noise: pollution and its management

4. Air: pollution

5. My environment: ways of saving the environment

6. Nature: conservation of nature areas

7. Environmental Protection and Public Health

8. Environmental Technology; uses in Singapore

9. Global environmental issues: Ozone depletion; greenhouse effects; acid rain;
global action

Many other events took part throughout Singapore involving schools, community
clubs and groups, public and private organisations in conjunction with Clean and
Green Week '93, often sponsored by various international corporations. For
example the International Association of Students in Economics and Management
(AIESEC) held two Environmental World Game Workshops, one for business
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organisations and the other for students. The workshop involved an investigation of
current global environmental problems and formulated solutions for individuals and
groups to take. A Green and Healthy Buildings Seminar was organised by the
Centre for Building Performance and Construction, the National Council on the
Environment and the Ministry of Environment. The Singapore Science Centre and
the British Council held an exhibition on rain forest paintings by Boyd and Evans at
the Omni theatre. Nineteen schools were involved in the 'Adopt a Beach and a Park
Programme' with each school taking charge of 1 km stretch of beach and adjoining
park.

Clean and Green Week '93 was well publicised in the mass media. Newspaper
advertisements highlighted energy saving, waste minimisation, anti-littering, nature
conservation and minimal packaging. Television commercials highlighted actions
that harm the environment and encouraged Singaporeans to adopt a more caring
attitude.

The tremendous support to the activities carried out during the week and the
publicity generated has helped to register 'Clean and Green Week' well in the
minds of the general public. Singaporeans are becoming more aware of
campaign-related activities and environmental issues. How this knowledge and
awareness is translated into commitment remains to be seen, particularly in the light
of having to trade off some personal benefits such as convenience and cost.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION THROUGH INTEREST GROUPS

The Nature Society of Singapore (NSS) is a strong voice in environmental issues in
Singapore. Their publication, 'Master Plan for the Conservation of Nature in
Singapore' documents the varied flora and fauna still found on the island and
suggests locations for conservation. A large part of the document was adopted in the
Government's Green Plan. In 1988, the NSS was particularly responsible for the
Governments decision to reserve 87 hectares of degraded mangrove at Sungei
Buloh for a bird sanctuary. A voluntary subgroup of the NSS, 'Jalan Hijau' (or the
'Green Way') plays a particularly active role in promoting awareness on the use of
recyclable products. Their 'Green Directory 1992' provides a guide to the range of
environmentally-friendly products and services that can be purchased in Singapore
supermarkets and shops. The society organises a range of activities, from bird
watching and field trips to nature areas through to relocating of corrals from
endangered reefs (The Straits Times, 2 October, 1992)
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The National Council on the Environment (NCE), formed in 1990, is a voluntary
non-government organisation comprising of distinguished personalities from the
private and public sectors, to help the Government transform Singapore into a
model Environment City (The straits Times, 13 December 1993). The council
works closely with business and industry to organise, co-ordinate and promote
environmental activities. It also works closely with the Ministry of Education to
improve environmental education in primary and secondary schools. Some of its
activities in the past year have included the organisation of public lectures such as
'Success and Failures in The US Environmental Policy: Lessons from Southeast
Asia and the Pacific', 'Recycling and Waste Reduction', a public forum on 'A
report on Rio: its implications and Follow up' and seminars, for example, 'Pollution
Prevention Pays' and 'Greening our Young Minds'. The seminar on 'Greening our
Young Minds' was jointly organised with the Ministry of Education for 560 primary
school educators. The Council also supports the activities of local green groups such
as SAVE (Students Against Violation on Earth) from the National University of
Singapore, HELP (Help Everyone Love our Planet) from the National Institute of
Education, Earth Shield from Raffles Junior College, Campus Green Team, from
the Ngee Ann Polytechnic and others.

The NCE and the National Youth Achievement Award Council (NYAAC) with the
support of the Ministry of Environment will be embarking on a 3-year
environmental protection and public education programme at Pulau Ubin. Pulau
Ubin is one of Singapore's offshore islands and has become a very popular spot for
hiking, camping, bird watching, nature walks and adventure. Many Singaporeans
are flocking to the island thus causing negative effects on the environment. As
Pulau Ubin is the last real natural frontier for Singapore (The Straits Times, 8
October 1993) there is a need to preserve this natural heritage. The project on Pulau
Ubin will target the general public, visitors to the island and school children through
the dissemination of posters, pamphlets and leaflets. Talks and seminars will be
conducted to get students involved in appreciating and caring for the island's natural
attractions. Educational signs and information booths will also be located at
strategic areas around the island.

CONCLUSION

The Singaporean experience in developing environmental consciousness among its
people reflects a growing commitment from all sectors in the country to take
positive actions in dealing with the problems and issues of the environment. The
government, public sector, business, industry as well as other voluntary
organisations and schools work closely together to bring into reality the vision of
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Singapore as a model 'green city'. The important role of education can best be
summed up in a verse which accompanies the mission statement of the National
Council ofthe Environment.

"Ifyou are thinking a year ahead. .........

plant a seed,

Ifyou are thinking 10 years ahead.......

plant a tree,

Ifyou are thinking J00 years ahead. ....

educate the people."

Kuen-Tzu, 400BC
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Chapter 8 - Environmental Education in Madagascar

L Deslarzes, A Randriamoeliarivony, C Taylor
VWVF International / VWVF Madagascar / University of Bradford

INTRODUCTION

Madagascar is an island state, with an area of 592,000 km2 and a population of 9.9
million (in 1985). It is a land of rich natural resources, with a unique flora and
fauna. The island has been grouped with 12 other countries of"megadiversity"
which together account for about 75 per cent of the earth's species. Because of the
global importance of this rich biological diversity, Madagascar is a high priority for
conservation work. Today Madagascar's biodiversity is faced with a variety of
threats which include bush fires, forest clearance, timber exploitation, charcoal
burning, widespread collection of ornamental plants, hunting, and uncontrolled
ranging of livestock.

This chapter describes the case study of an on-going environmental education
project in Madagascar. This environmental education programme is being currently
executed by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) in Madagascar, being aimed
at ensuring the long term survival of the country's rich natural heritage through
transforming attitudes towards the environment so that humans live in harmony
with nature. Due to its effectiveness and relevance to other island nations, the
project is described in full, in addition to some considerations related to its didactic
components.

The ultimate aim of the WWF environmental education programme in Madagascar
is also to change attitudes towards the environment in such a way that humans are
encouraged to use rationally the natural resources of the country. The programme
carries out a wide spectrum of activities in the pursuit of this goal. For example, the
incorporation of environmental education in the official school curriculum, teacher
training, production of education materials, creating environmental education
centres, education outreach around priority protected areas, publication of an
environment magazine for secondary schools as well assistance to local NGOs. This
ambitious programme is managed entirely by Malagasy professionals.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND

In 1986 the Government of Madagascar and WWF signed an agreement under
which WWF would playa key role in developing environmental education in the
country. The subsequent Environmental Education Programme was launched in
1987, with the overall aim of raising public awareness of the need to conserve the
island's unique biological diversity. Following this a nation-wide programme of
environmental education for schools was established. Initial efforts were focused on
the primary school curriculum, but the rapid expansion of this project initiated a
need to extend this to sub-projects in secondary schools. A commission was set up
with members of the Malagasy government - namely the National Education
Ministry (Ministiere de l'Education Nationale - MEN) and WWF to identify
priorities and draft an addendum to the existing school curriculum.

The specific objectives of the WWF's Environmental Education Programme in
Madagascar are:

• To introduce and implement environmental education in Madagascar's primary
and secondary schools curricula.

• To train teacher trainers and teachers to effectively make use of new
environmental education materials, and to transmit the conservation message to
their students.

• To produce an environment magazine for secondary schools, which provokes
new ideas, provides a forum for young people to express evolving perceptions,
and increases environmental awareness.

• To improve environmental education and awareness in populations around
priority protected areas, facilitating the change from traditional practises to the
wise use of natural resources.

• To establish environmental education and information centres for the country's
six provinces and selected priority protected areas.

• To raise environmental awareness nation-wide through NGG outreach.

Tailor-made educational materials have been produced for primary schools, and
training courses have been carried out for education administrators and Malagasy
teachers. There is a desperate shortage of teaching materials and school manuals in
Madagascar and, to address this problem, some measures were adopted. At the
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present time, the school books produced on environmental education are often the
only books a Malagasy child may have; these precious books which also inform
parents about key environmental issues, are sadly very few.

In 1989 WWF-Switzerland devoted an entire issue of their quarterly journal"Revue
Panda" to Madagascar. The 32-page issue included three short reports on the
country's biodiversity and three feature-length comic strips, each highlighting
environmental problems on the island. This magazine was extremely popular in
Madagascar, and as a result, WWF-Switzerland and the Swiss Government
proposed to jointly fund the production of an environmental education magazine for
secondary school students, "Vintzy" (meaning kingfisher in Malagasy).

Under the Environmental Education Programme an environmental education centre
has been established in Tsimbazaza Botanical and Zoological Park in Madagascar's
capital city, Antanavarivo to raise local awareness and concern for the environment.
Tsimbazaza has the dual advantages of having an extensive collection of specimens
of the island's rich endemic flora and fauna, and access to the school children and
adults of Antananarivo. Other centres are planned in the six provinces to
demonstrate first hand the need to protect forests, wetlands, and biological diversity,
and to provide in-service training centres for teachers.

The education programme has played a key role in InltIatmg environmental
education in WWF's Integrated Conservation and Development projects at
Montagne d' Ambre, Andohahela, Beza Mahafaly, Marojejy, Andringitra, Zombitsy
and Vohibasia. Here the aim was to improve environmental awareness among local
communities, and encourage appropriate development and sustainable use of natural
resources in these critical areas. In 1992, for administrative reasons a decision was
made to hand-over education activities in these pilot zones to the respective
National Projects. The Programme has also involved the use various media and
co-operation with NGOs in order to help raise public awareness and concern for the
environment in Madagascar.

The WWF Environmental Education Programme is carried out entirely by
Malagasy professionals, and is supervised by regular missions by the Senior
Education Officer at WWF International, to monitor progress and help with the
planning of future activities. A full external evaluation of the programme was
carried out in November 1992, with very positive results and several
recommendations, which have already been implemented.
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SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES OF THE PROGRAMME

The Environmental Education Programme is divided into sets of specific activities,
each of which has its specific goals. The activities which are currently being
undertaken are:

Activity 1: Programme Co-ordination

Activity 2: Objectives and Background

Activity 1: Programme Coordination

Activity 1 is an "umbrella" for all environmental education projects within the
present Environmental Education Programme. It includes all administrative aspects
linked with the rest of the programme such as salaries, vehicles, offices running
costs, in-country travels and training of the Programme's personnel. It deals with
the development, the co-ordination and the implementation of the entire
programme. The Ministry of Education (Ministiere de l'Education Nationale
MEN) is working in conjunction with WWF staff members through:

• Two technical committees MEN/WWF for primary and secondary levels;

• One overall MEN Co-ordination Committee.

The main tasks of Activity 1 are:

• The management of the WWF Environmental Education Programme, which
takes place through regular meetings to assess and guide the progress of the
programme.

• The establishment of a teacher training programme, with planning of in-country
visits and field activities for each region.

• The planning of publications, reproduction and distribution of necessary books
and documents

• The development and implementation of awareness campaigns, associated
training and media coverage.

• The negotiations with MEN, other GOs and NGOs In order to successfully
achieve the objectives of the programme.
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• The organisation of technical and pedagogical support to education teams in
Integrated Conservation and Development (lCD) projects.

• The support to the activities of environmental education centres in
Antananarivo and Fianarantsoa.

• The promotion of the collaboration between WWF and NGOs (local and
international) - perhaps more importantly the Environmental Protection
Associations (Associations pour la Sauvegarde de I'Environnement - ASE).

• The monitoring, follow-up and evaluation of the various activities contained in
the Programme.

Activity 2: Teacher Training Programme and Assistance to Schools

Activity objectives and background:

• To ensure that Malagasy primary school teachers fully understand the need for
conservation work in Madagascar and that they acquire the skills and resource
materials needed to teach environmental education.

• To enable a selected number of pilot schools to develop and implement
practical activities, in order to put into practice what was learned by the
teachers during the teacher training courses.

Week-long seminars have been organised on a de-centralised basis. A ministerial
working group was formed to produce teachers' guides, organise courses at teacher
training colleges, identify lecturers and plan in-service training courses. Priority has
been given to training teachers in outdoor activities including:

• Tree planting;

• Establishment of school nature reserves or vegetable gardens;

• How to organise a school nature club.

So far 10,000 copies of a series of seven teachers' guides have been printed and
distributed during seminars and workshops. These training seminars provide
opportunities to develop educational techniques useful in the collection of research
data.
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In addition, a total of 14 seminars of introduction to environmental education were
organised so far by MEN and WWF for provincial education directors and
administrators. To date teacher training courses have covered all of the 112
educational districts (CISCO) in the country.

School assistance projects are also being developed for 30 schools nation-wide (5
pilot schools in each of six provinces). This assistance is seen as an essential
follow-up to the teacher training courses and enables schools, teachers and pupils to
become active in environmental protection. A memorandum of understanding is
signed with each school which defines planned activities according to time frame
and type/level of WWF support.

Activity 3: Environmental Education in School Curricula

Activity objectives and background:

The objective of this activity is to introduce environmental education into
Madagascar's formal school curriculum at primary, secondary and tertiary
levels. Initial efforts have been focused on the primary school curriculum
in order to test appropriate fonnats and methods. This activity has now
been extended to secondary schools, and is currently in the planning stages.
A commission with members of MEN and WWF has been established to
identify priorities.

Activity 4: Education Centres

Activity objectives and background:

To increase public awareness about environmental problems in
Madagascar and the need for conservation and, in the long-term, help
foster respect for the natural environment.

The Tsimbazaza Education Centre is administered by the Tsimbazaza Park
education team and by local authorities and serves as an in-service training centre
for teachers. Teachers are encouraged to organise student visits and tourists are also
welcome. A projection room has been constructed at the centre to help increase
public awareness through a series of audio-visual programmes. A workshop area
alongside this is stocked with teaching kits and other educational materials,
animated by different NGO's in educational games related to environmental
problems.
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The Fianarantsoa Education Centre functions in the same way and offers the same
facilities as the Tsimbazaza centre. The centre at Fianarantsoa has been equipped
and its effectiveness evaluated. The planning and construction of other centres is
being developed for other regions in the country.

Activity 5: Vintzy Magazine

Activity objectives and background:

Vintzy is a means for WWF to communicate Malagasy environmental
issues in order to stimulate the reader's interest in conservation and to
provoke them to react by concrete actions. It has the following objectives:

I. To present environmental realities in Madagascar to further the reader's
understanding.

2. To encourage readers to love nature.

3. To explain the ecological processes which control the functioning
ecosystems.

4. To promote changes in the reader's attitude and behaviour towards the
environment.

5. To present ideas of individuals or of groups, providing solutions to
environmental problems.

6. To denounce actions, or lack of action, harmful to the environment.

7. To communicate WWF activities in Madagascar, and world-wide, which
are relevant to local conditions.

This activity produces a quarterly environmental magazine ("Vintzy") targeted at
secondary school students in the second cycle (age 15-18). Each issue contains 24
pages, written in French and Malagasy. All production is handled by Malagasy
professionals and takes place in Madagascar.

In February/March 1991 a training workshop was run by several media experts
from both Switzerland and Madagascar to train Malagasy journalists. Several
journalists were then selected from this workshop to carry out the Vintzy project.
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Until February 1993, seven issues were produced, and the main magazine is
enormously popular, not only with the target group but also with younger and older
children, parents and other adults. With a circulation of 50,000, Vintzy is the most
widely read publication in Madagascar. A project evaluation was carried out in
February 1993, the magazine has increased its selling price and the number of pages
in each issue (to 28 pages),thus facilitating an emphasis on a more pedagogical,
imaginative approach.

Activity 6: Public Awareness Programmes

Public Awareness Programme in Montagne d'Ambre and Andohahela

Activity objectives and background:

To raise public awareness about the environmental problems and the need
to manage natural resources in a sustainable manner.

A salient feature of this programme is the involvement of the local communities. In
both of the areas, local artists design posters which are displayed in village squares.
The themes of the posters are then discussed by the education officer. Regular
information meetings are held and at the village level, organising committees have
been established to encourage participation in local conservation projects. Village
leaders and local teachers have been involved with the distribution of educational
material to village schools also.

In Montagne d'Ambre, Radio Television Malagasy have been involved with the
team in preparing a special broadcast. Environmental education is broadcast
regularly in local dialects.

Education teams regularly visit both areas to instigate initiatives relating to
improving environmental awareness and encouraging sustainable rural
development. Since July, 1993 WWF in Madagascar has been managing 6 Protected
Areas spread across the island. Education teams will be functional soon in the new
protected areas of Marojejy, Andringiton and Zombitsy.

Activity 7: Conservation Awareness through NGOs

Activity objectives and background:

The work of this activity includes the involvement of local NGOs in
environmental education, the distribution to NGO members of education
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materials, and the organisation of conferences, seminars and courses for
national and international NGGs.

In 1987, local NGG members were advisors for the setting up of the programme by
making suggestions and giving their viewpoint for the best procedure.

Later on, they have become essential helpers of the Programme. If, generally
speaking, the programme's target-population is children, the NGGs deal with the
adult population.

They have a lot of roles, according to the personality, the objectives and the
activities of each NGG. But in short, their roles are prevailing, permanent, efficient
and complementary to that of the programme. These roles are as:

• The vectors of the programme's messages, information and philosophy.

• The diffusers of ecological messages and infOlmation.

• The centres of activity for the safeguarding of the environment in their home
areas.

• The operators in charge of these environmental activities in their region.

• The necessary supports of any in depth action.

• The multipliers, in order to gain ground.

They represent a strong pressure group that influence the decisions of the local
authorities, who may not always take environmental problems into account. The
WWF programme is independent and the NGGs are also autonomous and
independent. The relations of the programme with the NGGs are relations of
partnership and collaboration, often under the form of memoranda of
misunderstanding, similar to those established with schools, as mentioned in activity
2.

The programme works together with some NGGs, the membership of which is
entirely composed of women or contain a significant number of women. Malagasy
women represent more than half of the whole population. Likewise in the field of
education, 50% of women as partners. Examples are:

• AFAM (Association Femmes et Actions pour Miandrivazo),
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• Malagasy Red Cross,

• ASE/Soalala (Mujunga),

• Girls Scouts of Madagascar, etc.

Activity 8: Monitoring and Evaluation of Education Programme

Activity objectives and background:

1. To monitor and evaluate the Madagascar education programme and reorient
activities where necessary.

2. To help in the preparation of workplans and budgets.

3. To provide feedback for donors.

The WWF's Education Officer visits Madagascar once a year to monitor and advise
the Education Programme. During these visits, new activities are planned and
budgets for the following year are drawn up in collaboration with the WWF
education team in Madagascar.

An in-depth external evaluation was carried out in November 1992. It approved the
methodology of the project and recommended further action which has since then
been implemented.
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FINAL REMARKS ON THE PROJECT

The project has been highly successful and has attracted attention both within and
outside the country. The first series of school manuals and teacher worksheets have
been distributed and evaluated. Environmental education is now officially a part of
the primary school curriculum. An initial programme of seminars for provincial
education administrators was held during 1988/89. Teacher training courses have
been decentralised in order to reach first the main cities and then the pilot zones
where WWF has started its integrated conservation programmes. Construction of
the Tzimbazaza Education Centre was completed in 1989.

Major accomplishments of the programme to date include:

1) Textbooks: Malagasy school books for pupils, containing poems on nature and
stories linking people and their environment, were written and designed for all
primary school grades. A first print-run of 10,000 of each reader has been
distributed to target schools, and evaluated. A second, revised edition has been
published, and is now being used. These are the only school books that exist to
date for Malagasy children. The MEN has asked WWF to provide books to all
the children of Madagascar. Negotiations for large printing orders are under
way with a potential donor.

2) Pedagogical Materials: Seven teaching guides, including packs of practical
work sheets have been produced, and are now in use, giving teachers a solid
conceptual basis, as well as field techniques, for teaching environmental
education.

3) Curriculum: The official national school curriculum has been amended to
include the textbooks and teaching materials produced by WWF, and the panda
logo appears on each of these. Work on curriculum development for secondary
schools is the focus of the present phase of this activity.

4) Teacher Training: This is a crucial element of the Programme. With the goal of
reaching all the teachers in each of the country's 112 education districts, the
WWF programme has trained over 1400 trainers, who have, in tum, trained
more than 20,000 teachers in 93 districts nation-wide over a three-year period.
Week-long workshops begin with a biology/ecology seminar specific to
Madagascar, then focus on how to use the new materials and on appropriate
teaching methods. Practical training is given in using the teacher packs, for
example, tree planting, setting up school nature reserves, creating a wetland or
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a vegetable garden, among others. Advanced, follow-up courses are presently
being designed.

5) Direct assistance to schools: Classroom support by the WWF local team is
given in pilot schools, as a logical follow-up to teacher training. Teachers can
identify and correct problems encountered as they put the new curriculum into
practice. Pilot schools are chosen with respect to their proximity to
Madagascar's protected areas, thus targeting the benefits of continuous support
to the most ecologically sensitive regions.

6) Education Centres: The construction of the first centre, located in the beautiful
Tsimbazaza Botanical and Zoological Park, was completed in 1989. The Centre
has a projection room, workshop area, as well as educational materials, displays
and an area for exhibitions. This, together with the extensive collection of
living endemic fauna and flora in the park, provides an ideal visiting centre in
the capital city, for school children who may never have the opportunity to
discover their natural heritage in the wild. The second centre in Fianarantsoa
was equipped in October 1993 and has been operational from that time. Other
centres are planned for each of the country's six provinces. The next one is
being developed in Antsiranana.

7) Integrated Conservation and Development: The central WWF Education Team
works in close collaboration with the WWF Biodiversity and Protected Areas
Management Unit, in integrated conservation and development (lCD) projects
in priority protected areas. To date, these have focused on Montagne d' Ambre
in the north and Andohahela in the south. These important projects rely on a
three-fold structure in addressing long-term conservation needs:
conservation/protection; rural development; environmental education. In these
projects, decentralised education teams provide classroom support (mentioned
above), help initiate school gardens and school nature reserves, and promote the
activities of the conservation and development units with the local
communities.

8) Ecological Magazine "Vintzy": This is a quarterly, 28-page, environmental
magazine for the secondary school level, designed to stimulate student interest
and provide information on environmental matters directly relevant to
Madagascar. Seven issues have been produced to date, and have been
enthusiastically received. This exercise is considered as a first step in the
direction of introducing environmental education at secondary level. The
Multiplying effect of Vintzy has been achieved since the first issue, that is one
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magazine - one family, because varied articles are selected in order to interest
primary and secondary students' parents and teachers.

As a result of an intensive awareness campaign carried out by WWF Environmental
Education Project during the first phase (1989- 1992), several Malagasy NGOs and
even international ones seek co-operation with the Project, such as : Scouting, Red
Cross, NGOs of different religious obedience's or of rural origins, students' parents,
diverse associations of natives of different regions. Those NGOs define themselves
by priority activities in favour of the environment and undertake projects in their
locality. Thus, Environmental Education Project becomes a support, technique and
material assistance project, a counsel to its social partners. A contract-programme is
drawn up in order to define roles and responsibilities of each partner in the effective
realisation of planned activities in the field.

This way of working is also applied with 32 existing ASE. The latter have the
particularity of having the same objectives and the same philosophy as WWF. They
are very active owing to the composition of their members and their motivation in
concrete action in the field. And that was how they have made themselves known in
their regions very quickly in organising a cultural week on environment (diverse
educative, cultural, athletic and leisure activities). At present many of them have
strong influence in their locality. It is probably through these ASE that WWF
Madagascar will be born in the big island.

The WWF Environmental Education Programme in Madagascar is an ambitious,
complex and pioneering project managed entirely by Malagasy professionals. It
shows how much can be achieved by institutions in small island states and by
international co-operation. Experiences from Madagascar are very useful for the
development of WWF Environmental Education Programmes in other regions.
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Chapter 9 - Environmental Education and Environmental Protection in
St Lucia

R J Deveaux, Z Murphy
St Lucia National Trust / University of Bradford

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes an innovative approach of integrating environmental
education into environmental protection in a Small Island Developing State. It is
based on the experience registered on St Lucia National Trust's publication "A
System of Protected Areas for St Lucia" prepared by Leslie Hudson, Yves Renard
and Giles Romulus back to 1992 and exemplifies the extent to which an awareness
raising dimension may be included in the framework of environmental conservation
programmes.

At the outset it should be pointed out that the Plan for a System of Protected Areas
(PSPA) for St Lucia is a product of an intense and creative process of investigation
and consultation which has involved many communities, agencies, and people
throughout the country. It is one of the manifestations of a growing realisation
within the population and among governmental and non-governmental institutions
that the natural and cultural heritage of the country is subject to major and
unprecedented threats. Yet, that heritage, if properly managed, could represent one
of the country's principal assets in its search for development. The PSPA was
therefore offered to the nation, as an instrument to help arrest the patterns of
degradation and destruction, utilising an environmental education dimension, and as
a guide towards more rational use of the country's rich patrimony. It is believed that
this experience may be of use in attempts to promote a sounder use of the
environment in other small island developing countries.

Protected areas are portions of the national territory of a country which are placed
under special management status to ensure that the resources they contain are
maintained and made accessible for sustainable uses compatible with conservation
requirements. The first protected area established in St. Lucia was the Castries
Waterworks Reserve, set up in 1916 and now part of the St. Lucia Forest Reserve.
Since then, a number of other protected areas have been established in the country
under the auspices of the Ministry of Agriculture and the St. Lucia National Trust.
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The purpose of the PSPA is to build upon past efforts and to establish a broad
network of marine and terrestrial areas to manage the country's biological and
cultural diversity. The present document therefore defines the objectives, elements,
and operations of a comprehensive System of Protected Areas, and provides the
directions and guidelines which are needed to move from concept to action.

St. Lucia, as a developing island nation, is faced with a number of developmental
and environmental issues which are exacerbated by a rapidly evolving international
context. The factors of size, openness, fragility, and inter relatedness all combine to
threaten a scarce and impoverished resource base, to undermine an already
vulnerable cultural foundation, and to maintain the dependent nature of an economy
which was built to serve distant and fluctuating interests.

The PSPA is clearly and determinedly set against this background, and seeks to
respond, in a modest but effective manner, to some of the challenges of
development which the country now faces.

CONSERVATION FOR DEVELOPMENT

Conservation, as defined and advocated in the document is proposed as an
indispensable requirement for a form of development that is equitable, sustainable,
and harmonious. Natural and cultural resources are the capital upon which a
country's development can be built. And this is particularly true in the context ofSt.
Lucia and the rest of the Caribbean, where the economies are largely based on the
use of natural resources. Maintenance and enhancement of that capital- the soils,
the forests, the landscapes, the water, and the culture - are indispensable if
development is to be achieved and sustained.

Conservation and management of a country's natural heritage are often justified on
moral and ethical grounds. And the Plan indeed acknowledges the obligation of
human society to respect life in all its forms, to appreciate the cultural legacy of
earlier ages, and to assume its responsibility toward future generations. But this
responsibility also belongs to present generations. who aspire to a higher quality of
life and seek to meet a number of needs, beginning with the essential requirements
of food, shelter, health, and education. The conservation of a country's natural and
cultural heritage must be a cornerstone of its development strategy, because
conservation aims to maintain and sustain the delivery of essential goods and
services.
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The relevance of a System of Protected Areas to St. Lucia's development can
perhaps best be illustrated by the following examples:

• The water supply for domestic consumption, agriculture. industry, and tourism
depends on the maintenance of watersheds through forest conservation;

• Tourism, the fastest growing sector In the economy, depends on a healthy and
attractive environment, including beaches, landscapes, and heritage attractions;

• The environmental quality and productivity of the coastal zone- both of which
are essential to health, fisheries, tourism, and recreation - are increasingly
threatened by concentrated development and conflicting uses of littoral
resources.

The establishment of a System of Protected Areas for St. Lucia seeks to respond to
these and similar concerns by providing a complete and coherent framework for the
management of the country's unique but fragile patrimony.

FUNCTIONS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE SYSTEM

In defining the objectives of the System of Protected Areas, a number of
imperatives were identified:

a) That poverty is intolerable and that its causes must be addressed;

b) That present and future generations have a fundamental right to a better quality
of life, which involves the satisfaction of economic, social, cultural, and
spiritual needs and aspirations;

c) That forward planning is critical to development

d) That the collective good supersedes the interest of the individual;

e) That private property is not absolute and that there is a social mortgage on such
property.

On this basis, the objectives of the System of Protected Areas are:

I. to conserve all critical, and potentially critical, habitats necessary for the
maintenance of animal and plant species;
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2. to protect representative elements of the natural and cultural heritage;

3. to ensure the maintenance of the country's water supply;

4. to sustain the productivity and quality of critical ecosystems, particularly in
relation to forestry, fisheries, and tourism;

5. to stimulate the rational use of marginal resources and the restoration of
degraded lands;

6. to encourage research on the cultural and natural resources of the country:

7. to contribute to the knowledge and understanding of the natural and cultural
heritage of the 8t. Lucian population;

8. to build self-esteem and a love of the country through the appreciation of that
heritage;

9. to provide places for recreation enjoyment, and inspiration.

The implementation of the Plan will require concerted and innovative actions on the
part of a variety of actors in order to achieve these broad and important objectives.
In this process, a number of obstacles will be faced, which must be recognised from
the onset, and which will require attention at all times if the proposals contained in
this document are to succeed. Among these, the following will be of critical
importance:

• The overall lack of awareness and appreciation of the role of natural resources
in national development;

• The determining influence of external economic and political factors on the
patterns of resource utilisation in the country, with particular reference to
agriculture and tourism;

• The absence of effective mechanisms for decentralisation and community
participation in decision-making and resource management;

• The lack of co-ordination among governmental agencies concerned, directly or
indirectly, with issues of environment and development in the country;

• The demand for specialised skills for effective resource management.
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If it succeeds in recognIsmg and addressing these constraints, the System of
Protected Areas will become one of the key instruments for the overall management
of the country's natural and cultural resources, and will therefore assist in
responding to some of the most profound developmental, institutional and
environmental issues which St. Lucia now faces.

METHODOLOGY

The preparation of the PSPA for St. Lucia was a major undertaking which required
methods and instruments adapted to the exercise and capable of achieving the stated
objectives. Among them, two methodological approaches were particularly critical,
namely the participation of the community in the planning process, and the
systematic selection of sites for inclusion in the System.

In both cases, methods were developed or tailored to meet the specific needs of St.
Lucia, thus contributing to the formulation of approaches and instruments which
had not been widely tested prior to this effort. In this sense, the process which led to
the preparation of this Plan can be considered relevant to other situations, and could
serve protected area planning activities in other countries and regions.

PARTICIPATORY PLANNING

As a small, developing, island country, St. Lucia has many competing pressures on
its natural resources, and limited human and financial resources available for
protected area management. Successful implementation of the PSPA depends on the
co-operation and collaboration of many institutions and individuals. Thus it was
important from the outset that there be a strong element of participation, so that the
various entities involved felt both ownership of, and responsibility for, the Plan.

There is growing recognition that community participation is essential to the
effective management of natural resources, including protected areas, and that it can
help fulfil unmet management goals, resolve conflicts, and aid in recognising and
meeting a wide range of needs. Community participation can be a solution to the
numerous "paper parks" for which no real management system exists, often because
government agencies and others charged with park management lack the necessary
funds, personnel, and popular support for effective action.

A community may be defined as a group of people who consciously share a
common functional or moral link, such as kinship, occupation, place of residence,
religion, or values, and may consist of such groups as resource users (e.g. fisher folk
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and fanners), local residents, park staff, government officials, members and staff of
non-governmental organisations, and relevant elements of the private sector (e.g.
tourism businesses). Involving these groups in the planning and management of
protected areas can help to:

• Build popular support for protected areas by investing people's interesting the
well-being of their natural resources:

• Ensure that the cultural, social, and economic needs and concerns of
communities most directly affected by protected areas are addressed;

• Ensure that benefits from protected areas reach these same communities:

• Help fill the gap when governments or other management entities lack the
necessary funds and personnel for effective protected area management;

• Integrate community knowledge of natural resources into protected area
management:

• Make protected area management more responsive to variations and changes in
social and environmental conditions;

• Provide training and opportunities for skill development in order for
communities to participate in protected area management.

The development of the PSPA thus adopted a participatory approach, with the
following objectives:

I. to build a consensus among all actors at the national and local levels on the
objectives, elements, and programmes of the System;

2. to ensure that the protection of St. Lucia's natural resources contributes to an
improved quality of life for its citizens;

3. to establish the basis for ongoing co-operation and collaboration among
community and national institutions in protected area management.

In order to achieve the substantial involvement and responsibility of the many
parties interested in the Plan, their participation was enlisted from the earliest stages
of planning. Thus, an Advisory Committee was created at the project's outset, and
various means were employed over time to engage the wider public in a dialogue on
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the concept and details of the Plan. These ranged from sensitisation activities and
planning and problem-solving workshops to site-specific community projects.
Through these activities, the communities themselves determined the nature and
level of their involvement. The eventual goal is for communities (including
non-governmental organisations, private sector institutions, and grassroots
organisations) to evolve into "co-management" relationships in which they share
management authority and responsibility with government agencies. The
participatory planning process involved the following elements: Advisory
Committee, Media Programmes, Informational Slide Shows and Discussions, and
Planning Workshops.

At the beginning of the planning process, a broad-based Planning Advisory
Committee (PAC) was created as a mechanism to receive input from a range of
interests, and to help build consensus and long-term involvement in the SPA at the
institutional and technical levels. The PAC's responsibilities were to oversee the
project, review all proposals and documents produced, and provide ongoing advice
to the project co-ordinator. Members of the Committee were also charged with
liaising with their respective constituencies on behalf of the Plan.

The Planning Advisory Committee met regularly from October 1988 until the
completion of the written document In October 1992. It served as both a resource
and an advisor to the project co-ordinator, and resolved countless issues pertinent to
development of the final Plan. When necessary, the PAC held workshops to address
matters more thoroughly and invited outside experts in order to obtain specialised
knowledge and information. The PAC also participated in field trips to gain
first-hand acquaintance with proposed and existing protected areas. In addition to
reviewing current protected areas as well as potential new sites, and agreeing on
management categories and management areas, the PAC conducted an in-depth
assessment of the institutional and legal framework for the System of Protected
Areas, and drafted proposed amendments to the National Trust Act, No. 16 of 1975.

MEDIA PROGRAMMES

Public awareness and information programmes were conducted periodically
throughout the project. These consisted of:

• Radio Programmes. Informational programmes described the concept and
objectives of the Plan. Phone-in programmes provided an opportunity for
question-and-answer and discussion sessions in both English and Creole.
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• Television Programmes. A video on the natural and cultural sites of St. Lucia
was produced and broadcast, as were various other features designed to inform
people about protected areas and involve them in development of the Plan.

• Newspaper Articles. Feature articles on the Plan and the process were run from
time to time. Periodic news releases were issues through all three media to keep
the public abreast of the planning process, and to announce public meetings.
Workshops and field trips for members of the press provided them with
in-depth information and experience, and sought to enlist their assistance in
more widespread promotion of the protected areas concept and planning
process.

• Informational slide shows and Discussions. From May through July 1991,
National Trust conducted approximately 20 public meetings nation-wide. Each
programme included a presentation on St. Lucia's cultural heritage and
traditions, with a display and demonstration of various artefacts. This was
followed by a slide show depicting various types of protected areas in other
countries, as well as examples of potential sites in St. Lucia. Each meeting
culminated in a question-and-answer and discussion session, in which a wide
range of topics was addressed.

• Planning Workshops. In early 1992, members of the Planning Advisory
Committee designated a "Technical Subcommittee" to plan and carry out an
extensive public consultation phase. The Technical Subcommittee included
representatives from the National Trust, Caribbean Natural Resources Institute,
Department of Forest and Lands, Department of Fisheries, Tourist Board, and
Folk Research Centre.

Approximately 20 workshops were held. Although each one was designed
specifically for its intended audience, most of the workshops can be
summarised in three broad categories: general public, sectoral, and
implementation programmes and issues (which are described below). In
addition, status reports on the planning process were given during brief sessions
with the Development Control Authority and the Cabinet of Ministers. In
preparation for the four general public workshops, the Technical Subcommittee
engaged the services of a professional facilitator to assist in workshop planning
and to train Subcommittee members in facilitation skills.

• General Public Participation. Four day-long regional workshops were held for
members of the general public. Forty to fifty persons known as community
leaders or linked to a wide range of groups or constituencies were invited. An
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effort was made to include individuals from a broad spectrum of professional
and social activities and perspectives: fishing, fanning, tourism, transportation,
sand mining, handicrafts, education, businesses, churches, mothers' and
fathers' groups, service clubs, youth and sports clubs, squatter settlements,
trade unions community development agencies, and extension services.

Attendance at the workshops averaged around thirty participants, plus five to
ten staff members and facilitators. The workshops included an introductory
presentation on the proposed plan, followed by a question-and-answer and
discussion session. Over the course of the day, in small group sessions,
participants were asked: to identify sites of natural, cultural, and historic
importance that they would like to see protected; to analyse and propose
solutions to particular issues regarding protected areas that arose during the
earlier discussions; and to draft follow-up plans for their own communities'
involvement in development and implementation of the Plan.

Throughout the series of workshops, particular emphasis was placed on the
potential contribution of protected areas to community development needs, and
on the discussion of specifics as to how participants could work to achieve this
goal. Concurrently, the collaborative nature of the Plan and the need for
continuing community involvement were stressed.

• Sectoral. These workshops varied in length and format, depending on the
sector. An all-day workshop was held for conservation groups, including
student environmental clubs, since they should have a special role in increasing
public awareness of the System of Protected Areas as well as in the planning
and management of individual sites, and because they have special knowledge
of and experience with potential protected areas.

A workshop was held for service clubs; one slated for the National Youth
Council was cancelled, although NYC was well represented at the general
public workshops later. A workshop and field trip was held to inform and enlist
the assistance of members of the media (see above). Small, diverse groups were
invited to participate in 2-hour sessions on the following topics: fisheries and
marine resource management; forestry, agriculture, watershed management,
and rural development; and tourism and recreation. Each meeting addressed
some of the most pressing issues facing that particular sector.

• Implementation Programmes and Issues. These 3-4 hour sessions focused on
specific topical areas needing to be addressed in developing the final draft of
the Plan. Small groups of individuals were invited to begin to work out some of
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the arrangements needed to implement the following aspects of the Plan:
advertising, marketing, and standards; education and public information;
financing; personnel and training needs; and institutional arrangements: the role
of government and community groups.

Much of what is contained in this PSPA can be attributed to the number and variety
of participatory activities carried out over the course of the planning phase. The
community consultations were particularly useful in this regard, providing a clear
representation of the public's views on, and expectations of, heritage management
programmes in the country. These activities, however, brought many more benefits,
resulting in an increased awareness and knowledge of the System of Protected
Areas on the part of hundreds of people, and stimulating communities to learn more
about and appreciate their natural and cultural heritage.

The participatory process also served to establish an improved institutional base for
the management of a System of Protected Areas in the country. The work of the
PAC reinforced the institutional commitment of the future implementors of the
Plan, and forged a closer collaborative working relationship among them. Through
the workshops, the first step was also taken to secure the long-term involvement of
communities in the planning and management of individual sites within the System.
While much remains to be done, it is indisputable that this participatory process has
helped to create new conditions of collaboration and action which augur well for the
future of the System.

MANAGEMENT PROGRAMMES

The establishment and management of the System of Protected Areas requires the
simultaneous implementation of nine on-going complementary, and
mutually-reinforcing programmes, identified as follows:

I. Research and Monitoring

2. Resource Conservation, Rehabilitation, and Enhancement

3. Sustainable Utilisation

4. Public Awareness, Education and Mobilisation

5. Institutional Capacity Building
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6. Financing

7. Facilities and Infrastructures

8. Planning and Establishment ofIndividual Protected Areas

9. Regional and International Co-operation

The successful implementation of these programmes will be possible only through
effective and ongoing collaboration among a diversity of institutions and individuals
at the local, national and international levels. They should be evaluated, reviewed,
and modified as required, under the supervision of the Advisory Board. These
programmes have been designed for an initial period of five years following the
release of the Plan.

Of particular interest to environmental education in St Lucia and possibly in other
small island developing nations, is Programme 4 (Public Awareness, Education, and
Mobilisation). The goals of this programme are:

a) to contribute to the enhancement of societal values and the improvement of
knowledge among the entire S1. Lucian population on matters relating to the
natural and cultural heritage of the nation and the world;

b) to ensure that people's knowledge and beliefs translate into appropriate actions
toward protection of the natural and cultural heritage ofthe country.

The objectives of Programme 4 are:

• To raise public awareness of the importance and value of the country's natural
and cultural heritage;

• To build public involvement in, commitment to, involvement in, and
responsibility for the System of Protected Areas, its objectives, and its
programmes;

• To enhance the educational programmes of non-governmental and educational
institutions, including school curricula;

• To facilitate the participation of the public in all aspects of protected area
planning, at the national and local levels;
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• To create favourable conditions and avenues for the involvement of community
and other non-governmental organisations in the management of protected
areas, and to foster such involvement;

• To foster people's concerns and action on broader natural and cultural
environmental issues.

In order to achieve these objectives, it will be necessary to fulfil a number of needs,
amongst which the following ones may be mentioned:

a) the need to develop all public awareness and educational materials and
programmes with careful consideration of the knowledge base, interests, and
socio-economic background (including language) of the various intended
audiences;

b) the need to design public awareness and educational materials and programmes
with the ultimate goal of community responsibility for, involvement with, and
action on behalf of, the System of Protected Areas in particular and the
environment in general;

c) the need to establish strategic linkages through which the educational
programmes of the System of Protected Areas accomplish other goals of the
System, and through which other educational programmes in St. Lucia help to
achieve the goals of protected areas.

In fulfilling the needs above, a set of activities is expected to be undertaken. These
include the following initiatives.

Media coverage:

• Sustained media coverage through radio, television, and newspapers;

• Regular invitations to members of the press to visit sites, and to participate in
programme activities whenever feasible;

• Consideration of publishing a regular Protected Areas column III leading
national newspapers.

Publications and audio-visual productions:
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• Production and distribution of informational written materials for visitors to the
System of Protected Areas, consumers of protected area resources, and other
relevant audiences, with an emphasis on those having the greatest impact on
protected areas

• Production of videos and slide shows;

• Dissemination of publications and audio-visual productions as appropriate to
tourism offices, libraries, schools, etc.

School programmes:

• Promotion of the System of Protected Areas as a resource for schools through
presentations at the Division of Teacher Education of the Sir Arthur Lewis
Community College, sessions with teachers and the Teachers' Union, and
dissemination of Information on the System through the Ministry of Education;

• Consideration of schools as a resource for the System of Protected Areas,
therefore encouraging and facilitating the involvement of students, teachers,
and administrators in a wide range of site-specific planning and management
activities (such as research, monitoring, interpretation, education, public
awareness, site improvement, and developing solutions to environmental
problems);

• Schools' access to protected areas for educational and recreational purposes,
including:

• Provision of personnel for assistance with schools' use of sites;

• Development of educational materials related to such uses;

The provision of programmes in teacher awareness and training is also foreseen.
Such a programme include activities such as enhancement of teachers' background
information about St Lucia's natural and cultural environments, with emphasis on
the System of Protected Areas; the development of teachers' skills in environmental
education (techniques for using protected areas and other resources to enhance-their
existing curricula, and to involve students in planning, management, and
problem-solving activities); the provision of information on and access to resources
(personnel, publications, etc.) that will assist teachers in their environmental
education efforts; the development of written materials for teachers and students at
all levels that use the system of Protected Areas to enhance existing curricula. These
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will be developed after consideration of eXIsting materials produced by the
Departments of Forest and Lands, Fisheries, and others, so as not to duplicate
previous efforts. When appropriate, existing materials should be used and adapted
as needed, and new materials, when possible, may fit into existing formats such as
the Department of Forest and Lands' LEAP kits.

COMMUNITY PROGRAMMES:

Community-based initiatives include the undertaking of awareness programmes
through educational sessions, use of audio-visual aids, etc. with community leaders,
mothers' and fathers' groups, church leaders, co-operatives and resource users. The
lead role of the popular theatre programmes is also to be taken into account.
Overall, targeted educational activities linked to specific sites (before, during, or
after protected area establishment) will be undertaken.

The responsibilities for implementation of public awareness, education, and
mobilisation programmes will be shared among the following institutions:

• The Education Committee in programming, establishing standards, evaluating
effectiveness, and co-ordinating activities among the various participating
institutions;

• Management committees for National Parks and Protected Landscapes to take
major responsibility for programmes related to their specific sites;

• The Ministry of Education, Naturalists' Society, Archaeological and Historical
Society, Caribbean Environmental Health Institute, school environmental and
science clubs, and others;

• The National Trust to assume responsibility for co-ordination in the areas of
media and information;

• A technical committee to ensure accuracy of information dispensed in public
awareness and educational materials and programmes.

The innovate approach seen in the St Lucia case is that an environmental
awareness-raising dimension in included in most aspects of the System of Protected
Areas, being expected to greatly facilitate its implementation.
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CONCLUSION

The St. Lucia experience is an excellent illustration of how integration of
environmental education is vital in the public participation process of drawing up a
PSPA for a Small Island Developing State. Community consultation and education
serves a two-fold purpose - firstly in the process of representing public views on,
and expectations of, heritage management programmes in a country, and also in the
noticeable increased awareness and knowledge of the System on the part of the
general public who will ultimately benefit from it. This knowledge and awareness
encourages the community to learn more and appreciate their natural and cultural
heritage. The process of community consultation allows awareness to be raised, and
appreciation of the situation to be gained, both of which can lead to positive action
in the filed of heritage, cultural preservation and environmental conservation.
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